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ABSTRACT
Advances in the development of sustainable, low-cost, and reliable energy storage
technologies have become a high priority as the demand for high power, and high energy
storage devices has risen with emerging technologies in electronics, transportation, and
renewable energy systems. Supercapacitors, due to their relatively high energy density
and power density, provide an attractive alternative to bridge the gap between
conventional batteries and capacitors. Materials ranging from high surface area, inert
carbons to Faradaic metal oxides and conducting polymers have been used to achieve a
range of performance properties in supercapacitors. However, the development of new
technologies faces many challenges, such as sustainability, charge efficiency, capacity,
cycle stability and scalable manufacturing processes.
In this work, to overcome some of these challenges, we developed
straightforward, low-cost approaches for the design of micro- and nano-structured
electrodes with enhanced electrochemical performance. Two main pathways were taken
(1) manipulation of the electrode composition through the incorporation of lignin, as a
redox polymer, into the active electrode material, for enhanced energy density, and (2)
modification of the electrode structure through changes in the synthesis process of the
electrode materials to improve the electrochemical performance.
For the first approach, lignin polymers were incorporated into a conducting
polymer during electrochemical polymerization, providing increased Faradaic charge
storage from the phenolic lignin groups. Polypyrrole (PPy) electrodes were prepared with
alkali lignin (AL) and sulfonated lignin (SLS), and the electrochemical performance was
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compared with pure PPy films. We demonstrated an increase in capacitance of 30% in
PPy/AL compared to PPy/SLS and 56% to PPy. Subsequently, AL and SLS were
combined with porous carbon, which is electrochemically inert and non-reactive with
lignin to improve the electrode stability and study the electrochemical performance of
lignin without possible chemical/physical interactions with PPy. We found that
intermediate pore sizes (>40 nm) led to optimal redox activity as lignin cannot get inside
small pores, and large pores do not adsorb significant amounts of polymer.
In the second approach, lignin was used as a precursor to make high surface area
carbon fibers, in which the structure of conventional fibers (polyacrylonitrile) was
manipulated to produce porous materials. Decreasing the fiber diameter (115 to 8.5 µm)
led to an increase in capacitance from ~2 F g-1 to ~70 F g-1 and a chemical activation
process resulted in capacitances of ~192 F g-1. Under the same scope, high surface area
resorcinol–formaldehyde carbon aerogels reinforced with a backbone material allowed
the fabrication of free-standing electrodes, eliminating the need for a binder and current
collector during supercapacitor assembly. Finally, we developed a template-free synthesis
method for creating microstructured electrodes to improve ion transport within thick
conducting polymer films (~16 µm) while maintaining high energy storage capacity.
Electrodes comprising these materials validate low cost, high energy density and
innovative ways to manipulate the chemical composition and physical structure of
Faradaic and non-Faradaic materials.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The world’s electricity demand is projected to increase more than 70% by 2040
according to the World Energy Outlook 2015 released by the International Energy
Agency in November. Efforts will be focused on the expansion of renewable energy
sources, which will represent about the 25% of the energy produced in U.S. and 50% of
the energy generated in the European Union.1 Just in U.S from 2014 to 2017 the energy
produced by solar is expected to increase by 90%, wind in 28%, geothermal in 9%, and
hydropower by 5% while waste biomass and wood biomass are expected to decrease.2
Because, geothermal and hydropower are fixed resources due to limited locations, the
current drive is to increase the energy generation capacity of wind and solar, sources that
are naturally intermittent. Accordingly, sustainable energy storage also becomes an
urgent need.
Currently, batteries and systems that can store electricity come from limited
sources, energy-intensive fabrication processes or hazardous materials, mainly relying on
the global mineral reserves.3 This leads us to the fundamental question of whether or not
it is better to mine the materials used to store energy generated from renewable resources
or simply mine the energy itself (in the form of fossil fuels). The obvious solution is
creating energy storage systems from renewable or sustainable materials, to ensure we
are indeed minimizing our impact on the environment. In recent years, concepts like
sustainability and green chemistry, have found their way to the scientific community and
now influence research motivation and pathways. Sustainability is defined by the U.S.
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as “to create and maintain conditions under
which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony to support present and future
generations.”4 While Green chemistry (also known as sustainable chemistry) is defined
by EPA as “the design of chemical products and processes that reduce or eliminate the
use or generation of hazardous substances; it applies to the life cycle of a product,
including its design, manufacture, use, and ultimate disposal.”5
Both descriptions seek the same purpose: develop materials and processes that
offer improvements over existing technology with respect to environmental impact,
energy consumption during extraction and synthesis, recyclability, natural abundance,
and toxicity to preserve the environment and protect human health.6, 7 The selection of a
greener or lower-cost materials does not necessarily indicate that the final product will be
green and/or low-cost as many factors affect the overall impact and cost, such as raw
material extraction processes, location, abundance, synthesis methods, device fabrication
and recyclability.6, 8 As a result, most current electrochemical energy storage technologies
do not necessarily meet the criteria for either sustainability or green chemistry; therefore,
it is imperative to focus research efforts in these directions to support the expected
growth of energy consumption by 2040. This review highlights the recent developments
in sustainable materials for electrochemical energy storage, including active materials,
separators, binders, electrolytes, and current collectors.
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1.1 Electrochemical energy storage mechanism
Electrochemical energy storage devices are mainly classified as batteries and
capacitors; however, supercapacitors, have steadily been attracting interest due to their
higher power capabilities. Batteries provide energy for long time periods (high energy
density) but take several hours to recharge (low power density) due to slow reaction
kinetics and diffusion processes involved in their energy storage mechanism. They are
classified in primary and secondary batteries. Primary batteries undergo irreversible
redox reactions and cannot be recharged (i.e. Zinc-MnO2, Lithium primary, ZincCarbon). Secondary batteries undergo in a reversible redox reaction that once is
discharged can be restored to its initial state by charging it (i.e. nickel-cadmium, nickelmetal hydride, lithium-ion, lead-acid).9 Conventional capacitors, on the other hand,
deliver energy and recharge in seconds (high power density) but the amount of charge
delivered is very small (low energy density).10 Possessing high power and relatively high
energy density, supercapacitors are attractive intermediates between batteries and
conventional electrostatic. Due to versatile material design, they can be assembled in
various configurations depending on the application; for instance, as flexible devices for
wearable electronics or rigid, robust cells for regenerative braking system in electric
buses.11
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Figure 1.1 Electrochemical energy storage devices in the charged state. (a)
Electrochemical Double-Layer Capacitor (EDLC), (b) Li-ion battery, (c) Hybrid
capacitor. Cyclic voltammetry profiles for EDLC (orange line) and battery (purple line)
(d), hybrid capacitor (f) and discharge profiles (e), (g), respectively.

Supercapacitors and batteries have, roughly, similar configurations comprising of
two electrodes (cathode and anode) separated by an electrolyte-soaked separator. The
electrodes consist of active charge storage material and, depending on the preparation
process, can also have a binder that holds the electrode together and a conductivity
enhancer, all of which are coated on a foil current collector. The separator prevents both
electrodes from making contact and the electrolyte allows the transport of ions within the
cell. Even though both rely on electrochemical processes to store and deliver energy, the
electrochemical mechanisms that determine the energy and power density are quite
different.
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A conventional electrostatic capacitor is a passive device with two electrodes that
are separated by a dielectric layer. Static charge is stored by polarizing the electrodes
within an electric field, providing a mechanism for delivering very high power density,
but low energy density (few microFarads per gram).12 Electrochemical double layer
capacitors (EDLCs) (Figure 1.1a) store charge electrostatically by reversible adsorption
of ions from the electrolyte onto the active material, which is commonly a high surface
area carbon-based material. Ions are adsorbed on the surface of a polarized active
material forming a double layer at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The absence of a
redox reaction (non-Faradaic process) allows fast charge/discharge cycles, which produce
high power density and long cycle life since there is no mechanical stress caused by
changes in the volume of the electrode. However, as the energy storage depends on the
surface area of the active material, they exhibit limited energy density.12-15
The mechanism for energy storage in batteries can vary depending on the
electrode chemistry, but each type requires ion diffusion and reaction within the electrode
masses. For example, lithium-ion batteries (Figure 1.1b), operate by transporting lithium
ions (Li+) from the cathode, which is typically a lithium-intercalated metal oxide, to the
anode, which is typically graphite, during charging and then back to the cathode during
discharge (energy release). The amount of energy stored (by mass or volume) and the
power are function of the voltage between the electrodes and directly dependent on the
chemistry selected.16 They can store a large amount of energy (10-250 Wh kg-1 for Li-ion
batteries) but are often limited by short cycle life and slow charge/discharge rates (low
power density).10, 12, 17
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Pseudocapacitive electrode materials (Figure 1.1c) store charge based on a fast
and reversible surface oxidation-reduction reaction (Faradaic process) by electron
transfer in addition to the formation of the double layer. Common pseudocapacitive
materials are conducting polymers (e.g. polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophenes) and
metal oxides (e.g. MnO2, RuO2). The capacitance of these electrodes is between 10-100
times higher than EDCLs; however, the power density and cycle life are lower because
Faradic processes are slower than electrostatic processes and changes in the volume of
the electrode upon cycling (swelling and shrinking) tend to cause mechanical stress,
degrading the materials.12, 14, 15, 18, 19 When electrodes of different nature are used as the
cathode (e.g. pseudocapacitive material) and the anode (e.g. capacitive material) the
supercapacitor is called hybrid capacitor.20
The differences between the energy storage mechanisms in batteries and
supercapacitors are evident by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic cycling
(charge-discharge) profiles. EDLCs are characterized by a rectangular profile, that is, a
constant current over the voltage scan range (Figure 1.1d orange) and a constant slope
(voltage vs. time) in the discharge profile (Figure 1.1e orange). Batteries are
characterized by redox peaks at a specific voltage in the CV profiles (Figure 1.1d purple)
and a constant voltage plateau discharge profile (Figure 1.1e purple).10 Hybrid capacitors
exhibit a combination of battery and EDLC mechanisms, as shown in the CV and
discharge profiles (Figure 1.1f and 1.1g, respectively).21
The two key parameters to evaluate the performance of electrical energy storage
devices are energy density (Wh kg-1) and power density (W kg-1) which are calculated
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from the discharge curves in the charge-discharge experiments utilizing Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2,
respectively, for supercapacitors: 14, 15, 22
𝐸𝐸 =
𝑃𝑃 =

1

2𝑚𝑚

𝑉𝑉 2

𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉 2

Eq. 1.1
Eq. 1.2

4𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

where C represents the capacitance (F), m is the mass of the electrodes (kg), V is the
operating voltage that depends on the stability window of the electrolyte (V), and R is the
equivalent series resistance (Ω, ESR). ESR is a combination of the electrolyte resistance,
contact resistance between current collector and electrode material, intrinsic resistance of
the electrode material, and diffusion resistance of ions.22 The relationship between energy
and power density for various devices is typically presented as a Ragone plot (Figure
1.2a). To improve the performance of current supercapacitors, three different approaches
can be taken or combined: (1) increase the cell’s operation voltage range, which is
directly related to the stability of the electrolyte, (2) increase the capacitance of the active
material (C), and (3) reduce the equivalent series resistance (R).
In the case of batteries, the discharge voltage is constant as described by Ohm’s
law; therefore, Eqs. 1.3 and 1.4 are used for the Ragone plot (Figure 1.2b):
𝑃𝑃 =

𝐼𝐼 𝑥𝑥 𝑉𝑉

Eq. 1.3

𝑚𝑚

Eq. 1.4

𝐸𝐸 = 𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥 𝑡𝑡

where I is the discharge current (A), V is the cell voltage (V), t is the discharge time (h),

and m is the mass of the electrodes (kg). The energy density and power can be improved
by (1) developing electrode chemistry to increase the voltage difference between the two
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electrodes, (2) avoiding electrolyte consumption during the reaction process, and (3)
optimizing the mass or volume of the active materials.16

Figure 1.2 Ragone plot: specific power (W kg-1) vs. specific energy (Wh kg-1) for
electrical energy storage devices, highlighting current commercial supercapacitors (a) and
current battery technologies (b) (Figure 1.2b reprinted from ref. 23, Copyright 2006, with
permission from Elsevier).
The global market of supercapacitors is expected to grow over the next five years
(2015-2020) at a compound annual grow rate of 19.1% to reach $4.8 billion in 2020 from
$1.8 billion market in 2014 according to current market research reports.24 EDLCs are the
most widely commercialize supercapacitors. Commonly, the technology consist of high
surface area carbon electrodes in an organic electrolyte (i.e. acetonitrile or propylene
carbonate). The major players in the market of commercial supercapacitor technologies
are companies such as Maxwell Technologies (USA),25 Cap-XX (Australia),26 Eaton
PowerStor (USA),27 Nesscap (South Korea),28 AVX (USA), and Panasonic (Japan). The
performance metrics of the current technologies are depicted in Figure 1.2a which shows
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cycle life between 0.5 to 1 million cycles. Currently, these technologies are limited in
energy density to less than 10 Wh kg-1 (Figure 1.2a), and the primary challenge is to
overcome this limit using sustainable materials and processes.22
On the other hand, the global market for batteries produces $80 billion in annual
revenue and is expected to grow at a rate of ~8% per year to $120 billion in 2019.29, 30
Secondary batteries will grow more than primary batteries, and Li-ion batteries will
present the fastest grow rate due to increased use of consumer electronics. The major
companies in this market are Procter & Gamble (USA), Energizer (USA), Spectrum
Brands (USA), Foxlink (Taiwan), GP Batteries (Singapore), GS Yuasa Corporation
(Japan) and Saft Groupe (France).29,

30

Figure 2b shows the performance of the most

common battery technologies.

1.2 Materials for electrochemical energy storage devices
In this section, we will discuss the different types of sustainable materials
available for each of the components in supercapacitors and batteries i.e. active materials,
binders, conductivity enhancers, current collectors, and electrolytes.

1.2.1 Active materials for electrodes
The active material is one of the main components of supercapacitors and batteries. It
stores charge based on a Faradaic or non-Faradaic processes. The most common
materials used for this purpose are carbon materials (Figure 1.3a and 1.3b), metal oxides
(Figure 1.3c), lithium-intercalation metal oxides (Figure 1.3d), conducting polymers
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(Figure 1.3e to 1.3g) and composites thereof. The options for composite materials in
energy storage are vast; therefore, we will limit the scope to biomass-based redox
molecules or polymers as the organic components.

Figure 1.3 Electrode active materials. (a) Amorphous carbon, (b) Graphite, (c)
Manganese oxide,31 (d) Lithium iron phosphate,32 (e) Polyaniline, (f) Poly(3,4ethynlenedioxythiophene), (g) Polypyrrole. (a) Reprinted from ref. 33 with permission of
Nature Publishing Group.

Lithium-based batteries
Secondary Li-ion batteries store charge base on reversible insertion and extraction
of Li+ from one electrode to the other during charge and discharge.16 One of the
highlights compared with traditional battery chemistries (i.e. lead-acid, nickel-cadmium,
nickel metal hydride) is the versatility; a wide variety of chemistries can be developed
which opens the possibility for sustainable materials.6,

34

For instance, lithium iron

phosphate (LiFePO4) (Figure 1.3d) is safer and cheaper than LiCoO2, which is widely
used in commercial Li-ion batteries due to its high energy density, while LiFePO4 is the
most attractive material for large scale applications due to its safety and cost.6 However,
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truly suitable and green materials are organic electrodes derived from oxocarbons
(Li2C6O6)35 or carboxylates (Li2C8H4O4) which are synthesized from renewable sources
or recyclable metal oxides.6, 9, 36
Li-air batteries are another option for primary batteries which offer good
gravimetric energy density but lower volumetric energy density compared with Li-ion
because they need pure oxygen without CO2 and moisture. Recent efforts are focusing on
developing rechargeable Li-air batteries by encapsulating Li2O formed during the
discharge process into a conductive substrate.36, 37 More sustainable alternatives to Li+ are
Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+ from which Na+ represents the best alternative due to its natural
abundance, price, and low environmental impact. Sodium is heavier than lithium which
reduces the potential volumetric and gravimetric capacity; however, it is worthwhile to
pursue Na chemistries as a reliable substitute for Li.6

Carbons
Carbon materials store energy base on the electrostatic accumulation of ions on
the surface upon the application of a voltage difference (EDLCs) or by ion insertion (Liion batteries).38 They are is widely used in commercial EDLCs and batteries due to high
electrical conductivity, low cost, easy synthesis process, versatility, temperature stability,
widely abundant and environmentally friendly precursors.15,

18, 22, 38

The versatility of

carbon leads to the formation of different types of materials that are tailored to fit specific
applications.
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In commercial EDLCs, activated carbon is the most commonly used material
(Figure 1.3a), which can be derived from biomass, such as wood, lignin, seaweeds,
waste coffee beans, paper, and coconut shells, among others.22, 39-42 The capacitance is
highly dependent on the specific surface area, pore size distribution, pore structure,
surface wettability, and electrical conductivity,22, 38 and it increases proportionally to the
specific surface area for values up to 1500 m2 g-1. At higher surface areas, the capacitance
tends to plateau because the average pore size increases with the specific surface area.43
Thus, the interactions of ions with the walls of the pores are weaker as the pore size
increases.38 To obtain an optimal capacitance and high-power rates, a balance between
micro-, meso- and macro-pores within the porous carbon structure is needed.22 In
commercial Li-ion batteries, graphite is widely used as anode material because it stores
Li-ions in the interstitial sites between two graphite planes showing moderate capacity
(373 mA h g-1). Moreover, it presents low expansion upon charge-discharge, long cycle
life and is cheap.44
Other types of carbon materials are also suitable for electrodes. Carbon gels have
a significant presence of mesopores and can be synthesized from renewable materials like
lignin,45, 46 polysaccharides, tannin, bacterial cellulose46 (Figure 1.4a and 1.4b), among
others.47 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have good electrical conductivity, pore structure,
mechanical, chemical and thermal stability.22 They can be derived from leaves, grasses,
and natural oils;42 however, the life-cycle assessment (LCA) of the current technologies
and products show that improvements are still needed with respect to their synthesis
process, which is energy intensive, low yield, requires high purity of precursors, and
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information about their toxicity and disposal is lacking.48 Templated carbons, which are
fabricated via hard- or soft-template methods to produce a well-ordered nanostructures
(Figure 1.4c and 1.4d);22, 40, 49 activated and nanostructured carbon fibers,50, 51 activated
carbon cloths,52-54 and reduce graphene oxide / cellulose paper electrodes53 can also be
derived from biomass precursors.38 Efforts to reduce the environmental impact of
biomass-based carbon material synthesis processes have focused on lower energyintensive technologies, such as low-temperature nonequilibrium plasma for the
production of carbon nanostructures42 and low-temperature hydrothermal synthesis to
produce carbon materials ranging from hydrogels and carbon nanofibers (Figure 1.4e and
1.4f).40, 55, 56
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Figure 1.4 (a) Bacterial cellulose / Lignin / Resorcinol / Formaldehyde carbon aerogel
and (b) high magnification. (c) Hierarchical porous carbon microspheres (Inset: high
magnification) and (d) internal ladder-like structure. (e) Bacterial cellulose (BC) carbon
nanofibers (CNFs) (Inset: sample photograph) and (f) SEM image of the internal
structure of the BC-CNFs (Inset: Photograph of a BC pellicle). (a) and (b) Reprinted from
ref. 46, Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c) and (d) Reproduced
from ref.49, with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) and (f) Reprinted
from ref.56, Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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Conducting polymers
Electrically conducting polymers (ECPs) are conjugated molecules with
delocalized π electrons along the polymer backbone resulting from adjacent sp2 hybrid
orbitals. These polymers can be partially oxidized or reduced, and stabilized with the
respective counter ion, to store charge via a pseudocapacitive mechanism.19,

22, 57

Advantages over alternative materials include simple synthesis processes, wide
conductivity range, light weight, low cost, flexibility, nanostructure tailorability, and
process scalability. As supercapacitor electrodes, ECPs typically exhibit higher energy
densities than EDLCs due to the fast redox reaction.7,

57

Still, some of the main

drawbacks are poor stability upon cycling due to the swelling and shrinking of the
polymer film upon charge and discharge, low coulombic stability and self-discharge.22, 57
The

most

well-studied

ECPs

are

polyaniline

(PANI)

(Figure

1.3e),

polythiophenes, especially poly(3,4-ethynlenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) (Figure 1.3f),
and polypyrrole (PPy) (Figure 1.3g) which have demonstrated good performance as
pseudocapacitor materials. They have interesting applications in the organic
photovoltaics as a low-cost alternative to solid-state solar cells; hydrogel electrodes for
Li-ion batteries and capacitors;58 water remediation59 and applications as biodegradable
biosensors and tissue engineering due to their biocompatibility with biological
molecules.60, 61
In supercapacitors, ECPs wide versatility allows the synthesis of various
electrodes configurations. ECPs can be synthesized with a particular micro or
nanostructure to increase surface area and capacitance utilizing hard-templates,62, 63 soft-
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templates62, 64 or free-template65, 66 methods (Figure 1.5a); or also combined with redox
molecules to increase the energy density
composite materials with metals oxides69,

67, 68

70

(Figure 1.5b). Additionally, several

(Figure 1.5c) and/or carbon materials71, 72

(Figure 1.5d) have recently been developed. However, ECPs are derived from petroleum
resources and information is lacking regarding their environmental impact. Nonetheless,
most reports agree that their low cost, scalability, and easy processability are sufficient
evidence for classification as “sustainable.”

Figure 1.5 (a) Free-template synthesis of polypyrrole microtubes on stainless steel
mesh.65 (b) Cyclic voltammetry profile of Polypyrrole-Alkali lignin electrode.61 (c)
Carbon nanotube/MnO2/PEDOT:PSS composite electrodes (Adapted with permission
from Ref. 70. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society) (d) Cyclic voltammetry
profile normalized to specific capacitance of carbon nanotube composite electrodes with
PEDOT, PPy, and PANI (Reprinted from ref.71, Copyright 2016, with permission from
Elsevier).
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Metal oxides
Metal oxides are pseudocapacitor materials that store charge based on a fast,
reversible electron transfer reaction along with electro-adsorption of protons onto the
surface, changing between the different oxidation states.13,
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The most widely studied

metal oxides in literature are manganese (IV) oxide (MnO2) and ruthenium (IV) oxide
(RuO2), which have been commercialized by Nesscap73 and Evans Capacitor Company,74
respectively. Due to the high cost of RuO2 (43.5 $ g-1), MnO2 (8.68 $ g-1)75 results more
appealing for energy storage applications. However, these materials are often scarce and
extracted through energy-intensive mining processes from the earth, suggesting it is
unlikely the can meet sustainability requirements.

Redox molecules for composite electrodes
Redox molecules or polymers have moieties in their chemical structure that can
be reversibly oxidized and reduced upon the application of an electric field.76 However,
they required the presence of a conducting network (e.g. carbon, conducting polymers) to
facilitate the electron transfer in applications requiring more than an extremely thin film,
e.g. supercapacitor or battery electrodes. Conjugated carbonyl compounds are wellknown to have good redox activity. For example, quinone (Q) derivatives such as
benzoquinone (BQ)77, 78 and anthraquinone (AQ)79, 80 have been studied in applications
for supercapacitors due to their high theoretical capacity (496 mAh g-1 for 1,4
benzoquinone68 and 257 mAh g-1 for anthraquinone7), fast reaction kinetics, structural
diversity.7 However, over time, these molecules will diffuse out of the electrode77
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resulting in a decreased capacitance, which suggests that redox polymers will be
necessary to achieve the same increases in capacitance while remaining trapped within an
entangled polymer network.
Lignin is a renewable polymer obtained as a by-product of the pulping process of
wood to produce paper.81 Aside from its heat content, it possesses very little value.
Recently, it has become attractive for applications in supercapacitors and batteries due to
the presence of quinone type moieties within the polymer structure that can undergo
redox processes at a given electrochemical potential. Within a properly designed
electrode, lignin may provide a sustainable and greener option compared to synthetic
organic molecules and metal oxides (Figure 1.6a). Different types of lignin have been
incorporated into conducting polymer networks (Figure 1.6b) to increase capacitance
over the pure conducting polymer electrode.67, 68, 82-86 For instance, polypyrrole / alkali
lignin electrodes prepared in 15.3M Acetic Acid showed a capacitance of ~400 F g-1 and
a charge capacity of 80 mAh g-1 at 0.14 mA cm-2 while polypyrrole / sulfonated lignin
electrodes showed a capacitance of ~300 F g-1 and charge capacity of 60 mAh g-1 at 0.14
mA cm-2.67 Moreover, composites with CNTs87 or different types of porous carbons have
been prepared to improve the energy density.85 Milczarek and Nowicki87 prepared CNTs
surface-functionalized with Kraft lignin which exhibited a specific capacitance of 143 F
g-1 compared with 75 F g-1 for the unmodified CNTs (Figure 1.6c).
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Figure 1.6 (a) Illustrative schematic of lignin structure along with the redox processes
that occurs when phenolic and methoxy phenolic functional groups are converted into
reversible quinone/hydroquinone redox couple. (b) Cyclic voltammetry profiles
normalized to specific capacitance (10 mV s-1) for alkali lignin/polypyrrole and
sulfonated lignin/polypyrrole electrodes prepared in acetic acid (AL-AA, SLS-AA,
respectively) and sulfonated lignin/polypyrrole electrodes in sulfuric acid (SLS-H2SO4).67
(c) MWCNTs surface-functionalized with kraft lignin scheme and cyclic voltammetry
profiles of unmodified (black line) and functionalized (red line) MWCNTs at 50 mV s-1
(Reprinted from ref.87, Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier)

1.2.2 Binders
The binder holds together the active material, conductivity enhancer and provides
adhesion to the current collector to maintain the structural integrity of the electrode.88
Ideally, the binder would be a good ion and/or charge conductor, otherwise, their use can
increase the internal resistance of the electrode.89 Binders are often classified based on
their interactions with the active material. Dot-to-surface binders, such as
19

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR), stick to the surface
of the materials by point connection and have a weak adherence (Figure 1.7a).88
Segment-to-surface binders have moderate adherence binders due to polymer chain
segments that stick to the surface of the materials. Examples include polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyacrylic acid (PAA), carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC), among others (Figure 1.7b).88 Network-to-surface binders, such as
PVA and polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) block copolymer crosslinked with sodium tetraborate
(Na2B4O7), provide strong adherence by forming a 3D-network via thermal or chemical
crosslinking of the polymer (Figure 1.6c). 11, 88
Fluoride-derived binders (e.g. PTFE or PVDF) are the most common binders
utilized in electrode formulations and require the use of organic solvents (e.g. N-Methyl2-pyrrolidone) to be dissolved into the slurry.6 Because of these reasons, and that volatile
fluorocarbons that are formed during incineration at the end of the device life, fluoridederived binders do not meet sustainability criteria.11 Ideally, aqueous soluble binders will
provide a more environmentally friendly option.88 Current research has focused on CMC,
which is produced by incorporating carboxymethyl groups in natural cellulose to make it
water soluble since it is non-toxic, nevertheless, the final electrode lacks elasticity
(Figure 6e).90 Sodium alginate (Figure 6d) is a polysaccharide derived from brown
seaweed, which has shown to have a good affinity for activated carbon while also
reducing the internal resistance compared with CMC and PVDF.91 SBR is another
common binder utilized in Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors due to its low viscosity
and is usually combined with CMC to improve the wetting of the slurry on the current
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collector (Figure 6f).92 PVA has shown better binder properties than PVDF and PAA
(Figure 6g)93 and is known to form flexible free-standing electrodes when using a 95%
hydrolyzed PVA solution.11 Other examples of sustainable biomass-derived binders that
can be used in Li-ion batteries include Xanthan Gum, which is a polysaccharide used as
food additive,89 β-cyclodextrin and gelatin.88

Figure 1.7 Types of binders (a) dot to surface, (b) segment to surface, (c) network to
surface. Reprinted from ref. 88, Copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier. Common
binders chemical structure (e) CMC, (d) sodium alginate, (f) SBR, (g) PVA.

1.2.3 Conductivity enhancers
Conductivity enhancers are often added to the preparation of the slurries used to
make electrodes (Active material + binder + conductivity enhancer + solvent) in low
quantities (5-10wt.%) for the purpose of enhancing the conductivity cast electrode film.
The conductivity can be increased by improving the contact between the active material
particles and between the particles and the current collector. Usually, graphite or
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acetylene black, which can be derived from biomass, are used as the conductivity
enhancer. As previously discussed, improvements in material synthesis and processing
are needed to reduce the energy consumption to create the material.

1.2.4 Current collectors
The current collector is often a metal foil that supports and connects the active material
with the external circuit to shuttle electrons into and out of the active energy storage
electrodes. Therefore, they should have excellent electrochemical and chemical stability,
inert toward the electrolyte, low cost, wide availability and simple manufacturability.22
Good contact between the current collector and electrode material is crucial to keep the
internal resistance of the device low, as shown in Eq. 1.2;22 hence, it must be carefully
selected. Commercial cells typically use, metal foils as the current collector, such as
aluminum and copper, but other metals commonly used in a research setting include
stainless steel, titanium, and nickel their low cost, high conductivity, wide availability
and easy handling. However, more sustainable materials like graphite foil,11 carbon
cloth,94 CNFs,56 and cotton cloth95 have become more commonly used in laboratory
research, especially as concerns for environmentally friendly technologies rise. These are
low weight materials, which represents an advantage to reduce the overall weight of the
complete cell.
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1.2.5 Separators
Separators are a porous membrane films placed between the two electrodes of an
electrochemical device to prevent physical contact while allowing the transport of ions
within the electrolyte between electrodes.15,

88

A good separator must be an electronic

insulator but have a good ion conductivity, mechanical strength, and high chemical and
electrochemical stability.96 These characteristics are influenced by the series resistance,
hydrophilicity, pore shape and volume, and surface area.11 Some of the most used
separators in supercapacitors and batteries are derived of polyolefins such as
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and copolymers, which have good mechanical
strength, stability, pore structure and low cost; however, their thermal stability limit is
around 100°C and exhibit wettability issues with aqueous electrolytes (hydrophobic)
(Figure 8a).88 Other separators like nafion (Figure 8b) and nylon (Figure 8c)
membranes will produce sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and cyanide compounds during
the incineration process at the end of the life of the device leading to considerable
environmental concerns.11 Therefore, biomass-derived separators represent a more
environmentally friendly option.
Among biomass derived separators, the leading material is cellulose due to its
good hydrophilicity, versatility, and thermal stability.88 Dreamweaver International, for
instance, produces nonwoven separators containing a combination of cellulose fibrillated
nanofibers with microfibers that demonstrate good thermal stability, wettability, narrow
pore size distribution and a wide variety of thickness (25-80 μm) suitable for various
applications (supercapacitor, batteries, organic or aqueous systems) (Figure 8d).97 Most
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of the literature to date regarding sustainable separators includes a cellulose-based
composite material.88, 98

Figure 1.8 SEM images of different types of separators (a) Polypropylene (PP). (b)
Nafion. (c) Nylon. (d) Cellulose nanofibers. (a) and (c) Reprinted from ref. 98, with
permission of Nature Publishing Group (b) Reproduced from ref. 99, with permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Reprinted from ref. 11, Copyright 2013, Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

1.2.6 Electrolytes
The electrolyte facilitates the transport of ions through the separator between the
electrodes and within the internal structure of the electrode, as in the case of porous
carbons. The main characteristics to take into account when selecting an electrolyte are
the voltage stability range, electrochemical stability, ion conductivity, low volatility, low
toxicity, low viscosity, low cost and high purity availability.14, 22 These characteristics are
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extremely important for Li-ion batteries, as the Li+ conductivity affects the overall power
density, and for electrical double layer capacitors (supercaps), where the energy density
in an is directly proportional to the operating voltage range to the square power (Eq. 1.1).
Accordingly, the most effective approach to increasing the energy density in
supercapacitors is increasing the operating voltage range, which is primarily limited to
the stability of the electrolyte.13 In general, electrolytes are classified in aqueous
electrolytes, organic electrolytes and ionic liquids (ILs).

Aqueous electrolytes
Aqueous electrolytes can be either acidic (e.g. H2SO4, HCL, HCLO4), basic (e.g. NaOH,
KOH) or a neutral medium (e.g. K2SO4, Na2SO4, Li2SO4).14 The advantages of aqueous
solvents are high ionic concentration (high conductivity), low cost, non-flammable, low
viscosity, safety, environmentally friendly and relatively small solvated ions compared
with organic solvents.22, 100 Usually devices will exhibit a higher capacitance and power
than organic electrolytes due to higher conductivity, even though the operating voltage
range is limited by water electrolysis, which occurs around 1.23V.14 The voltage range
can be expanded by utilizing electrolytes with different electrochemical stabilities in each
electrode in hybrid devices100, 101 (Figure 9a). Another approach is using neutral aqueous
electrolyte (i.e. 1M Li2SO4), which opens the voltage operating range up to 2.2V (Figure
1.9b and 1.9c). Supercapacitors with these electrolytes exhibit specific capacitance values
of 140F g-1 for 2-electrode cell and good stability up to 15000 cycles (17% decrease in
capacitance).102
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Figure 1.9 (a) Schematic representation of cyclic voltammetry profiles for aqueous based
supercapacitor where the shaded areas in red and blue represent the voltage window of
the positive and negative electrode for asymmetric activated carbon/MnO2 in 0.5M
K2SO4 vs. NHE. Reproduced from ref. 101, with permission of Cambridge University
Press (b) Cyclic voltammetry profiles at 10 mV s-1 and gradual 100 mV voltage shift of
symmetric activated carbon device in 1M Li2SO4 aqueous solution (c) Cyclability (1 A
g-1) at a voltage range 2.2V for 1500 cycles. Reproduced from ref. 102, with permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Organic electrolytes
The main advantage of organic electrolytes is their wide voltage window, which
can be as high as 3.5V.14 However, they raise significant health and environmental
concerns due to the toxicity, safety, and cost, along with the use of fluorinated salts such
as tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate, tetraethylphosphonium tetrafluoroborate, and
triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate, which are likely to generate volatile
fluorocarbons during the incineration process at the end of the device life.11,

14, 22

The

most commonly used organic solvents are acetonitrile (ACN) and propylene carbonate
(PC); however, countries like Japan have prohibited the use of ACN in electrochemical
devices for safety concerns.103 As a result, PC has become more widely used due to its
lower toxicity, wider electrochemical stability range, and temperature stability range.14, 22

Ionic liquids
Ionic liquids (ILs) are molten salts that are liquid at room temperature.104 They
have low vapor pressure, high thermal and chemical stability, low flammability, stability
over a wide voltage range (2 to 6V), higher conductivity than organic electrolytes, and
well-defined ion size (no solvation shell) due to the absence of solvent.6, 13, 14, 22 However,
some of the main disadvantages are high cost, high viscosity, and low ionic conductivity
at room temperature.22, 102 Commonly used anions in ILs for electrochemical applications
are bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (TFSI-) and bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (FSI-) which
are very expensive; therefore, they can be replaced with less expensive options such as
chloride-based6 or acetate-based11,

105

anions couple with imidazole-derived cations.
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Moreover, since the high cost is a concern, efforts have been made to develop recycle
cost-effective processes.106 In addition, the toxicity of IL increases with the length of the
hydrocarbon chain (hydrophobicity).106,

107

A recent review by A. Jordan and N.

Gathergood108 examined the degradability of current ILs, showing that cholinium cation
and organic acid anions are by far the biggest group of readily biodegradable ILs, but the
suitability of electrochemical devices is yet to be studied.

1.3 Recycling and recyclable technologies
The EPA encourages the electronics manufacturers and retailers to collect the
devices and send them to third-party certified electronics refurbishers and recyclers
through the program “Sustainable Materials Management (SMM) Electronics
Challenge”. Through this program, they offer awards and public recognition to those
companies committed to electronics recycle and reuse. Additionally, the program
promotes a variety of electronics recycling sources, such as Call2Recycle, Eart911,
Electronics Industries Alliance, and GreenerGadgets, to focus on the recycling batteries,
cellphones, laptops, among other devices.109
Recycle is currently the only way to avoid the detrimental environmental impact
of battery technologies. Lead-acid batteries are by far the most widely recycled batteries
(95% recycling efficiency16) since the recycling process is cheaper than the lead mining
process and is relatively easy to recover the different constituents as they are standardized
to certain configurations across the market. On the other hand, recycling processes for Liion batteries are more complicated due to the wide range of chemistries and cell
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configurations making it less economically attractive. Most of the companies that recycle
Li-ion batteries currently rely on subsidies.110 Moreover, primary batteries are not
popular for recycling because the mineral content is low which makes material recovery
economically unattractive.
In general, recycling processes for Li-ion batteries are classified in
pyrometallurgy (high-temperature pyrolysis) and hydrometallurgy (low-temperature
solution chemistry) (Figure 10). The former uses high-temperature process but yields
high purity materials, while the latter uses low-temperature processes but needs ~7 m3 of
water per ton of batteries processed.6 Other methods actively under consideration to
reduce the environmental impact use bio-hydrometallurgy based on microorganisms that
perform leaching process,6 or modifying the leaching step with biomass derived
reductants.111 Larcher and Tarascon6 show that the production of batteries (Li-ion, NiMH and Pb-acid) are the major contributors to the energy cost when compared to the
energy consumption during the recycling process, and a lot of emphases is made on the
need for more environmentally friendly production and recycling processes.36 In the
literature, there are many examples of electronic devices comprised of entirely
degradable components; however, their performance needs considerable improvement to
meet technological specifications.42
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Figure 1.10 Example of recycling process for Li-ion batteries implemented by Retriev
Technologies Inc.112
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1.4 Concluding remarks and future perspective
One tool that can help to determine whether a process, material or product is truly
sustainable is the life-cycle assessment (LCA), which is a formal technique to determine
the environmental impact of a product from cradle to grave. Along with the green
chemistry and sustainability principles, LCA could guide the development of new
technology and determine whether a material represents a sustainable option. In the area
of batteries, there are reports about the environmental impact of those technologies;113
however, in the field of supercapacitors there is a lack of information about the
environmental effects of metal oxides and conducting polymers from the origin to the
final disposal. Table 1.1, summarizes the current potentially sustainable options for the
assembly of batteries and supercapacitors, as well as, what we think should be the target
materials for sustainable energy storage. Nevertheless, these target materials either are
not yet available or cannot compete with the commercial state of the art systems. If the
goal is true sustainability, we cannot continue to focus solely on renewable energy
generation; we must increase research efforts on sustainable energy storage materials to
support the increasing energy capacity from intermittent sources.
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Table 1.1 Summary of sustainable materials for supercapacitors and batteries
Component

Active materials

Binders

Conductivity
enhancers

-

Current options
Biomass-derived carbons
Conducting polymers
MnO2
Redox biopolymers
Oxocarbons or carboxylates
derived lithium

-

Cellulose - derived
Xanthan Gum
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
Polyacrylic acid (PAA)
Styrene Butadiene Rubber
(SBR)
- Sodium alginate
- Graphite
- Acetylene black

Electrolytes

- Biomass-derived polymers and
carbons
- Abundant metals (e. g. Mn, Al,
Fe, Na, Ca, among others)
- Recyclable / degradable
materials

- Biomass-derived polymers /
molecules
- Biodegradable polymers

- Biomass-derived carbons

- Carbon veil / fibers
Current collectors - Graphite foil

Separators

Target

- Abundant / Recyclable metals
- Biomass-derived carbons

- Cellulose-derived

- Biomass-derived
- Biodegradable materials

- Aqueous
- Fluor - free salts
- Fluor - free ionic liquids

- Aqueous
- Abundant / non-toxic salts
- Biodegradable ionic liquids
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1.5 Dissertation outline
As it has been mentioned before, supercapacitors still need improvements in
energy and power density, as well as, alternative routes for the synthesis of sustainable
electrodes. The overall goal of this doctoral work was to develop straightforward, lowcost approaches for the design of micro- and nano-structured electrodes with enhanced
electrochemical performance. The chemical composition or physical structure of
conducting polymers, carbons, and composite materials were manipulated through
chemical or electrochemical synthesis techniques aiming for enhanced surface area, high
electrochemical activity, practical electrode mass and easy processability. This
dissertation comprises of five main chapters that compile various approaches taken
towards the fulfillment of the main goal. The first two chapters look at the modification
of the electrode composition by using lignin as redox polymer and the last three chapters
look at the manipulation of the electrode structure in carbon fibers, conducting polymers
and carbon aerogels.
Chapter 2, High charge-capacity polymer electrodes comprising alkali lignin
from Kraft process, was a collaborative effort with Dr. Mark Thies’s research group. The
objective of this project was to demonstrate the use of the most abundant type of lignin,
which is derived from the Kraft pulping process wood (alkali lignin), in supercapacitors
through the synthesis of conducting polymer / lignin composite electrodes with enhanced
energy density. The first step was to overcome the poor solubility of alkali lignin in
aqueous solutions while maintaining the right conditions for the conducting polymer
synthesis. Then, the electrochemical activity of polypyrrole/alkali lignin electrodes was
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compared with a less abundant but readily soluble in aqueous solutions type of lignin
(sulfonated lignin). Finally, the influence of the phenolic content in the electrochemical
activity of the composite electrodes was studied, using samples derived from the pH
fractionation process to separate lignin from black liquor developed by Dr. Thies and his
former student Dr. Julian Vélez. To the best of our knowledge, there were no previous
reports of the use of alkali lignin as part of the electrode material in supercapacitors,
mainly due to the poor solubility in aqueous solutions, which highlights the relevance of
this work.
From the results in chapter 2, it was found that conducting polymer/lignin
composite electrodes exhibit relatively lower cycle life than electrodes comprised only of
the conducting polymer. To overcome this problem, in Chapter 3, Lignin-coated Carbon
Nanomaterials for Low-Cost Electrical Energy Storage, the conducting polymer was
replaced by different types of porous carbon materials. The main objectives were to study
the electrochemical response of lignin in aqueous electrolytes, increase the stability of
composite electrodes, select a suitable porous carbon material for the adsorption of lignin
within the carbon structure, and examine the influence of the synthesis conditions in the
electrochemical response of lignin in supercapacitor electrodes.
After studied the changes in the electrochemical activity of electrodes due to the
incorporation of redox polymers, from chapter 4 to chapter 6, the modification of the
physical structure of electrodes was studied. In chapter 4, Nanostructured
Polyacrylonitrile/Lignin

Carbon

Fiber

Electrodes

for

High-Performance

Supercapacitors, lignin is utilized as a source of macro- and mesoporosity in carbon
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fibers to enable the use in supercapacitors. This project was a collaborative effort with
Dr. Ogale’s research group and his graduate student Jing Jin. The primary objective was
to determine the synthesis conditions that enable the use of porous carbon fibers in
supercapacitor electrodes. First, the ideal fiber diameter was determined by measuring the
electrochemical activity of carbon fibers with different diameters. Then, an activation
process was developed to produce microspores within the already existing macro- and
mesoporosity to increase the surface area, and hence, the capacitance of the electrodes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report in taking advantage of lignin as a
way to produce porous carbon fibers for supercapacitor applications.
In chapter 5, Rigid, Non-Pressed, Highly Porous Carbon Aerogel Supercapacitor
Electrodes, a high surface area, free-standing carbon aerogel electrodes were developed
to eliminate the need for a current collector and a binder during the electrode preparation
and increase the electrochemical performance. This project was in collaboration with Mr.
Andrew Cain and Mr. Madison Parks from Southern Research Institute; several details
regarding the synthesis process of the carbon aerogels are omitted for proprietary reasons.
The objective was to determine the most suitable backbone material that led to the best
electrochemical performance while making the synthesis process more efficient and
facilitating the handling process of the electrode during the device assembly.
Finally, in chapter 6, Scalable, Template-Free Synthesis of Conducting Polymer
Microtubes, a free template synthesis method was developed to produce conducting
polymer microtubes. This project was divided in two parts. In the first part, the main
objective was to understand the microtubes growth mechanism and the influence of the
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substrate on the development of the microstructure. The second part was focus in a
deeper understanding of the role of the hydrogen gas produced as part of the
electrochemical polymerization of the conducting polymer in the growth of the
microtubes by examining the influence of the polymerization temperature and electrode
set up.
All the chapters are based on the following publications and under review
manuscripts at the time of the dissertation submission:
 Chapter 1: K. P. Díaz-Orellana, M. E. Roberts, “Sustainable Materials for
Electrochemical Energy Storage”. Manuscript under review (2016).
 Chapter 2: S. Leguizamon*, K. P. Díaz-Orellana*, J. Vélez, M. C. Thies, M. E.
Roberts, “High-Charge Capacity Polymer Electrodes comprising Alkali Lignin
from the Kraft Process”, Journal of Material Chemistry A, 2015, 3, 11330-11339.
*equal contribution
 Chapter 3: K. P. Díaz-Orellana, A. Carlin, M. E. Roberts, “Engineering LigninCarbon

Composites

for

Low-Cost,

High

Charge-Capacity

Electrodes”.

Manuscript under review (2016).
 Chapter 4: K. P. Díaz-Orellana*, J. Jin*, A. Ogale, M. E. Roberts,
“Nanostructured Polyacrylonitrile/Lignin Carbon Fiber Electrodes for HighPerformance Supercapacitors”. Manuscript under review (2016). *equal
contribution
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 Chapter 5: K. P. Díaz-Orellana*, M. Parks*, A. Cain, M. E. Roberts, “Rigid,
Non-Pressed, Highly Porous Carbon Aerogel Supercapacitor Electrodes”.
Manuscript under review (2016). *equal contribution
 Chapter 6:


K. P. Díaz-Orellana, M. E. Roberts, “Scalable, Template-Free Synthesis of
Conducting Polymer Microtubes”, RSC Advances, 2015, 5, 25504-25512.



K. P. Díaz-Orellana*, S. Leguizamon*, M. E. Roberts, “Influence of
Temperature and Polymerization Conditions on the Synthesis of Conducting
Polymer Microtubes”. Manuscript under review (2016). *equal contribution
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CHAPTER TWO
HIGH CHARGE-CAPACITY POLYMER ELECTRODES COMPRISING ALKALI
LIGNIN FROM THE KRAFT PROCESS
2.1 Introduction
Energy storage technologies are critical components for the deployment of
renewable energy generation systems (e.g. wind, solar), electric transportation, and loadleveling systems.1 Future applications in these areas will require materials and systems
with increasing power and energy densities, long term cycle-ability, and low-cost
materials compatible with scalable processing methods. Accordingly, research eﬀorts
have focused on inert carbon nanomaterials in supercapacitors, which have been shown
to exhibit fast discharge rates with long-term cycle stability over a wide temperature
range.2-5
High-surface area (porous) carbon materials have been extensively developed and
studied due to their chemical stability, long-term cycle stability and rapid electrochemical
processes; however, these materials have limited energy densities as a result of the
electrochemical double layer (EDL) mechanism, in which charge is stored physically
through ion- adsorption at the electrode interfaces.4, 6 Faradaic (redox) materials, on the
other hand, store energy through charge transfer in the bulk of the material in addition to
at the material interface, providing opportunities to overcome the low charge capacity of
commercial supercapacitors. Metal oxides,7,

8

such as RuO2 and MnO2 yield high

capacitance values; however, their cost, material scarcity, and processing variability limit
their applicability to large-scale systems. On the other hand, electrically conducting
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polymers1, 4, 9 (ECPs) (e.g. polypyrrole) have been the subject of considerable research as
electrode materials due to their high conductivity, low-cost and facile synthesis and
preparation.9-11 With high porosity and surface area, ECPs are able to store energy
through physical and chemical processes.9, 12, 13
One limitation of ECPs, however, is their relatively low charge-capacity. Various
approaches have been investigated to increase the energy densities of ECPs, such as
incorporating redox-active side groups,14-17 inorganic molecules,18, 19 and redox molecule
dopants, or creating nanostructured electrodes to increase electrode/electrolyte contact
and utilization.11,

20, 21

Recently, several groups have examined incorporating organic

redox molecules or polymers within ECPs networks due to their stability, low cost, and
environmental friendliness.16, 22, 23 Small molecules provide an increased enhancement in
capacitance compared to redox polymers24-28 due to their high charge capacity on a per
mass basis. For example, polypyrrole electrodes showed in increase in capacitance from
249 F g-1 to 550 F g-1 when synthesized with 1,4-benzoquinone.22 However, the use of
polymers leads to more stable confinement of the redox materials, as small molecules
diﬀuse out of the electrodes overtime. Due to the presence of phenolic groups, several
groups have integrated sulfonated lignin, a renewable, abundant, and low-cost
biopolymer, as part of an electrode. Lota et al.29 showed that a thin layer of
lignosulfonate deposited on carbon led to an increase in EDLC from 155 F g-1 to 181Fg-1.
Later, Milczarek and Inganäs23 integrated sodium lignosulfonate (SLS) within
polypyrrole networks to increase the electrode capacitance up to 450 F g-1, albeit for very
thin polymer films. Subsequently, Admassie and co-workers30 developed a ternary
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composite to enhance the capacitance of polypyrrole/lignosulfonate composite with the
addition a multivalent metal ion 682 F g-1.
While SLS shows promise for low-cost energy storage, it is a by-product of the
sulfite pulping process, which is outdated, environmentally unsound, and being phased
out worldwide.31 Thus, SLS is continuously declining in availability. Alkali lignin,
however, which is derived from the modern Kraft pulping process and accounts for ~98%
of the world pulp production,32 is becoming increasingly available with the
implementation of processes for the recovery of lignin from the Kraft black liquor (i.e.,
SLRP™, LignoBoost™, LignoForce Systems™). However, the low solubility of this
form of lignin in inorganic acids has limited its use in electrical energy storage. Inorganic
acids are typically used to prepare conducting polymer films, which provide electron
transport to the redox groups in lignin in mixed polymer films.
In this work, we enable the use of alkali lignin (AL) to increase the capacitance of
composite polymer electrodes by utilizing acetic acid solvents as the deposition solvent.
Polypyrrole electrodes are synthesized with commercially available AL (Aldrich) and
SLS (VWR) in acetic acid to increase the electrode charge capacity, which will ultimately
increase device energy density. We report how the concentration of lignin, molarity of
acetic acid, and chemical functionality of lignin aﬀect the physical structure, electrode
composition and electrochemical properties. Additionally, we present a correlation
between lignin phenolic content (redox component) and the electrochemical properties
using alkali lignin fractions that are separated based on MW and aromatic content using
an elevated-temperature, pH-driven fractionation process developed by Velez et al.33, 34
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2.2 Experimental methods
2.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Sigma- Aldrich, VWR, and
MTI Corporation, and used as received unless otherwise stated. Pyrrole was purified by
fractional distillation. Alkali lignin (AL) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and sodium
lignosulfonate (SLS) from VWR. Narrow-pH, liquid-lignin fractions were recovered
from a softwood Kraft black liquor using a recently reported, pH-based fractionation
process, which involves sequential CO2 addition with black liquor recycle at elevated
temperatures to separate a lignin fraction with a desired, narrow-pH region. Briefly, fresh
Kraft black liquor (pH= 13.6) was charged to a 2 L batch reactor and the temperature was
increased to 115°C. CO2 gas was fed to decrease the pH to ~13.0; this caused the phase
separation of a liquefied, water-solvated, lignin-rich phase. This “liquid-lignin” fraction
was collected for analysis, and the spent black liquor was recycled for the next
fractionation experiment in which more CO2 was fed to decrease the pH even lower and
produce yet another liquid-lignin fraction. This procedure was repeated to produce seven,
narrow-cut, liquid-lignin fractions, each encompassing a pH range of ~0.5 units. Details
of this process can be found elsewhere.33, 34

2.2.2 Substrate preparation
Platinum substrates were cleaned by the following method: bath sonication in
ethanol for 5 min, polished on sandpaper (Emery 500 mesh and 1200 mesh), rinsed with
DI water, polished with BASi PK-4 polishing kit, rinsed with DI water, and then
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sonicated for 5 minutes in DI water. Stainless steel foil substrates were polished with
sandpaper (Emery 500 mesh), dried in vacuum oven at 110 ⁰C for 10 min, and then
treated for 30 min in UV–ozone (Novascan PSD-UV). The electrode mass was
determined using a semi-microbalance (Ohaus DV215CD, 0.01 mg).

2.2.3 Polypyrrole-lignin film synthesis
Electropolymerization was performed in a 3-electrode cell utilizing a Gamry
Instruments Reference 600 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA and Gamry Framework
Software v5. In one setup, the 3-electrode cell was comprised of a platinum working
electrode (1.06 mm2 surface area), a coiled platinum wire as a counter electrode, and a
Ag/AgCl (maintained in a 3 M NaCl solution) reference electrode. Polymerization
solutions consisted of 0.1 M pyrrole monomer in 0.5 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4) or acetic
acid (0 M, 1 M, 2 M, 5 M, 10 M, 15.3 M). Standard synthesis solutions for preparing
polypyrrole–lignin mixtures were based on a weight ratio of Py : lignin of 1 : 2, which
included 0.134 g (10 mL solutions) of either sodium lignosulfonate or alkali lignin.
Electrodes were also prepared with varying lignin concentrations (g L-1): 0.67, 1.34, 3.35,
6.7, 13.4, 33.5. These solutions were polymerized at room temperature using
chronopotentiometry with a current of 20 μA for 300 s. The resulting films were rinsed
with DI water and then placed in 0.5 M H2SO4 for testing.
Polymerization on gold substrates (20 mm2 surface area) consisted of a 3electrode cell utilizing a high surface area platinum mesh (gauze 52 mesh, Alfa Aesar) as
a counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode. Films were prepared with 0.1
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M pyrrole monomer and 0.067 g of sodium lignosulfonate (1 : 1 wt%) in 0.5 M H2SO4
and 0.067 g of either sodium lignosulfonate or alkali lignin in 10 mL of 15.3 M acetic
acid (1 : 1 wt%) at 0.195 mA for 300 s. Polymerization on stainless steel substrates were
also carried out in 3-electrode cells utilizing a Teflon compartment. The Teflon cell
created a stainless steel working electrode surface area of 47 mm2. A platinum mesh was
used as a counter electrode and combined with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The
pyrrole was polymerized from a 0.1 M pyrrole monomer in 0.5 M sulfuric acid using a
chronopotentiometry with a current of 2.5 mA for 30 s. The resulting film was rinsed
with DI water. Polymerization of Py with SLS used 0.5 M H2SO4 and a current of 2.5 mA
for 120 s and polymerization of Py with AL used acetic acid with a current of 90 μA for
3333 s. PPy-Kraft lignin samples were prepared using the Teflon cell setup with 5 mL
solutions (1 : 1 wt% Py–lignin).

2.2.4 Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed using a Gamry Instruments
Reference 600 Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA in 0.5 M H2SO4 using cyclic voltammetry
from 0 to 0.8 V at various scan rates (5–100 mV s-1), electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) at 0.7 V over a frequency range of 10 000 to 0.1 Hz using a
perturbation amplitude of 10 mV, and charge–discharge measurements at current
densities between 0.14 and 1.08 mA cm-2. The effect of the concentration of H2SO4 as
testing solution in the electrochemical performance of the electrodes is shown in
Appendix A, Figure A.1
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2.2.5 Surface morphology and elemental analysis
The film surface characterization was performed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) in a Hitachi SU-6600 Analytical VP FE-SEM at a beam intensity of 5 kV at high
resolution; the samples were placed on 45⁰ aluminum sample holders with carbon tape.
Images were captured at magnifications of x50k, x22k, x10k, x8k, x4k, x1.20k. Quartz
PCI software was used to make the measurements; this software was calibrated with the
microscope used. An average film thickness is presented. Elemental analysis was
performed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

2.2.6 Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES)
The sulfur content of the lignin samples was determined by the Agricultural
Service Laboratory at Clemson University via ICP- AES.

2.2.7 Device characterization
Supercapacitors were assembled in coin cell apparatus (MTI Corp). Polypyrrole–
lignin films on stainless steel substrates were used as the cathode and activated carbon
(AC) (MTI Corp, 2000 m2 g-1) as the anode. The anode was prepared by dispersing 0.01
g conductive graphite (CG), 0.005 g carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), and 0.085 g
activated carbon in 10 mL of DI water. The CMC was first left to dissolve in the DI water
for 6 h with periodic agitation, then finely ground CG and AC were added. This solution
was sonicated for 40 min and then the required amount was filtered onto a Whatman
glass microfiber type A. The mass of the activated carbon was set to 120% the charge of
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the cathode determined at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. The film on the filter paper acted as
the anode while the filter paper itself was the membrane separating the anode and
cathode. 0.5 M H2SO4 was used as an electrolyte. Cyclic voltammetry was performed at
scan rates of 5–100 mV s-1 and charge–discharge rates at currents of 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125
mA from 0 to 0.8 V. The AL electrode had an approximated mass of 0.21 mg whereas the
activated carbon electrode had a mass of 2.23 mg.

2.3 Results and discussion
As the second-most abundant, naturally occurring biopolymer after cellulose,
lignin makes up to 20–40% of plant dry mass.26, 35 Lignin is a co-product of the chemical
pulping process of wood with an annual United States production over 2.49 x 1010 kg per
year.36 The chemical structure of lignin, in general, consists of a complex network of
phenylpropane units with hydroxylated and methoxylated aromatic rings, arranged in a
3D structure (Figure 2.1) that depends on the type of plant (softwood or hardwood)
utilized as the raw material. The chemical functionality of the recovered lignin is
somewhat governed by the pulping process. For example, Kraft cooking generates alkali
lignin (AL), which is a hydrophobic polymer with a lower molecular weight and higher
aromatic hydroxyl content than the natural lignin, giving rise to solubility in aqueous
bases. Acid sulfite cooking leads to sulfonated lignin (SLS), which imparts hydrophobic
and hydrophilic properties and, therefore, solubility in water. Of note, the molecular
weight of SLS from the sulfite process is generally higher than AL from the Kraft
process.26-28, 35, 37 As shown in Figure 2.1, aromatic methoxy substituents are converted
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to hydroxyl groups upon voltammetric cycling above 0.6 V, which allow for the
reversible oxidation of hydroquinone to quinone to increase charge capacity.38

Figure 2.1. Illustrative schematic of lignin structure along with the redox processes
occurring between hydroquinone/quinone (QH2/Q). Aromatic methoxy groups are
converted to hydroxyl groups during the initial voltammetric cycles.

Applications in electrochemistry and energy storage arise from the presence of
phenolic groups, which give rise to oxidation and reduction processes. Of the diﬀerent
forms of lignin, SLS has been investigated as an electrode component due to its high
solubility in acids; however, as stated above, it comprises less than 2% of the total lignin
recovered in the various paper-pulping processes,36 and its supply is in long-term decline.
AL accounts for most of the remaining lignin, but its limited solubility in inorganic acids
represents a challenge for its integration with ECPs. To enable the use of AL in mixedpolymer electrodes, we explored its solubility in organic acids and found that acetic acid
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(AA) with a certain molarity range is suitable for solubilizing AL and also for
polymerizing pyrrole.
Acetic acid (AA) was considered for use as an electrolyte for synthesizing
polypyrrole–alkali lignin (AL) mixed electrodes because of the improved AL solubility
and the availability of protons to assist the electropolymerization of pyrrole. Mixed
polymer electrodes were prepared in AA with commercially available lignin materials,
which serve as model polymers. In the presence of lignin, pyrrole is electrochemically
oxidized to form polypyrrole using chronopotentiometry (Figure 2.2a). During the
polypyrrole synthesis, AL is entrapped within the growing film, leading to a formation of
a pronounced redox couple in the cyclic voltammetry (CV) profile near 0.55 V (Figure
2.2b). The peak current – which is a measure of electrode performance – correlates with
the lignin composition in the electrode, which is aﬀected by the AA molarity (Figure
2.2c) and the polymer concentration (Figure 2.2d) of the synthesis solution.
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Figure 2.2 Preparation of PPy-lignin composite electrodes. (a) Chronopotentiometry
deposition profiles (V vs. Ag/AgCl) for PPy/AL films prepared in various [AA]. (b)
Cyclic voltammetry profiles for PPy (6.7 g L-1) electrodes polymerized in 15.3 M AA on
Pt electrodes (inset: peak current vs. scan rate). (c) Peak current of PPy/AL (13.4 g L-1)
electrodes (10 mV s-1) as function of [AA] (blue) and AL solubility vs. [AA] (red). (d)
Peak current of PPy/AL films as function of [AL] (g L-1). Inset: cyclic voltammetry
profiles normalized to specific capacitance for various [AL]. Electrochemical
measurements are conducted in a 3-electrode configuration with Ag/AgCl reference and
Pt counter electrodes.

Figure 2.2b shows the Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) profiles of PPy/AL electrodes
(0.1 M Py, 6.7 g L-1 AL) synthesized in 15.3 M AA. As the potential scan rate is
increased from 5 to 100 mV s-1, the current increases proportionally (inset), indicative of
ion-adsorption dependent redox processes. At low electrode potentials (0 to 0.4 V), the
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electrode behavior is governed by the PPy, which typically exhibits a constant current
with increasing voltage.23 As the potential increases above 0.5 V, a sharp redox couple is
observed resulting from the oxidation of the phenolic groups on the AL, and the intensity
of these peaks is associated with the composition of lignin incorporated in the film.
The molarity of the AA electrolyte was shown to aﬀect the solubility of AL and
also the electropolymerization of pyrrole, both of which determine the composition of AL
in the mixed polymer electrode. As shown in Figure 2.2a, the voltage required to
maintain the constant current set-point during polymerization increases with [AA] up to 5
M, after which the required voltage decreases. Films were not synthesized in glacial
acetic acid (17.4M) due to the low solubility of the AL. The diﬀerences in voltage
required for polymerization is likely related to the AL solubility, which is presented in
Figure 2.2c, and shows a minimum in AL solubility for 5 M solutions (highest required
voltage). The redox characteristics of PPy/AL electrodes prepared in AA showed a
similar trend in redox activity compared to the AL solubility (while keeping constant
polymerization charge, [PPy] and [AL]). The peak current from cyclic voltammetry (CV,
10 mV s-1) measurements followed the AL solubility trend, which can be attributed to a
lower amount of AL incorporated in the film when prepared from solutions with lower
AL solubility. We also observed a lower PPy deposition rate in the AA molarity range of
5 M, which is not yet completely understood. For reference, the electrochemical
performance of mixed polymer electrodes prepared in 5 M AA is shown in Figure A.2.
The influence of AL concentration ([AL]) on the electrochemical performance of
the mixed polymer electrodes was determined by varying [AL] in 0.1 M Py, 15.3 M AA
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solutions. The peak current obtained from CV at 10 mV s-1 is shown in Figure 2.2d for
films synthesized in solutions with increasing [AL]. A low peak current is obtained at
low [AL] because only a limited amount of AL is incorporated into the growing PPy
network. The peak current increases with increasing [AL] as more lignin is integrated
into the polymer electrode providing addition redox activity from the phenolic groups.
Further increasing [AL] beyond 13.4 g L-1 (Py : AL wt% ratio 1 : 2) resulted in a
decrease in electrochemical activity of the resultant electrodes. The decrease in
performance is a result of the insulating nature of the lignin, which inhibits the
electrochemistry in the polymer network. The decrease in redox activity (C = I/ν) on a per
mass basis is shown in the inset of Figure 2.2d.
The performance of mixed polymer electrodes comprising electrically conducting
polymers and sodium lignosulfonate (SLS) is described in detail in the literature.16, 23 As
discussed above, widespread use of lignin in energy storage systems will require
utilization of the abundant alkali lignin. Below, we compare the physical and
electrochemical properties of lignin–polypyrrole composite electrodes prepared using our
new synthesis process with AL in acetic acid to the current state-of-the-art method
utilizing SLS in sulphuric acid.
PPy–lignin electrodes were synthesized with (i) AL and (ii) SLS in 15.3 M AA
and with (iii) SLS in 0.5 M H2SO4. PPy/AL electrodes could not be obtained in H2SO4
due to the poor AL solubility. As a control, PPy electrodes were also synthesized using
each electrolyte. Film morphologies were examined using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and are shown in Figure 2.3 for PPy (thickness: 0.78 μm, mass: 0.019 mg),
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PPy/AL synthesized in AA (2.53 μm, 0.088 mg), and PPy/SLS synthesized in AA (10.65
μm, 0.076 mg) and H2SO4 (2.24 μm, 0.068 mg). Interestingly, PPy/AL electrodes
synthesized in AA (Figure 2.3a) had similar morphology to PPy/SLS electrodes prepared
in H2SO4 (Figure 2.3b) which were similar to the reference PPy electrodes in AA
(Figure2.2c) and H2SO4 (not shown). From the observed structures, we can conclude that
polymer–solvent interactions of AL/AA were similar to SLS/H2SO4 resulting in film
morphologies governed by polypyrrole electropolymerization kinetics. When PPy/SLS
was prepared in AA (Figure 2.3d), however, films displayed a granular, openly porous
structure, with a density much less than similar films synthesized in H2SO4 (1.54 g cm-3
vs. 0.36 g cm-3). The diﬀerence in the morphology of PPy/SLS in AA arises because AA
acts as a moderate to poor solvent for SLS causing the polymer to act as a surfactant
around growing clusters of PPy.

Figure 2.3 Scanning electron microscopy images of films electrochemically polymerized
using chronopotentiometry (0.975 mA cm-2) on gold electrodes with a magnification of
x22k and inset at x10k. Films synthesized in 15.3 M AA are shown for (a) PPy/AL, (c)
PPy, and (d) PPy/SLS; and films synthesized in 0.5 M H2SO4 are shown in (b) PPy/SLS.
The concentration of lignin was 6.7 g L-1 in (a), (b) and (d).
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The electrochemical performance of PPy-lignin composite films for cathode
materials are obtained from 3-electrode measurements, which are shown in Figure 2.4.
Cyclic voltammetry profiles are presented as of specific capacitance (F g-1), which is
current (A) divided scan rate (V s-1) and electrode mass (g), versus voltage (V) to account
for the mass variation in each film (Figure 2.4a). PPy/SLS electrodes synthesized in 15.3
M AA (red) and 0.5 M H2SO4 (blue) exhibited similar redox activity, even with the
notably diﬀerent film morphologies, shown in Figure 2.3, indicating similar film
composition. When measured in 0.5 M H2SO4 electrolytes, PPy/AL electrodes exhibited
between 20–30% higher capacitance than the films with SLS. Each mixed polymer films
exhibited a fairly linear peak current dependence with scan rate (Figure 2.4b) indicating
ion-adsorption limiting redox processes, which is typical for redox electrodes comprising
polypyrrole rather than an ion diﬀusion-limit mechanism.
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Figure 2.4 Electrochemical properties of PPy/AL, PPy/SLS synthesized in 15.3 M AA
and PPy/SLS synthesized in 0.5 M H2SO4. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to
specific capacitance (10 mV s-1). (b) Peak current normalized by mass as function of scan
rate. (c) Discharge profiles at current densities of 0.55 mA cm-2 (- - -) and 0.14 mA cm-2
(─). Specific capacitance vs. discharge current in terms of the two contributing
capacitances: polypyrrole (CPPy) and lignin (CAL) or (CSLS) for (d) PPy/AL and (e)
PPy/SLS in 0.5 M H2SO4. COVERALL is the total capacitance. (f) Bode plots of the
imaginary capacitance (C’’) vs. frequency. PPy-lignin electrodes were prepared on Au
electrodes (20 mm2) using chronopotentiometry (0.195 mA, 120 mC, ratio 6.7 g L-1
lignin). Electrochemical measurements were conducted in a 3-electrode cell with
Ag/AgCl references and Pt counter electrodes.
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Constant current charge–discharge measurements were performed on the PPy–
lignin electrodes and the discharge characteristics are reported in Figure 2.4c as electrode
voltage vs. charge capacity, which is simply the discharge time normalized by applied
current and mass. Consistent with the CV profiles, PPy/SLS in H2SO4 and AA exhibited
similar charge capacities, between 50 and 60 mA h g-1, for discharge currents of 0.14–
0.55 mA cm-2, while PPy/AL showed a 30% increase to 70 to 80 mA h g-1 for similar
currents (Figure 2.4c). The capacitance contributions from PPy and lignin (AL or SLS)
were calculated from the discharge profiles (Figure 2.4d and 2.4e) using previous
methods.22, 23, 39 Two distinct slopes were observed with a transitioning point around 0.45
V, indicating two separate charge storage mechanisms from lignin (AL or SLS) and
polypyrrole. The individual capacitance contributions were calculated from the inverse of
the discharge slope obtained from each segment. Alkali lignin (AL) contributed to ~900 F
g-1 whereas the SLS provided ~500 F g-1. As expected, the polypyrrole contribution
remained fairly constant (~250 F g-1) in each film. Furthermore, the overall capacitance
could be determined over the entire discharge range, which gave ~400 F g-1 and ~300 F
g-1 for PPy/AL and PPy/SLS, respectively, corroborating the increase in capacitance
observed in Figure 2.4a.
Although electrodes comprising PPy/SLS synthesized in AA and H2SO4 appear
similar over the time scales investigated with CV and charge–discharge, these films have
notably diﬀerent relaxation time constants, τc, which is determined from electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). τc is a measure of how fast electrodes can discharge with
50% eﬃciency and is defined as the reciprocal of the peak (τc = 1/fpeak) in the imaginary
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capacitance (C’’) from the Bode plot of C’’ vs. frequency (Figure 2.4f).26 From these
measurements, we found that PPy/SLS electrodes synthesized in AA had the shortest
relaxation time constant, τc = 0.1 s, followed by PPy/AL with τc = 1 s, and then PPy/SLS
grown in H2SO4 (τc = 1.67 s). These results are consistent with the morphology
diﬀerences observed in Figure 2.3. PPy/SLS electrodes grown in AA exhibited a
granular, openly porous structure that allows for increased electrode/electrolyte contact
which is more conducive for rapid ion exchange with the electrolyte. Furthermore,
PPy/AL and PPy/SLS electrodes grown in AA also displayed notably lower chargetransfer resistances, as evidenced by the Nyquist plots shown in Appendix A, Figure A.3.
Lignin samples with varying phenolic content were recovered from black liquor
produced during the Kraft paper pulping process using a recently reported pH-based
fractionation process. These lignin fractions provide a means to study the influence of
lignin chemistry, e.g. phenolic content, on the electrochemical performance of the PPy–
lignin samples. Solvated liquid-lignin fractions are separated from the black liquor at an
elevated temperature using sequential CO2 additions that incrementally lower the pH and
precipitate lignin with varying MW and phenolic content (details of this process can be
found elsewhere 33, 34). Composite polymer electrodes were prepared as stated above, but
here, lignin samples were allowed to dissolve overnight in the 15.3 M AA solution prior
to Py addition and polymerization.
The electrochemical characteristics of the PPy–lignin composite electrodes
prepared with diﬀerent lignin fractions (pH 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11), in addition to the nonfractionated sample (all of the lignin precipitated in the pH range 13.6–9.5), are presented
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in Figure 2.5. The CV profiles normalized to specific capacitance (Figure 2.5a) showed
that electrodes comprising lignin fractions collected between pH 9.5–10 exhibited the
highest redox activity, whereas electrodes prepared with lignin samples collected at high
pH exhibited notably lower performance. The estimated phenolic OH content expressed
as mmol of OH per mmol of methoxyl (Figure 2.5c blue) was shown to increase as the
pH of the precipitated lignin fraction decreased,33 which aﬀects the number of accessible
redox sites. As expected, the redox activity of the PPy–lignin electrodes increased with
increasing phenolic content, as shown in Figure 2.5b (the peak current of the nonfractionated lignin sample is indicated by the dashed line for reference). Non-lignin
contaminants (polysaccharides) co- precipitate with the lignin fractions preferentially in
the pH range from 11.0–11.5 (Figure 2.5c red); thus, the lignin fractions that precipitate
in this pH range contained up to 6 wt% polysaccharides. As a result, PPy–lignin
electrodes with these samples exhibited inferior performance compared to the nonfractionated lignin sample. As shown in Figure 2.5d, each PPy–lignin sample exhibited a
linear relationship between the peak current (normalized by mass) and scan rate,
indicating that the various lignin fractions do not inhibit ion diﬀusion within the polymer
electrodes for the compositions investigated.
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Figure 2.5 Electrochemical properties of PPy-lignin pH fractions (6.7 g L-1 lignin)
synthesized on Pt electrodes (0.02 mA, 6 mC). (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles
normalized to specific capacitance (10 mV s-1). (b) Peak current normalized by mass
(10mV s-1) as a function of the lignin fractionation pH in the PPy-lignin composite films.
(c) Aromatic content and quantified non-lignin impurities (e.g. polysaccharides) as a
function of fractionation pH. (d) Peak current (normalized by mass) vs. scan rate. (e)
Discharge profiles at 0.14 mA cm-2. (f) Scanning electron microscopy of PPy-lignin (pH
9.5 fraction) at x22k, inset at x10k. Electrochemical measurements were conducted in a
3-electrode cell with Ag/AgCl reference and Pt counter electrodes.

Consistent with the CV characteristics, the charge capacities obtained from the
discharge profiles of the electrodes comprising pH fractions (Figure 2.5e) showed for pH
9.5 to 10.5 charge capacities between 47 and 33 mA h g-1, while pH 11 showed 8 mA h
g-1. As mentioned above, lignin structure and functionality will vary depending on the
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plant and the pulping process, and will have an impact on the redox activity. The
diﬀerences in performance observed are a reflection of the intrinsic chemical
functionality variations within the lignin from the black liquor provided directly from an
industrial process,40 which has not undergone any further treatment.
The morphology of pH 9.5 and 10.5 (Figure 2.5f) was studied by SEM on gold
electrodes. Comparing these images with PPy and PPy/AL films presented in Figure 2.3a
and 2.2c showed no morphological diﬀerences between the two pH fractions that
exhibited similar thicknesses (2.46 and 2.16 μm, respectively). Slight variations in
chemical functionality did not aﬀect the solvent behavior of lignin in AA or influence the
polymer density. Thus, it was determined that the variations in electrochemical activity
were solely a result of the chemical functionality of the various lignin fractions.
The elemental compositions of the various electrodes were measured using
elemental analysis (EDX), and these values were used to determine wt% of lignin in the
composite polymer electrodes. The dopant level of AA and H2SO4 in reference PPy
electrodes were calculated from the elemental compositions, and the approximate
molecular formulas of AL and SLS were used from data reported in previous studies,36
where the sulfur content was adapted to fit the one in the lignin reactants. Polypyrrole
films synthesized in AA exhibited higher doping levels (by wt%) relative to films grown
in H2SO4. This has been observed in previous works41, 42 with weak organic acids. Even
with higher doping levels, each film displayed similar electrochemical activity on a per
mass basis. Accordingly, PPy films doped with AA counter-ions are able to achieve a
higher extent of oxidation (reduction) during the charge (discharge) processes.
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To determine the lignin wt% in PPy–lignin electrodes grown in AA and H2SO4,
elemental compositions from EDX were fit to elemental compositions of PPy–lignindopant films, where dopant reflects either AA or H2SO4, depending on the growth media.
The fitting parameters in this method were the molar ratios of lignin (relative to PPy) and
H2SO4, which can be incorporated into the films during electrochemical testing. The sum
of the error of individual elemental compositions was minimized by changing the fitting
parameters (molar compositions). The calculated wt% of each component is presented in
Table 2.1. The range in compositions reflects a variation of parameter analysis in which
the error did not significantly change. For reference, elemental compositions of nitrogen
and sulfur from the EDX analysis, as well as the sulfur content in the lignin determined
from ICP-AES are presented. The sulfur compositions followed a similar trend as its
composition in the integrated lignin, suggesting reasonable parameter fitting. A detailed
description of the fitting calculations can be found in Appendix A.

Table 2.1. Estimated mass composition of the different constituents in PPy/Lignin films.
Samplea

Polypyrrole

Lignin

Sulfate

EDX, Na
[wt.%]

EDX, Sa
[wt. %]

Lignin, Sb
[wt. %]

[wt.%]

[wt.%]

Acetic Acid
[wt.%]

PPy – AA

53.5 – 59.1

-

32.3 – 38.6

7.9 – 8.7

13.3

2.9

-

PPy – SA

87.8 – 88.9

-

-

11.9 – 12.2

19.3

3.9

-

PPy/AL – AA

21.9 – 25.9

51.9 – 55.9

11.9 – 14.2

8.4 – 10.2

5.5

4.0

3.6

PPy/SLS – AA

26.2 – 30.5

42.1 – 51.7

14.3 – 16.6

7.7 – 10.9

6.2

5.6

5.1

PPy/SLS – SA

38.3 – 47.4

45.9 – 56.4

-

5.3 – 6.6

8.7

4.1

5.1

PPy/FXN pH 9.5

31.8 – 35.8

37.6 – 45.2

17.4 – 19.6

4.8 – 5.4

7.7

2.9

2.7

PPy/FXN pH 10.5
a

30.4 – 33.1

42.2 – 47.4

16.6 – 18.1

5.6 – 6.7

7.2

2.9

2.4

-

-2

[HSO4 /SO4 ] [wt.%]

Elemental analysis data from EDX.

b

Sulfur content in lignin reactant before electrochemical deposition.
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The alkali lignins (AL, pH 9.5 and pH 10.5) exhibited a similar range of lignin
entrapped within the film, which varies between ~37 to 47 wt%; all these samples
showed a small composition of sulfate (HSO4-/SO42-) between ~5 to 7 wt%, which comes
from electrochemical measurements in 0.5 M H2SO4. These values are similar to the
sulfate content in the reference PPy electrodes polymerized in AA electrolytes. Samples
synthesized with SLS showed a similar lignin content to those prepared with AL, with
compositions varying between ~42–52 in AA and ~46–56 wt% in H2SO4. Because the
redox activity of PPy/SLS electrodes was lower than PPy/AL, we can conclude that the
AL form of lignin has more accessible phenolic groups contributing to the composite
film's redox behavior. Furthermore, the lower molecular weight of AL relative to SLS
further supports the conclusion for a higher phenolic content per mass basis (the cleavage
of aryl-ether bonds during the pulping process causes an increase in phenolic content and
a decrease in molecular weight).35, 40
PPy/SLS (0.5 M H2SO4) and PPy/AL (15.3 M AA) synthesized on stainless steel
foil were used as cathode materials in asymmetric supercapacitors with activated carbon
(AC) anodes. An illustrative schematic of the PPy/AL–AC device is presented in Figure
2.6a. As a control, a symmetric supercapacitors with AC electrodes was tested. For
comparison purposes, the single electrode CV profiles (from 3-electrode measurements)
normalized to capacitance are shown in Figure 2.6b. AC electrodes seem to exhibit a low
capacitance at 10 mV s-1; however, for the purpose of these experiments the mass of the
anode was increased up to a point where the CV profile (current vs. potential) of AC
single electrode showed about a 20% increase in capacitance relative to PPy–lignin (SLS
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or AL) electrodes (at the scan rates investigated, 10–100 mV s-1) to ensure that PPy–
lignin (SLS or AL) electrodes were not limiting device performance.

Figure 2.6 Electrochemical performance of asymmetric supercapacitors with PPy-lignin
cathodes and activated carbon (AC) anodes (symmetric AC cells presented as a control).
(a) Illustrative schematic of PPy/AL-AC cell. (b) Single-electrode CV profiles
normalized to specific capacitance (10 mV s-1) of electrodes prepared on stainless steel
foil. (c) Supercapacitor (2-electrode) discharge profiles at 0.5 mA. (d) Device CV profiles
normalized to specific capacitance (10 mV s-1).

The discharge and cyclic voltammetry profiles of the asymmetric and symmetric
cells are shown in Figure 2.6c and 2.6d, respectively. Discharge profiles of cells
comprising PPy/AL cathodes exhibited the highest charge capacity due to the added
redox capacitance of the AL. It should be noted that the asymmetric cells are not properly
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balanced, and higher device performance is expected with improved anode material
design. The increase in electrochemical performance of PPy/AL cells is also evident in
Figure 2.6d, where CV profiles normalized to specific capacitance, are shown. Although
these cells are not significantly higher than symmetric AC cells, the redox behavior of the
lignin is obvious in the CV profiles, which ultimately provides a higher cell capacitance.
Further improvement in anode materials and cell design will enable the use of AL
composite electrodes for ultra-low-cost energy storage.
A well-known limitation in redox polymers as the charge storage media for
batteries and supercapacitors is cycle-stability. While the mixed polymer electrodes
reported here are promising for low-cost energy storage, especially when considering the
use of sustainable polymers from renewable sources (i.e. plants and trees), it should be
noted that such materials suﬀer from poor stability (Appendix A, Figure A.4). This issue
is likely due to irreversible reactions between (i) the two polymers in the electrodes or (ii)
the polymers and the electrolyte and is the subject of ongoing research. It is expected that
advances in material stability, along with the development of low-cost, polymeric anode
materials, will provide exciting opportunities for stationary energy storage.

2.4 Conclusions
Using acetic acid electrolytes, alkali lignin, which accounts for 98% of the
available lignin, could be eﬃciently incorporated into PPy redox electrodes during
electrochemical polymerization. Synthesis conditions, including AA molarity and lignin
concentration, were shown to strongly influence the resulting electrode properties. In
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addition to enabling the use of the low-cost, widely available form of lignin in redox
electrodes, we found that PPy/AL composite materials exhibited a 30% increase in
capacitance compared with electrodes containing similar compositions of SLS, and 56%
higher than PPy electrodes. The individual contributions showed that, in general, lignin
comprises between the 40 to 60 wt% of the entire composite electrode, and contributed a
higher capacitance than polypyrrole. Using lignin fractions separated directly from Kraft
black liquor, we showed that the electrochemical performance of PPy–lignin electrodes
could be further improved by increasing the aromatic content of the lignin. Further
optimization and developments need to be done in other to deploy the entire potential of
lignin as dopant for conducting polymers.
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CHAPTER THREE
LIGNIN-COATED CARBON NANOMATERIALS FOR LOW-COST ELECTRICAL
ENERGY STORAGE
3.1 Introduction
Growing interest in transition toward greener chemistry and materials, particularly
with respect to the use of sustainable, environmentally friendly, and energy efficient
technologies1-3 have motivated research in biomass-derived polymers and chemicals as
alternative to petroleum based products. To support the growing capacity of solar and
wind energy generation as well as electric or hybrid transportation systems, high-power
and low-cost energy storage technologies will be required.4, 5 Batteries, due to their high
energy density, and supercapacitors, due to their high power density, will play a crucial
role in these industries as either as individual or combined systems to create high-power
and fast responding systems necessary to support emerging transportation systems and
overcome the intermittent nature of renewable energy.5-7 To reduce material cost and
expand the potential scale of electrical energy storage, various efforts have focused on the
use of widely abundant, environmentally friendly, and cheap, sustainable raw materials.
Carbon is a versatile material that can be synthesized in many forms, such as
activated carbon, mesoporous carbon, CNTs, graphene, among others.3, 8-11 Each form of
carbon possesses unique properties of interest to a wide range of industrial/commercial
sectors, from lubricants, electronic devices to aircraft. In supercapacitors, a type of highpower density energy storage system, activated carbon has found a niche in commercial
systems, while conducting polymers (ECPs) and metal oxides are actively pursued as a
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means to increase energy density.3,

12, 13

Activated carbon systems have seized a

marketshare in high power applications due to their chemical stability, long-term cycle
life, and fast electrochemical response, as a result of the charge storage mechanism based
on the physical adsorption of ions at the high-surface area electrode interface with the
electrolyte. Ion adsorption on the polarized electrodes creates an electric double layer
(EDL) on the electrode surface, and while no chemical reactions occur, the intrinsic
energy density is limited by the accessible surface area.9,

14

In EDLCs, porosity, pore

shape, surface functional groups and electrical conductivity are the most important
factors to consider regarding the performance of carbon materials.
Coal-based, coconut shells, phenolic resins, among others are usually the
precursors for the synthesis of activated/mesoporous carbons.15 Each of these will have a
different

distribution

of

micropores

(<2nm),

mesopores

(2-50nm)

and

nanopores/macropores (>50nm) depending on the activation process. A balance between
mesoporous and microporous volume is desired for materials with a high specific
capacitance and rapid discharge rates.16-18 In addition to activated carbon, other forms of
carbon nanomaterials are being pursued for advanced energy storage materials due to
their potential for high surface area and high conductivity,

19

such as CNTs20 and

graphene (GP)21 (SWCNTs: 200-1250 m2 g-1, MWCNTs: 430 m2g-1, GPtheoretical: 2630
m2g-1)16.
ECPs and metal oxides are attractive alternatives to high surface area for
applications requiring a higher energy density and charge capacity. Because these
materials are Faradaic processes, charge can be stored within bulk of the materials
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through charge transfer redox reactions in addition to ion adsorption at the electrodeelectrolyte interface (pseudocapacitance).22 Metal oxides, such as RuO2 and MnO2,
possess high capacitance compared to carbon materials; however, their potential for
adaptation in commercial systems is limitation by material scarcity, high cost, complex
synthesis methods, and most important, their limitation to low-voltage aqueous
electrolytes.12 Conversely, ECPs such as polypyrrole, polyaniline and poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) are attractive due to their low-cost, relatively high conductivity,
and routine synthesis and processing methods.23 However, material instability and poor
long-term cyclability represent the main obstacles to their commercialization. Several
research groups have investigated alternative material designs, such as carbon-ECP9, 24-26
or metal oxides-ECP9,

27-29

composite electrodes for increased stability and charge

storage, nano/microstructured electrodes for increased contact between electrode and
electrolyte,30

and

incorporation

of

inorganic

molecules31,

32

and

redox

molecules/polymers33, 34 as ECP dopants to increase capacitance.
Small redox active molecules or polymers that are non-conductive but can
undergo redox reaction by the application of a potential difference have been used as
dopants for ECPs or combined with carbon materials to increase the specific energy. In
this electrode design, the carbon or ECP serves as a network for the electron transport
during the redox reaction process, and the redox molecule/polymer provides additional
redox behavior for increased capacitance. Previous work has shown that quinone-type
molecules can be incorporated into and ECP film to enhance the electrode redox
activity.35-37 Hydroquinone and other redox active species (e.g. catechol, resorcinol) have
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been used as additives in the electrolyte35,

36

for electrochemical grafting on activated

carbon electrodes, yielding a notable increase in capacitance with hydroquinone (283 F
g-1) compared with the other redox active species.36 Polypyrrole (PPy) electrodes showed
an increase in capacitance from 249 Fg-1 to 550 F g-1 when synthesized in the presence of
1,4- benzoquinone.37 However, the small molecules were shown to diffuse out of the
electrode over time; therefore, it is expected that the use of polymers may provide a longterm cycle stability advantage as they are more easily confined within the electrode.
Lignin is the second most abundant biopolymer after cellulose, representing
between the 10-30% of dry plant mass, and is produced as a by-product of the pulping
process of wood.38,

39

The chemical structure consists of a complex 3D network of

phenylpropane units derived from three monolignols: p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G)
and syringyl (S), their ratios vary according to the type of plant (softwood or hardwood).
Hardwood, which is commonly used in the paper mills, is known to be formed mainly of
G/S units, where S content can vary between 20% to 60%. Lignin is an interesting option
as a biorenewable polymer for electrical energy storage due to its redox activity imparted
by the presence of phenylpropane subunits with G and S pending groups.40 The chemical
functionality of the recovered lignin is, to some extent, governed by the pulping process,
which will lead to different characteristics, properties and functionalities.40, 41 Currently
the most common are chemical pulping; among these, Kraft pulping, which produces
Alkali lignin (AL), is based on the addition of sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfide and
accounts for the 62% of the global pulping processes. This type of recovered lignin is a
hydrophobic polymer soluble in aqueous bases and very poor solubility in inorganic
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acids. Sulfite pulping, which results in Sulfonated lignin (SLS), is based on the addition
of acid sulfite and accounts for 3.7% of the global pulping processes.38 This type of
recovered lignin is in parts hydrophobic and hydrophilic and therefore, soluble in water.
Milzareck and Inganäs42 show the use of sodium lignosulfonate (SLS) entangled between
PPy network during polymerization with capacitance of 450 F g-1, albeit for very thin
films. In our previous work,34 we reported a comparison between polypyrrole films
synthesized with Alkali lignin (AL) and SLS; the mixed electrodes (polypyrrole-lignin)
show an increase in specific capacitance between 20-30% when synthesized with AL.
However, these electrodes exhibited short life upon cycling (lost about 47% of specific
charge after 25 cycles),34 which has been mainly attributed to the overoxidation of
polypyrrole and nucleophilic attack by the electrolyte upon cycling.43 This process causes
the loss of contact between polypyrrole and lignin due to the loss of the conductivity.
Additionally, quinone groups in lignin might, also, suffer nucleophilic attack or covalent
bond breakage upon cycling

43

contributing to the decrease in the electrochemical

activity.
In this work, we use nanoporous carbon as a conductive matrix to investigate the
electrochemical properties of lignin for electrochemical energy storage applications. A
simple ultrasonication/filtration technique was used to prepare carbon/lignin dispersions
utilizing: glassy carbon (C2), activated carbon (AC), mesoporous carbon (C500 & MSP),
carbon nanopowder (C100) and MesoCarbon MicroBeads (MCMB) (details can be found
in Table B.1). First, we investigated the effect of the nanocarbon properties on the
electrochemical performance of mixed carbon-lignin electrodes. Next, we studied the
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influence of electrode processing conditions and lignin type on the electrochemical
activity. Finally, asymmetric hybrid supercapacitors were fabricated using the optimal
lignin-carbon electrode as the cathode and activated carbon as the anode.

3.2 Experimental methods
3.2.1 Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Sigma-Aldrich, VWR, and
MTI Corporation, and used as received unless otherwise stated. Commercially available
Alkali Lignin (AL) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Sodium Lignosulfonate
(SLS) from VWR. Various carbon materials were used C2, C500, C100, MSP, AC and
MCMB, details about these materials can be found in Appendix B Table B.1.

3.2.2 Carbon-lignin film preparation
Carbon-lignin films were prepared by dispersing 50 mg of carbon (C2, C500,
C100, MSP, AC or MCMB) and 5 mg of conducting graphite (CG) in 10 mL of 0.5M
Sulfuric Acid (SA) or 15.3M Acetic Acid (AA) by ultrasonication the solution for various
time frames (10 or 20 min), then 1, 5, 10, 20 or 100 mg of SLS or AL were added to the
solution and ultrasonicated for other 10 or 20 min, each ultrasonication routine comprised
5min on, 30s off until the set time was reached, an ice bath was used to cool down the
solution. A 1 mL syringe was used to take 0.1, 0.5 or 1 mL of this dispersion, which was
placed on a glass microfiber paper filter (Whatman GF/F, 25mm), using an O-ring (D=
0.77cm) to give a round shape to the film (Scheme 3.1, Steps 1 and 2). Quadruplicates of
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each sample were prepared; one (still wet) was taken to perform the electrochemical
characterization, the other three were dried overnight in a vacuum oven (98.2 kPa) at
80⁰C and weighed (Ohaus DV215CD Semi-micro balance, readability 0.01mg) afterward
to determine the average film mass.
3.2.3 Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a 3-electrode Teflon cell
(Scheme 3.1, Steps 3 and 4) with an electrode area of 0.47 cm2. Working electrode was
Titanium foil (Ti-foil) placed over the composite film, counter electrode a Platinum
gauze 52 mesh (Alfa Aesar) and reference electrode Ag/AgCl in 3M NaCl solution. All
samples were tested in a VersaSTAT 4 potentiostat/galvanostat and the VersaStudio
v2.20.4631 Electrochemistry Software (Princeton Applied Research), in 0.5, 1.5 or 3M
H2SO4 using cyclic voltammetry (CV) from -0.2 to 1.2 V at various scan rates (3-300 mV
s-1), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 0.7V over a frequency range of
100000 to 0.1 Hz using a perturbation amplitude of 20mV, and charge-discharge (CD)
measurements at current densities between 1.7 and 27.2 mA cm-2.

3.2.4 Thermal gravimetric analysis
TGA was performed in a Q500 from TA Instruments on a platinum sample basket
previously cleaned with a torch. Every analysis was done with 10 min of purge under
dried air and a heating rate of 10ºC/min from room temperature to 800ºC. The samples
deposited on a glass microfiber paper filter (MSP/AL-AA, MSP/SLS-SA, and MSP/SLSAA) were dried and scraped from the substrate to avoid interference. The sample label as
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standard is a sample of MSP/CG/SLS powder grained with a mortar and pestle only,
which was not subjected to the ultrasonication and filtration process.

3.2.5 Surface morphology
The film surface characterization was performed by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) in a Hitachi SU-6600 Analytical VP FE-SEM at a beam intensity of 2
kV; the samples were placed on a 45º aluminum sample holders with carbon tape. Images
were captured at magnifications of x2k, x5k, and x10k.

3.2.6 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
Physisorption experiments were performed under Nitrogen, at 77.35K in a
Quantachrome

Autosorb

iQ

Gas

Sorption

Analyzer

utilizing

a

40-point

adsorption/desorption isotherm analysis. The differential pore volume distribution was
obtained from the desorption isotherm through Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BHJ) analysis.
Measurements were taken at the Electron Microscopy Laboratory at Clemson University.

3.2.7 Device preparation and characterization
Working and counter electrodes were prepared utilizing similar method as
described previously with 50 mg of Mesoporous carbon (MSP) and 5 mg of CG in 10 mL
in 15.3 M AA, ultrasonicated for 10 min (5 min on, 30s off), then10 mg of AL were
added and sonicated for additional 10 min (5min on, 30s off). 0.5mL of the dispersion
was deposited on GF/F (Whatman). While the counter electrode was prepared by
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dispersing 10 mg of CG, 5 mg of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), and 85mg activated
carbon (AC) in 10 mL of DI water. The CMC was first left to dissolve in DI water for 4h
with constant agitation, and then finely ground CG and AC were added. This solution
was sonicated for 40 min (5min on, 30s off). 0.4 mL of this dispersion was deposited on
GF/A (Whatman, 21mm). The separator was a Silver 25AR DreamWeaver. Both
electrodes and the separator were placed in the vacuum oven (98.2 kPa) at room
temperature with 1mL of electrolyte (0.5M H2SO4) for 30 min; then they were allowed to
soak overnight at ambient temperature and pressure. A MTI CR2025 button cell was
prepared and placed in a coin cell apparatus (MTI Corp) to be tested (2-electrode
system). CV and EIS were performed as described before; CD measurement between
0.32 and 5.2 mA and cycle life measurement for 2000 cycles from -0.2 to 1 V at 1.3 mA.
The mass of the activated carbon was set to 120% the charge of the working electrode
determined at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. The MSP/CG/AL electrode had an approximated
mass of 3.18 mg, and the AC/CG/CMC electrode had a mass of 4.08 mg.

3.3 Results and Discussion
A general schematic of the process to fabricate Carbon/Lignin electrodes and the
setup of the electrochemical cell is presented in Figure 3.1. The films were prepared by
dispersing carbon (C2, C100, C500, MSP, AC or MCMB) with conducting graphite (CG)
in either sulfuric acid (0.5M SA) or acetic acid (15.3M AA) by ultrasonication for 10 or
20 min. Sulfonated lignin (SLS) or Alkali lignin (AL) was then added to the dispersion
and ultrasonicated for another 10 to 20 min (details can be found in the experimental
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section). A defined volume of the dispersion was filtered through a glass microfiber
membrane and confined to a 0.5 cm2 electrode by a Teflon O-ring to achieve a target
electrode mass (Figure 3.1: Step 1). The filter paper was removed from the apparatus
(Figure 3.1: Step 2), the O-ring was carefully separated from the film, and a piece of
titanium foil was placed over the electrode (Figure 3.1: Step 3) to be used as the contact
for the working electrode. A 3-electrode electrochemical cell was assembled (Figure 3.1:
Step 4) in a Teflon container with the working electrode assembly (Ti foil + carbon/lignin
+ paper filter) situated such that the paper filter was accessible to the electrolyte solution
(Figure 3.1: Step 4 inset). Once the cell was assembled, the electrolyte was added along
with the reference electrode and the Pt mesh counter electrode. The experimental design
described above provides a very easy and practical method for preparing the electrodes
without the need to prepare slurry, coat a current collector or assemble a cell for active
material analysis.
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Figure 3.1 Illustrative schematic of the process to prepare Carbon/Lignin electrodes on
paper filter and the electrochemical cell setup.

Chemically inert porous carbon nanomaterials were selected as a platform to
investigate the electrochemical properties of lignin. Because lignin is not electrically
conducting, only a thin layer can be electrochemically addressed, which necessitates a
high surface area substrate. A wide range of porous carbon materials were selected,
ranging from highly microporous activated carbon (< 2nm pore size) up to mesoporous
carbon with predominant pores sizes of 3 nm and 69 nm. First, the influence of the pore
size and porosity of the carbon materials on the redox activity of lignin was studied to
identify a suitable substrate for determining the effects of lignin composition and lignin
type (alkali vs. sulfonated) on the electrochemical performance. The metric for
determining the most effective carbon nanomaterial to absorb lignin within the internal
porous structure was the highest redox activity, which is the integrated charge of the
oxidation-reduction processes occurring in lignin (reversible redox peak near 0.55 V).
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Figure 3.2a and 3.2b show the cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles represented as specific
capacitance (F g-1), which is current (A) divided by scan rate (V s-1) and electrode mass
(g), vs. potential (V) to account for the mass variation in each film. The electrochemical
properties of SLS on various carbon nanomaterials, MSP, C100, C500 and AC, are
presented at scan rates of 100 mV s-1 (Figure 3.2a) and 10 mV s-1 (Figure 3.2b). The
physical properties of the carbon nanomaterials can be found in the Appendix B. CV
profiles of MCMB and C2 are not shown as they exhibit inferior electrochemical
performance compared to C100 but exhibit a similar profile. As shown in Figure 3.2b,
MSP-lignin mixtures exhibit the highest lignin redox activity as evidenced by the sharp
redox couple around 0.55 V for high and low scan rates.
In electrode mixtures with AC and SLS, no redox activity from the lignin is
observed, even at the slowest scan rates. Comparatively, AC has the highest surface area
(2000 m2 g-1, pore volume 0.90 cm3 g-1, Table B.1) due to its microporosity, and
correspondingly, the smallest pore size (<2nm). As a random aromatic polymer, lignin is
too large in solution to be adsorbed within the microporosity of the AC, and likely blocks
the accessible surface area by adsorbing on the outer surfaces of the particles. Similarly,
mixtures of C500 and SLS showed low lignin redox activity, again, due to the small pore
size (4-36nm, Figure B.1). Every other carbon nanomaterial exhibits some observable
quantity of redox activity in the SLS-carbon electrodes, and the magnitude is directly
related to the accessible surface area. For example, MSP (surface area of 86.6 m2 g-1, pore
volume 0.19 cm3 g-1, pore size 3-69nm from BET, Figure B.1) has a notable lower
surface area but pores large enough to adsorb lignin and still remain accessible to the
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electrolyte. As the surface area of the carbon is decreased for C100 (11.4 m2 g-1 from
BET, Figure B.1), C2 (2.14 m2 g-1) and MCMB (2.02 m2 g-1), the redox couple associated
with lignin decreases due to lower amounts of lignin accessible on the low surface area
materials.
The scan rate dependence for the carbon-lignin mixtures can be inferred from
Figures 3.2a and 3.2b. First, the decrease in performance of carbon lignin mixtures based
on AC and C500 is attributed to ion diffusion limitations within the high-surface area
materials; at high scan rates, ions cannot access the inner pores, thus decreasing the
measured capacitance. In addition to EDLC, the electrochemical behavior of Faradaic
processes (i.e. within the lignin), is also dependent upon scan rate as the presence of ions
is required to support the redox processes occurring on the quinone groups. Accordingly,
the redox peak separation is increased in MSP at 100mV s-1 (oxidation peak: 0.72 V,
reduction peak: 0.4 V) compared to 10 mVs-1 (oxidation peak: 0.60V, reduction peak:
0.52V). This behavior is common in redox materials, especially proton-dependent redox
processes, and peak separation is expected to increase with faster scan rates and as the
thickness of the films increase.43, 44 Figure 3.2c shows another representation of scan rate
dependence and is calculated as the average specific capacitance (e.g. from Figures 3.2a
and 3.2b) for each type of carbon material studied. This representation clearly displays
the limitations associated with ion transport in each system. For example, AC has the
highest specific capacitance at low scan rate due to the high surface area impacted by its
microporosity, but due to diffusional resistances within the particles, the EDLC
significantly decreases with increasing scan rate. MSP-lignin mixtures, on the other hand,
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display relatively minor scan rate dependence of the capacitance due to the ion
accessibility to the larger nanopores. These electrodes exhibit the highest average
capacitance at fast scan rate due to the rapid charge transfer processes within the coated
SLS layers.
The scan rate-dependent observations are supported by electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), in which the timescales associated with reaction (charge
transfer) and diffusion can be probed. From EIS measurements, the relaxation time
constant (τc), which is a measure of how fast an electrode can be discharged with 50%
efficiency, can be determined. τc is defined as the reciprocal of the peak frequency (τc =
1/fpeak) in the relationship between imaginary capacitance (Cimg) vs. frequency (Figure
3.2d). Over the frequency range scanned, AC and C500 (surface area of 471.6 m2 g-1,
pore volume 0.23 cm3 g-1 from BET, Figure B.1) do not exhibit a peak which is probably
located at lower frequencies (slower time scales), as is typical in microporous materials.
Whereas in the other carbons, τc falls within the range of 0.1-1s, and indicates fast
discharge capability due to less pore constriction.
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Figure 3.2 Electrochemical properties of SLS- carbon composite electrodes. Cyclic
voltammetry profiles normalized to specific capacitance for (a) 100mV s-1 and (b) 10mV
s-1. (c) Average capacitance (F g-1) vs. carbon at various scan rates. (d) Bode plots of
imaginary capacitance (Cimg) vs. frequency (Hz).

After determining the effect of pore size on the electrochemical performance of
carbon-SLS composite electrodes, we investigated the effects of processing conditions
(lignin concentration, mass, sonication, among others) on the electrochemical
characteristics of the carbon/SLS films (Figure 3.3). The CV profiles normalized to
specific capacitance (F g-1) for Carbon/SLS films prepared with various concentrations of
SLS are shown in Figure 3.3a. At small concentrations of SLS (0.01 wt.%) a weak redox
peak can be observed around 0.55V (red curve), which corresponds to a small amount of
lignin coated within MSP structure. The intensity of the oxidation-reduction peak couple
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increases as the concentration of SLS increases from 0.05 wt.% to a maximum of 0.1
wt.% (yellow curve); further increases in the concentration (0.2 - 1 wt.%) of SLS led to a
reduction in the peak intensity. At high concentrations (1 wt.%) SLS is likely to block
the access of the electrolyte to the pores because lignin by itself is an insulator material,
acting as a resistive layer.
Figure 3.3b presents the specific capacitance (F g-1) as a function of the scan rate
(V s-1) for different amounts of dispersed material deposited on the paper filter. For small
amounts of material deposited (5.3 mg cm-2), which led to thin films, low scan rate
dependence is observed as ions can readily move in and out of the film (low ion diffusion
limitations), however, exhibit low average capacitance (~5 F g-1). Conversely, when the
mass deposited is increased up to 19.1 mg cm-2, films demonstrated strong scan rate
dependence at fast scan rates (100 - 300 mV s-1), as the ions require more time to access
the inner structure of thick films. A balance between relatively low scan rate dependence
and higher capacitance (~9 F g-1) was found at a mass of 11.5 mg cm-2.
The CV profiles for SLS/carbon films tested in increasing concentration of H2SO4
(0.5 M, 1.5 M, 3 M), as specific capacitance (F g-1) vs. Potential (V), are presented on
Figure 3.3c. Two redox peaks are present, including a weak peak around 0.40 V and a
strong peak at 0.56 V. These to two peaks correspond to the presence of different redox
species in lignin (G and S). Previous works40 have demonstrated that the major peak
(~0.56 V) can be attributed to the presence of G-derived quinones, while the small peak
(~0.40 V) can be assigned to S-derived quinones. The peaks exhibit a shift to the right as
the concentration of H2SO4 increases, for instance, the peak observed at 0.56 V for 0.5 M
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H2SO4, shifts to 0.58 V in 1.5 M and 0.60 V for 3 M H2SO4. It has been demostrated37
that quinone charge transfer reaction (two electron-two proton) is pH dependent; as the
pH of the solution decreases a slight shift to positive potentials is expected.
Moreover, a decrease in the peak intensity at 0.56V is observed as the
concentration of H2SO4 increases. A similar behavior has been observed in electrodes
prepared with conducting polymers34, 45 where a reduction in the redox activity of lignin
is observed, due to the degradation of the G-group upon cycling, owing to the breakage
of covalent bonds or nucleophilic attack by the electrolyte. In fact, we have observed a
similar CV profile to the 3 M H2SO4 (yellow curve), when a single electrode
(carbon/SLS) in a 3-electrode cell has been cycled in 0.5 M H2SO4 for 2000 chargedischarge cycles, confirming the possibility of degradation and nucleophilic attack by the
electrolyte upon cycling. This issue worsens when higher concentrations of acid are used.
Consequently, all the previous variables simultaneously and to some extent, depending
on the concentration of H2SO4, could be contributing to the change in the intensity of the
redox peaks. Thus, all following experiments were performed in 0.5 M H2SO4.
Ultrasonication is required to ensure proper dispersion/mixing of the carbon
nanomaterials with lignin. In general, ultrasonication was performed to disperse the
carbon nanomaterial in solution for 10 min (10mL of 0.5 M H2SO4), and then again after
adding SLS to promote mixing in the solution and intimate contact between the lignin
and carbon. Figure 3.3d shows the average capacitance (F g-1) of each sonication
sequence investigated at various scan rates (mV s-1). Sequences are represented as a’/b’,
where a’ represents the sonication time with carbon and b’ represents the sonication time
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with carbon and lignin. Each mixing/sonication sequence exhibits a similar scan rate
dependence, however, 10’/10’ does show significant improvements compared with the
other sequences. Notice that 0’/0’ was taken just by mixing the sample for 1 min on a
vortex mixer, which shows better results than no ultrasonication or mixing after SLS is
added (10’/0’). This observation indicates an important point that sonication/mixing does
help to trap SLS in the MSP pores. Although, when the dispersion is sonicated too long
(10’/20’) a decrease in electrochemical performance is observed, which could be due to
structural damage occurring in the materials owed to the strength of the ultrasonication
process itself which can cause some of the pores to collapse or the lignin structure to
degrade. Thus, 10 min ultrasonication before and after adding lignin was determined to
be the best option for preparing the composite films.
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Figure 3.3 Electrochemical properties of MSP/CG/SLS electrodes at various conditions.
(a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to specific capacitance for various SLS loads
(b) Average capacitance (F g-1) vs. scan rate (mV s-1) varying mass on electrodes. (c)
Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to specific capacitance of electrodes tested in
0.5, 1.5, 3 M H2SO4. (d) Average capacitance of various sonication times at different
scan rates. (b), (c) and (d) for MSP/CG/10 mg SLS electrodes.

As mentioned before, SLS has been previously studied as dopant for conducting
polymers34, 40, 42, 45 due to its good solubility in aqueous solutions, however it is only a byproduct from the 3.7% of the global pulping processes; on the other hand, AL accounts
for the 62%.38 One downside of AL is the limited solubility in inorganic acids, which
represents a challenge for its integration in supercapacitor devices. In our previous
work,34 we studied the incorporation of AL in an ECPs matrix, by utilizing an Acetic
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Acid (AA) solution. Therefore, electrodes (MSP/CG/AL) were prepared in a 15.3M AA
solution using the processing conditions previously described (Figure 3.3). For
comparison purposes, electrodes prepared with MSP/CG/SLS were also dispersed in a
15.3M AA, along with MSP/CG/SLS dispersed in 0.5M H2SO4. Figure 3.4a, presents the
CV profiles as specific capacitance (F g-1) vs. potential at 100 mV s-1 and 10 mV s-1
(inset). Electrodes with MSP/CG in SA (red) and MSP/CG in AA (not shown) were
prepared for comparison, and as expected, carbon shows the typical square-shape
characteristic of EDLC electrodes. Slight differences are observed in the redox peak
intensity for MSP/SLS-SA and MSP/SLS-AA, this behavior will be discussed in detail
later on (Figure 3.5). There is a significant difference between MSP/AL-AA and the rest
of the films; peaks are broader and more intense indicating that AL either has more
quinone type groups available in the structure or these groups are more easily accessible
to the electrolyte; moreover, higher capacitance is observed for films prepared with AL at
fast (100mV s-1) and low (10mV s-1) scan rates.
The Nyquist plot, which is a representation of the imaginary (Z’’) vs. real (Z’)
impedance obtained from EIS is shown in Figure 3.4b and corresponds to electrodes
represented on Figure 3.4a. The Nyquist plot indicates the time-scales where the process
switches from charge transfer (high-frequency range) to mass transfer control (lowfrequency range). All the electrodes exhibit a low Ohmic resistance (high-frequency limit
of Nyquist plot). MSP-SA demonstrates a very low charge transfer resistance (highfrequency range), consistent with high conductivity in carbon materials. The lowfrequency range shows a nearly ideal capacitive behavior (90° line) consistent with a
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purely EDLC mechanism. For the rest of the electrodes comprised by SLS or AL, the
charge transfer resistance slightly increases (high-frequency range), due to the presence
of the charge transfer processes from lignin. The transition between charge transfer and
mass transfer control at the low-frequency intercepts (low-frequency limit of semi-circle)
occur at 251.2 Hz, 158.2, 158.2, 199.5 Hz for MSP-SA, MSP/SLS-SA, MSP/SLS-AA,
MSP/AL-AA, respectively. Notice that the lower the frequency, the longer the time
needed for the ion transport within the electrode, consistent with scan rate dependence.
The decrease in the specific capacity (mA h g-1) as a function of increasing
current (mA), obtained from the charge-discharge experiments, are presented in Figure
3.4c. For comparison purposes, the performance of electrodes made with AC (light blue)
were included to highlight the differences with MSP (red) at fast currents. MSP due to the
mesoporosity is capable to withstand higher discharge currents compared with AC
(highly microporous material) and still keep a fairly constant specific capacity.
Conversely, the specific capacity of AC electrodes drops significantly as the discharge
current is increased. This behavior is strictly related to the differences in the pore
structure between both samples, as explained in Figure 3.2. When SLS is added to AC in
SA (dark blue), there is a slight increase in the specific capacity due to the presence of
lignin, but decreases to zero at high current rates. The differences exhibited in the values
for specific capacity between electrodes prepared with AL and SLS is due to the presence
of more quinone moieties and higher accessibility of the redox sites to the electrolyte in
AL.
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Electrodes compared with carbon and SLS have vastly different morphologies
when prepared in SA compared to AA. AA is a moderate to poor solvent for SLS, which
causes these films to have a higher resistance (Figure 3.4b), lower redox peak intensity
(Figure 3.4a) and a significantly lower specific capacity (Figure 3.4c). The effect of the
presence of lignin in the morphology of the films was studied by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM). As reference Figure 3.4d shows the plain MSP-SA film which does
not show any significant differences with MSP/SLS-SA (Figure 3.4e) and MSP/SLS-AA
(not shown), however, MSP/AL-AA shows a quite uniform distribution of lighter spots
on the film, lignin is a non-conductive molecule, therefore, under SEM a significant
accumulation of lignin would look brighter than the carbon since electrons from the
electron beam would be accumulated on the surface of any non-conductive material
causing it to look brighter (Figure 3.4f). SEM images of the other carbon materials are
shown in Appendix B Figure B.2.
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Figure 3.4 Electrochemical properties of MSP and AC electrodes in AA and SA. (a)
Cyclic voltammetry profiles at 100 mV s-1, inset 10 mV s-1 and (b) Nyquist plot in the
frequency range of 10k Hz to 0.1 Hz. of MSP-SA (control), MSP/SLS and MSP/AL
prepared in AA and MSP/SLS in SA. (c) Specific capacity vs. current including AC-SA
(control) and AC/SLS-SA for comparison. Scanning electron microscopy images at x10k
of (d) MSP-SA, (e) MSP/SLS-SA and (f) MSP/AL-AA.

To determine the amount of SLS and AL incorporated into the mixed electrodes,
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) experiments were performed in air up to 800°C
(Figure 3.5). Figure 3.5a and 3.5d show the Weight Loss % as function of Temperature
(°C) and Figures 3.5b, 3.5c, 3.5e and 3.5f show the Derivative of the Weight Loss ( %
°C-1) vs. Temperature(°C), also known as Derivative Thermogravimetric Analysis
(DTG). Each peak in the DTG profile typically indicates the decomposition of particular
species. The sample label “standard” is a sample of MSP/CG/SLS powder that was well
mixed, but not subjected to the sonication and filtration processes.
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A clear difference in the TGA/DTG profiles between the various samples is
observed; lignin contains different oxygen functionalities that have various thermal
stabilities; therefore, the scission of these functional groups occur at different
temperatures.46 One of the most significant differences between the samples is the shift
towards lower temperatures of the MSP/CG peak (Figure 3.5c and 3.5f) from 767, 748,
705, 685 to 662°C for MSP/CG plain powder, MSP/SLS-SA, MSP/SLS-AA, MSP/ALAA and standard, respectively. The shift in temperature is likely associated with the
lignin coating the carbon and preventing aggregation in the dried sample. Therefore,
more lignin in the sample increases carbon separation making the carbon easier to
combust and decompose. Previous works47, 48 have shown that the presence of inorganic
cations as Na+ in SLS have an influence on the decomposition temperature by catalyzing
dehydration and decarboxylation reactions; also, free sulfonate groups are very active
which could weaken the thermal decomposition of carbon.
Figures 3.5b, 3.5c, 3.5e and 3.5f compare the DTG profiles of the standard, SLS,
MSP/CG, MSP/SLS-SA, MSP/SLS-AA, and MSP/AL-AA. Samples with SLS show
three characteristics peaks between 150 and 400°C that are due to fragmentation of interunit linkages such as side chains, H2O, CO, CO2 and organic volatiles as CH2O, CH4,
CH3OH, SO2, and R-SH48-50 that are not observed in MSP/CG (Figure 3.5b). Moreover,
the standard sample shows a peak between 425 and 550°C that is not present in MSP/CG
or SLS by themselves indicating interactions between carbon and lignin due to aromatic
rings decomposition; these peaks are also present at lower intensity in MSP/SLS-SA and
MSP/SLS-AA. A significant difference between MSP/AL-AA and films prepared with
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SLS is the presence of two sharp peaks at 332 and 445°C in MSP/AL-AA and the
absence of a broad peak at ~180°C present in all films with SLS. AL, at low temperatures
(<200°C) produces a very small amount of volatiles compared with SLS and at higher
temperatures (200-450°C) loses aromatics, CO2 and alkyls molecules.51 At temperatures
higher than 500°C CO, CO2 and aromatics will decompose; however, lignin, in general,
will leave highly condensed aromatic structures and inorganics as ash,50,

51

about 26.8

wt.% residue, while for MSP/CG the residue is negligible (0.2 wt.%) (Figure 3.5a).

Figure 3.5 Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) (a) and DTG (b and c) profiles for
MSP/CG plain mixture, SLS and standard. (d) TGA and DTG (e and f) profiles for
MSP/CG with SLS or AL in SA or AA and standard.
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The amount of lignin (SLS or AL) incorporated in the films was determined by
dividing sections of the DTG profiles for the various samples and assigned each of them
to either lignin or carbon. A peak fitting software (PeakFit) was used to determine the
different Gaussian peaks that gave rise to the DTG profile and integrating the peak area
to determine the weight. Details about this method can be found in the Appendix B
(Table B.2).
The amount of SLS or AL added to MSP/CG mixtures corresponds to 15.4 wt.%
of the total solids in the mixture, which does not necessarily mean that this concentration
will remain unchanged in the final electrode (after sonication and filtration). Hence, the
concentration of SLS or AL were found to be for MSP/SLS-SA 12.5 wt.% of SLS,
MSP/SLS-AA 7.7 wt. % of SLS and MSP/AL-AA 14.9 wt.% of AL. These results
confirm that AA is not a good solvent for SLS since about half of the total amount of SLS
coated MSP. Moreover, the lower electrochemical performance exhibited by MSP/SLSAA compared with samples prepared from SA correlates to lower mass of SLS in the
electrode. Additionally, MSP/SLS-SA and MSP/AL-AA have similar amount of lignin.
Supporting that AL has more redox sites accessible to the electrolyte leading to a higher
electrochemical performance.
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Figure 3.6 Electrochemical performance of asymmetric supercapacitor device (2electrode cell) with MSP/AL as cathode and activated carbon as anode. (a) Cyclic
voltammetry profiles and (b) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to specific
capacitance at various scan rates. (c) Supercapacitor discharge profiles. (d) Cycle life
stability (charge vs. cycle #). Inset: Nyquist plot.

An asymmetric supercapacitor was prepared with MSP/CG/AL as cathode and
AC/CG as anode in 0.5M H2SO4 (Figure 3.6). Figure 3.6a and 3.6b show the cyclic
voltammetry profiles as current (mA) vs. potential (V) and specific capacitance (F g-1) vs.
potential (V), respectively, for scan rates between 3 and 300 mV s-1. On a total mass
basis, the specific capacitance value is 13.5 F g-1 at 3 mV s-1. Notice, the scan rate
dependence characterized by the separation between the oxidation and reduction peaks
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from AL. At fast scan rates (100 – 300 mV s-1) becomes more difficult for the ions to
access the inner structure of the electrode material, accentuating the peak separation as
lignin redox process is proton-dependent. Figure 3.6c shows the discharge profiles for
the asymmetric device as potential (V) vs. capacity (mA h g-1) measured from 0 to 1 V
for various currents (0.32 to 5.2 mA). For a 60s discharge at 1.3 mA, the specific capacity
is 2.8 mA h g-1, which shows small changes when the discharge currents vary between
0.32 and 5.2 mA (2.6 to 3 mA h g-1).
Figure 3.6d shows the change in the specific charge (C g-1) as the device is
cycled between -0.2 and 1.0 V for 2000 cycles at 1.3 mA. The device loses about 22% of
its original charge after the first 500 cycles, and then a small decay is observed. The
decay of the specific charge is related to decrease in the lignin redox activity, as
confirmed by cyclic voltammetry performed after the 2000 cycles, where the overall
capacitance value drops to 10.6 F g-1 at 3mV s-1. The Nyquist plot is presented in Figure
3.6d inset; this cell presents low Ohmic series resistance, and a relatively small charge
transfer resistance is observed at the high-frequency range, consistent with high
conductivity in carbon materials. However, the switching point between charge transfer
control to diffusional control (Warburg impedance) occurred at 2.02 Hz, indicating long
times for the ion diffusion within the electrodes, consistent with the scan rate dependence
of the CV profiles. Even though this device does not show an outstanding performance in
terms of capacitance, the important outcome is the possibility of using lignin/carbon
composites as a source of increased energy density than the plain carbon material, by
tailoring the synthesis and assembly conditions.
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3.4 Conclusions
When properly combined with carbon nanomaterials, alkali lignin (AL) is a viable
biorenewable material for low-cost electrical energy storage devices, particularly for
supercapacitor cathodes. Various carbon materials were investigated as possible
platforms to study the electrochemical properties of lignin. First, it was necessary to
understand the effect of the pore size on the electrochemical activity of lignin.
Intermediate pore sizes >40 nm (mesoporous range) led to optimal redox activity of
lignin because the pores are large enough to adsorb lignin while remaining accessible to
the electrolyte. Then, to design high-performance electrodes, the processing conditions
(sonication, lignin concentration, mass, etc.) were studied and demonstrated to have a
strong impact on the electrochemical activity of carbon/lignin electrodes. Additionally,
AL shows a higher capacitance when compared with SLS due to a higher accessibility of
the redox sites. Finally, the potential application of AL as part of supercapacitor
electrodes was shown in the assembly of an asymmetrical supercapacitor device, which
represents an important advance towards the use of biopolymer based electrodes in
energy storage.
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CHAPTER FOUR
NANOSTRUCTURED POLYACRYLONITRILE/LIGNIN CARBON FIBER
ELECTRODES FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE SUPERCAPACITORS
4.1 Introduction
Renewable energy, portable and wearable electronic devices, and electric and
hybrid vehicles are a few examples of application areas with increasing demand for highpower density and high-energy density electrical energy storage devices.1-3 Batteries and
supercapacitors have emerged as potential candidates to address the challenges associated
with intermittent energy generation from renewable sources, long-term stability in
portable and wearable electronics, and safe energy storage in transportation. Among
these, supercapacitors are attractive due to long cycle life, higher power density
compared to batteries, and good electrical conductivity.4,

5

The most widely available

supercapacitors are electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs), which store charge based
on the physical adsorption of ions at the interface of high surface area electrode materials
in an ion-containing electrolyte.6, 7
Common materials for EDLCs electrodes are various types of carbon, such as
activated carbon,8 aerogels,2 nanotubes,9 graphene,10,
fibers,12 and cloths,13,

14

11

zeolite-templated carbons,11

due to their general characteristics of lightweight, tunable

porosity, high surface area, and high conductivity.15 Among these materials, activated
carbons are the most widely commercialized due to their low cost, establish processing
methods, and extremely high surface area; however, mass transfer limitations can arise
when inaccessible pores to the electrolyte are developed during the activation process.16
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A proper balance between macro-, meso- and micropores is required for a combination of
high energy density (micropores) and high power density (macropores).17 Well-ordered
templated carbons have also been developed to overcome this challenge, although, the
synthesis process tend to be costly, long, and tedious.18, 19
Particularly attractive, owing to an easy and scalable synthesis process, as well as
mechanical flexibility for use in wearable devices, are carbon fibers.3 Carbon fibers can
be derived from several precursors, such as pitch20, polyacrylonitrile,21 and biomass (e.g.
lignin,22,

23

cellulose24) among others. They possess outstanding specific strength and

modulus, as well as excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, which make carbon
fibers suitable for applications requiring structural support or flexibility. Synthesized by
electrospinning or wet spinning, carbon fibers can be synthesized as discontinuous
submicron size fibers (electrospinning) or continuous fibers, generally, in the micron size
range (wet spinning).25
To enable the used of carbon fibers as supercapacitor electrodes, they must
exhibit a micro-/nanostructure that leads to high surface area, otherwise, the
electrochemical performance is insufficient. The most common way to introduce mesoand microporosity in carbon fibers is the use of physical or chemical activation with
similar processes used for activated carbon synthesis. Physical activation is performed
with either CO2, O2 or steam as the oxidizing agent at temperatures between 600-1200°C,
while chemical activation is performed with either NaOH, KOH, H3PO4 or ZnCl2 as
oxidizing agents using temperatures between 400-900°C.15 In general, chemical
activation is more efficient than physical activation because it requires a lower
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temperature, shorter reaction time, and provides higher micropore volumes with a more
narrow pore size distribution compared with physical activation. As a result, chemical
activation is often favored over physical activation unless the structural integrity of the
electrode material is a concern.15, 20, 26
The use of microstructured and activated carbon fibers in supercapacitors has
been reported previously.14,

25, 27-29

For example, Xue et.al.

30

compared the effect of

physical (CO2) and chemical (KOH) activation processes on the electrochemical activity
of phenol-formaldehyde derived carbon fibers, showing that chemical activation leads to
higher surface area (1893 m2 g-1) and higher specific capacitance (293 F g-1 in 6M KOH
at 50mV s-1) compared with physical activation (212 F g-1 6M KOH at 50mV s-1). Li et.
al

31

took advantage of the ternary system Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-Water(H2O)-

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) in the coagulation bath of wet spinning to produce PAN carbon
fibers with macro- and mesoporosity created by the difference in solubility of PAN in
DMSO and H2O. Porous fibers were generated and later activated with KOH to provide
microporosity yielding an average capacitance of ~250 F g-1.
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) is one of the most common materials utilized for the
synthesis of conventional and activated carbon fibers, however, to develop an
environmentally friendly and cost-competitive precursor, efforts towards the use of
biomass and composite polymers for the synthesis of carbon fibers have gained interest.25
Lignin is the second most abundant biopolymer after cellulose, comprising between 1030% of plant dry mass and is produced as a by-product of the chemical pulping process
of wood to produce paper.32 Carbon fibers derived from PAN/lignin polymer blends have
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been produced and exhibit micron-size voids due to lignin leaching from the blend during
the synthesis process.33-35 The amount of lignin incorporated into the mixture influences
the porosity of the fibers, such that higher concentrations of lignin (up to 45wt.%) lead to
larger macro-/mesopores than lower concentrations (10-35 wt.%).34,

35

The voids are

attributed to low viscosities and solid content of the spinning solution, as well as, phase
separation during the coagulation bath, resulting in lignin diffusing from the blend to the
solution in the coagulation bath. To our knowledge, there are no reports of the use of
lignin content to control of the maro-/mesoporosity of PAN/Lignin fibers for designing
and optimizing fibrous supercapacitor electrodes.
Here, PAN/lignin fibers were produced via wet spinning and used to create
supercapacitor electrodes with macro-/mesoporosity. Porous fibers were then activated
with KOH to enhance the microporosity and increase the surface area. The effect of the
fiber diameter and chemical activation on the electrochemical activity of the fibers was
studied and compared with conventional PAN fibers.

4.2 Experimental methods
4.2.1 Materials
Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) homopolymer with a molecular weight of 150,000 and a
glass transition temperature (Tg) of 125°C was used throughout this study. The solvent
utilized in this work was dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Both PAN homopolymer and
solvent were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Softwood Kraft lignin (SKL, indulin) was
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provided by Mead-Westwaco. All chemicals used in the electrochemical measurements
were purchased from Fisher Scientific unless otherwise stated.

4.2.2 Wet-spinning
Lignin and PAN were dissolved in DMSO at 60°C to make a blend solution with
20 wt.% polymer. The mass ratio of lignin to PAN was 35:65. Fibers were wet spun from
blend solution into fibers under coagulant bath comprised of 65 wt.% DMSO/35 wt.%
distilled-deionized water maintained at room temperature, and then passed through a
water bath. During wet-spinning, the draw down ratio was maintained at 2. After wet
spinning, porous fibers were post stretched in a water bath at 80°C, and different draw
down ratios of 2 and 4 were obtained.

4.2.3 Carbon fiber synthesis
The precursor fibers were thermo-oxidatively stabilized in air using a heating rate
of 0.5°C min-1 up to 300°C. Thermally stabilized fibers were carbonized in helium using
a graphite furnace (ASTRO HP50-7010) to 1200°C, or 1500°C at a rate of 7°C min-1 for
1h.

4.2.4 Sample preparation
The steps to prepare the samples for the electrochemical characterization are
presented in Figure 4.1 as follows:
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Figure 4.1 Sample preparation steps for electrochemical characterization.

1.

The carbon fibers were synthesized in bundles of straight individual fibers (Figure
4.1) cut to a length of 4-6 cm to facilitate handling.

2.

The sample was weighed in Ohaus DV215CD Semi-micro balance, readability
0.01mg (Figure 4.1b).

3.

Titanium foil (Ti) was used as current collector (Ti) (Figure 4.1c). A piece of
carbon tape was laid over the Ti foil (Figure 4.1d) to hold in place the bundle of
fibers which was gently positioned over it (Figure 4.1e).

4.

An alligator clip was connected to the Ti foil (Figure 4.1f) becoming the working
electrode (WE).

5.

A 3-electrode cell (Figure 4.1g) is assembled comprised by the WE, Ag/AgCl in
3M NaCl solution as reference electrode (RE) and platinum (Pt) gauze 52 mesh
(Alfa Aesar) as a counter electrode (CE). The length of the sample in solution was
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kept to ~1.5cm of the total length. Therefore, the mass of active material was
calculated from the total mass and total length to ~1.5cm (Figure 4.1h).
6.

The three-electrode cell was connected to a VersaSTAT 4 Potentiostat/Galvanostat
and the measurements were taken with VersaStudio v2.42.3 Electrochemistry
Software (Princeton Applied Research).

4.2.5 Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a 1.5 M H2SO4 solution. 40
cyclic voltammetry cycles were performed between -0.2 to 1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 100 mV
s-1 to allow the electrolyte to completely penetrate the internal structure of the fibers.
Next, samples were treated with 0.5 M Ammonium Bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) by
chronopotentiometry (CP) for 15 min total in intervals of 5 min, unless otherwise stated;
the current density was selected according to the specific sample to maintain the potential
between 1.0 and 1.25V vs. Ag/AgCl during each treatment. Subsequently, deionized (DI)
water was used to remove the remaining NH4HCO3 and 40 cyclic voltammetry cycles
from -0.2 to 1.2V vs. Ag/AgCl were used to condition the sample in the electrolyte prior
electrochemical characterization. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were performed
from -0.2 to 1.0 V at various scan rates (300, 100, 30, 10, 3 mV s-1), electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 0 V over a frequency range of 10k to 0.1 Hz using a
perturbation amplitude of 20 mV, and charge-discharge (CD) measurements at current
densities of 0.80, 1.61, 3.23 mA g-1 (-0.80, -1.61, -3.23 mA g-1) from 0 to 1 V vs.
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Ag/AgCl, unless otherwise stated. The samples were characterized before and after
electrochemical pretreatment with NH4HCO3.

4.2.6 Carbon fiber activation
Stabilized PAN/lignin fibers were chemically activated using a 1 M KOH
solution. The samples were soaked in the KOH solution at 60 ⁰C overnight. Then, the
fibers were removed and dried in vacuum oven at 85 ⁰C overnight. The activation and
carbonization (both simultaneously) were performed in a Thermolyne 79300 tubular
furnace under N2 at a flow rate of 80 mL min-1 and a heating rate of 5 ⁰C min-1 to 800 ⁰C
for 1 h. After cold down the samples were washed with 1 M HCl and deionized water
until all the remaining potassium was removed, then dried under vacuum (98.2 kPa) at 80
⁰C overnight and heat treated to 1200 ⁰C for 1 h at 8 ⁰C min-1.

4.2.7 Surface morphology
The film surface characterization was performed by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) in a Hitachi S4800 High-Resolution SEM at a beam intensity of 5
kV. The samples were frozen with liquid N2, cut and placed on aluminum sample holders
with carbon tape. Images were captured at magnifications of x1.5k, x 2.2k, x5.0k, x40k,
x60k. Quartz PCI software and ImageJ were used to take samples measurements.
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4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Synthesis of porous PAN/lignin carbon fibers
The synthesis process for the PAN/Lignin carbon fibers (P/L-CF) and
PAN/Lignin activated carbon fibers (P/L-ACF) is presented in Figure 4.2. The polymer
is suspended in a solvent, to form a viscous "spinning dope". In the wet-spinning process,
the spinning dope is pumped through a die head, where it is filtered to remove impurities
before extruded through a spinneret containing small capillary holes. The spinneret is
submerged in a coagulant bath, and the solution immediately enters coagulant bath as it
exits the capillary. The coagulant consists of spinning solvent-DMSO, and non-solventwater. A diffusional interchange between the formed fluid filaments and coagulant causes
solvent removal from the fibers and solidiﬁcation as precipitation occurs. The macro/mesopores were observed in as-spun fibers after wet spinning due to diffusion of lignin.
The following post-stretching step was conducted in water at 80 °C to enhance molecular
alignment and reduce fiber diameter; the macro-/mesopores remained after poststretching. Higher draw down ratio leads to smaller fiber diameter and higher molecular
orientation. During thermal stabilization, the cross-linking reactions resulted in the ladder
like network structure, which prevented the macro-/mesoporous structure from collapsing
during high-temperature carbonization. The hexagonal carbon structure was formed, and
marco-/mesopores remained after carbonization.
The chemical activation was performed with KOH, which produces defined
micropore size distribution, high micropore volume and high surface area (up to 3000 m2
g-1) compared with other alkali hydroxide agents, such as NaOH.15, 26, 36 The activation
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mechanism consists of a series of chemical and physical steps involving K, K2CO3, K2O,
CO, CO2, H2, H2O that occur from ~400°C to ~800°C during the activation process under
an inert atmosphere. A detailed explanation of the reaction mechanism can be found
elsewhere.13,

15

The stabilized fibers were soaked in 1 M solution of KOH at 60°C

overnight, and then dried overnight under vacuum at 85 °C. The activation process was
performed at 800 °C and a heat treatment step to 1200°C was added to improve the
conductivity of the fibers after activation (details can be found in the experimental
methods).

Figure 4.2 Wet-spinning process for the synthesis of PAN/lignin carbon fibers.

Two different sets of porous carbon fibers were prepared: (1) porous PAN/lignin
carbon fibers (P/L-CF) with the presence of macro-/mesopores to study the effect of the
fiber diameter and chemical treatment on the electrochemical characteristics, and (2)
PAN/lignin carbon fibers activated with KOH (P/L-ACF) using the diameter of fibers
that led to the best electrochemical performance; both will be discussed in the following
sections.
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4.3.2 Porous PAN/lignin fibers morphology
As discussed in the previous section, during the wet spinning process of the fibers
in the coagulation bath, the solvent (DMSO) diffuses out of the spinning dope and so
does lignin due to the difference in concentration, leaving behind voids that are
maintained all the way through the carbonized fibers. Figure 4.3 shows the SEM
micrographs of the cross sections of a commercial solid PAN fiber (diameter 8 µm)
(Figure 4.3a) for comparison purposes, and P/L-CF stabilized at 300°C and carbonized
at 1200°C with average diameters of ~8.5µm (Figure 4.3b) and ~17µm (Figure 4.3c).
The range of pores sizes varies from micron to submicron, and the fibers exhibit pores in
the cross section, as well as, on the fiber walls. The amount of pores and the pore size can
be tuned by changing the ratio of PAN to lignin;34 however, in this work it was kept to
65wt.% PAN and 35 wt.% lignin.

Figure 4.3 SEM images for (a) commercial PAN fiber ~8 µm, (b) PAN/lignin fiber ~8.5
µm, and (c) PAN/lignin fiber ~17 µm average diameter. Stabilized at 300°C and
carbonized at 1200°C.
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4.3.3 Electrochemical pre-treatment
After carbonization under inert atmosphere (1200-3000°C), the surface of CFs
becomes inert due to loss of polar elements on the surface caused by high temperature.3739

An anodic oxidation treatment is used to improve the wettability of CF in aqueous

systems by increasing the surface free energy, in addition to eliminating impurities that
might exist on the surface of the fibers. As a result, the rate of diffusion of ions from the
electrolyte to the surface and inner structure of the CFs increases. These treatments at the
industrial level are usually carried out with ammonium salts, commonly ammonium
bicarbonate (NH4HCO3). Acid and alkaline solutions can also be used; however, acid
solutions may corrode the equipment, and alkaline solutions may incorporate metallic
ions onto the surface and alter the fiber properties, thus ammonium salts are preferred.38
All samples were treated with 0.5 M NH4HCO3 solution (pH 9) in a 3-electrode cell.
Each treatment consisted of 5 min chronopotentiometry (CP) at a set current to reach a
final voltage of 1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, but not to exceed a voltage of 1.25 V.
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Figure 4.4 Electrochemical pre-treatment of carbon fibers. (a) Cyclic voltammetry
profiles of P/L-CF before and after subsequent treatments with NH4HCO3 for 5 min. (b)
Nyquist plot of Z’’ vs. Z’ (inset: Bode plot of the phase in impedance with frequency). (c)
Bode plot of imaginary capacitance (C’’) vs. frequency.
Figure 4.4 shows the changes in the electrochemical activity of 17µm diameter
P/L-CF fibers with subsequent treatments in NH4HCO3. Figure 4.4a presents the cyclic
voltammetry (CV) profiles before and after multiple successive 5 min treatments of
applied currents of 3mA, 4 mA, and 4mA for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd treatment, respectively. The
current applied during CP was increased to keep the potential between 1.0 and 1.25V vs.
Ag/AgCl. After three treatments, no significant changes were observed in the CV
profiles, thus, each sample was treated for 15 min total in 5 min intervals. The applied
current was increased with subsequent treatments because the electrolyte progressively
infiltrates the carbon as NH4HCO3 reacts with the electrode surface, thereby increasing
access to the internal pore structure of the P/L-CFs.
The changes in the kinetic and diffusion control domains are showed in the
Nyquist plot (Z’’ vs. Z’) (Figure 4.4b). Minimal changes in the Ohmic resistance with
subsequent treatments are observed (high-frequency limit EIS) and at all times, the fibers
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exhibit low charge transfer resistance (low-frequency side of the semi-circle). The lowfrequency intercepts on the Nyquist plots correspond to 1 kHz, 1 kHz, 794.3 Hz, 398.1
Hz for the carbon fiber before treatment, and after subsequent treatments. The lowfrequency intercept indicates the transition between kinetic control (charge transfer
resistance, high frequencies) and diffusional control (ion transport resistance, low
frequencies). After the 2nd treatment, the switching point frequency decreases indicating
an increase in the time needed for the ion transport within the electrode. Anodic oxidation
increases the accessibility to the microporous regions, therefore, it is expected that the
time required for ions to access the inner pores increases. According to the plot of Cre (F)
vs. frequency (Hz) (Figure 4.4b inset), the capacitive behavior of the P/L-CFs increases
with subsequent treatments due to the increase in accessible surface area. Cre increases
from 0.0084 F before treatment to 0.0396 F after 3rd treatment and is consistent with the
increase in gravimetric capacitance presented in Figure 4.4a. The relaxation time (τc),
which is a measure of how fast the electrode discharges with 50% efficiency, also
changes as subsequent treatments are applied (Figure 4.4c). It is is defined as the
reciprocal of the frequency at the peak (τc = 1/fpeak) in the Cim vs. frequency plot. The
values τc determined from Figure 4.4c are 1, 2.5, 5.0, and 7.9 s for sample before
treatments, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd treatments, respectively. τc increases as the subsequent
treatments are applied due to the increased accessibility of the inner pore structure. This
evolution in performance exemplifies the tradeoff that exists between large scale and
small scale porosity, and the effect of resistive and capacitive behavior.
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4.3.4 Effect of fiber diameter
The influence of the diameter on the electrochemical performance of P/L-CFs was
studied in 1.5 M H2SO4 in a 3-electrode cell after the fibers were conditioned and
pretreated with 0.5 M NH4HCO3. Figure 4.5a shows the specific capacitance (F g-1) as a
function of the fiber diameter (µm). The specific capacitance (Csp) is directly related to
the specific surface area (SSA) of the fibers (Eq. 4.1) which is inversely proportional to
the diameter (D) – and density (ρ) – of the fibers (Eq. 4.2 and 4.3) and approximately
follows Eq. 4.4 which is depicted by the red dashed line on Figure 4.5a as the change in
the double layer capacitance with the reduction of the fiber diameter and correlates to the
increase in the surface area.
𝜀𝜀 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

4

Eq. 4.2

𝑘𝑘

Eq. 4.3
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Eq. 4.4

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∝
𝐶𝐶 ≈

Eq. 4.1

𝑑𝑑

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝐷

The performance of P/L-CFs with different diameters was compared with solid

PAN fibers synthesized under the same conditions (stabilization and carbonization) in
addition to commercially available PAN fibers. Because commercial PAN fibers (8 μm)
are solid and lack surface defects, they possess a low surface area and electrochemical
performance (4 F g-1). PAN fibers (8 μm) synthesized in house have more surface defects
compared to the commercial fibers; therefore, they show slightly higher capacitance (9 F
g-1). PAN/L-CFs 8.5 µm diameter showed the highest capacitance (58.3 F g-1) when
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synthesized under standard conditions (stabilization at 300°C and carbonization at
1200°C).
Figure 4.5b shows the CV profiles normalized to specific capacitance (current is
divided by the mass and the scan rate) vs. potential of PAN/L-CFs at 10 mV s-1. As
showed in Figure 4.5a coarse PAN/L-CFs (>80 µm) exhibit poor electrochemical
activity, whereas thin fibers (<20 µm) show capacitances of 26.8 and 58 F g-1 for 17 µm
and 8.5 µm diameter fibers, respectively, when carbonized at 1200°C. To improve the
conductivity of CFs, the carbonization temperature was increased 1500°C, which led to
an increased capacitance of the 8.5 µm fibers up to 70 F g-1. Even without microporosity
created by activation, the EDLC of these fibers is fairly high.

Figure 4.5 Electrochemical characteristics of P/L-CF different diameter. (a) Changes in
specific capacitance (F g-1) with diameter (µm) at 10 mV s-1. (b) Cyclic voltammetry
profiles normalized to specific capacitance (10mV s-1). (c) Average capacitance (F g-1) as
a function of scan rate (mV s-1).

The scan rate (mV s-1) dependence of the average capacitance (F g-1) for the
various fibers is shown in Figure 4.5c. Thin fibers (17 µm and 8.5 µm) exhibit similar
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scan rate dependence (redox activity limited by ion diffusion); at fast scan rates, the inner
porosity of the carbon fibers is not accessible due to the timescale required for ion
diffusion; therefore, all of the surface of the fibers is not used to store charge at all scan
rates. As expected, the highest capacitance that can be achieved occurs at the slowest
scan rate (3mV s-1) where capacitance values as high as 72 F g-1 and 84 F g-1 were
obtained from 17 µm and 8.5 µm diameter fibers carbonized at 1200⁰C. When the 8.5 µm
diameter fibers were carbonized at 1500⁰C to increase their electrical conductivity (from
0.094 S cm-1 at 800⁰C to 0.45 S cm-1 at 1500⁰C), capacitance values up to 110 F g-1
(3mV s-1) were achieved.

4.3.5 Activated PAN/lignin carbon fibers
Increasing carbonization temperature alone was not sufficient to obtain acceptable
electrochemical performance of P/L-CFs for use in flexible or textile-based wearable
energy storage devices. While the addition of lignin provides a template for the formation
of macro- and mesopore domains within the internal structure of the PAN fibers, a
balance between macro- (>50 nm), meso- (50 - 2 nm) and microporosity (< 2 nm) is
required to enable higher energy density carbon fibers. Thus, an activation process was
developed to increase microporosity as is commonly applied to carbon materials for
applications in supercapacitors.13,

15, 30

Essentially, P/L-CFs were chemically activated

using a standard KOH process. Briefly, PAN/Lignin as-spun fibers were stabilized at 300
⁰C, then soaked in 1 M KOH overnight at 60 ⁰C, and then dried. Carbonization and
activation occurred simultaneously at 800⁰C. At this temperature the conductivity of the
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fibers was low; therefore, a further heat treatment was performed up to 1200⁰C to
improve the electrical conductivity.
Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the preliminary results obtained from the activation
process applied to 8.5 μm diameter P/L-CFs (P/L-ACFs). Prior to activate with KOH, the
fibers cannot be fully carbonized to allow the KOH to react with the surface. Thus, the
fibers were taken from the stabilization step (at 300⁰C), where the fibers exist as
crosslinked polymers rather than carbonaceous material. During the process of soaking
and heating (60⁰C) within the KOH solution, the fibers attract and curl around each other
leading to fused fibers after the activation/carbonization process at (800⁰C). The final
fibers lost part of the macro- and mesoporosity added by lignin, as is shown in Figure
4.6a. From the SEM cross-section, the fibers do not appear to be porous at the length
scale shown (Figure 4.6b) and furthermore, the fused fiber walls show a higher surface
roughness than non-activated fibers (Figure 4.6c).

Figure 4.6 Scanning electron microscopy of P/L-ACFs, originally 8.5 µm diameter,
activated with KOH. (a) Fuse fibers, (b) cross section, and (c) fiber wall.
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The electrochemical performance of the P/L-ACFs shown in Figure 4.6 is presented in
Figure 4.7. P/L-ACFs exhibit increased capacitance, as high as 288 F g-1 (3 mV s-1),
compared with P/L-CFs-1500⁰C (110 F g-1 at 3mV s-1), as shown on the cyclic
voltammetry profiles, Figure 4.7a. As expected for microporous materials, there is high
scan rate dependence between fast (100 mV s-1) and low (3 mV s-1) scan rates.
Microporous materials will have a poor performance at fast scan rates as it is difficult for
the ions to diffuse into the inner structure of small pores at short time scales (100 mV s-1);
however, at slow scan rates (3 mV s-1) longer time for the transport of ions is given,
leading to a higher capacitance.
Consistent with the CV profiles characteristics, the charge capacities obtained
from the discharge profiles (Figure 4.7b) (35 to 89 mA h g-1) are about three-fold higher
than the charge capacities of P/L-CFs-1500°C (12 to 25 mA h g-1). Correspondingly, in
the specific average capacitance vs. diameter plot (Figure 4.7c), the capacitance at 10
mV s-1 for all the samples studied is compared. It is important to mention that, P/L-CFs
denoted by the red dashed line are the same shown in Figure 4.5, samples denoted as 8.5
µm P/L-ACF correspond to Figures 4.6, 4.7a and 4.7b while P/L-CF non-act. correspond
to a sample subjected to the same process as P/L-ACF without KOH activation. P/L-CF
non-act. exhibit very low capacitance (6 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1) due to high impedance as
confirmed by EIS. The various heat treatments used during the synthesis of the fibers are
believed to be affecting the conductivity. Experiments are being performed to understand
this behavior. P/L-ACF exhibit more than two-fold higher capacitance (192 F g-1 at 10
mV s-1) compared with P/L-CF-1500°C (70 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1). Important to notice is that
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the electrochemical pre-treatment did not make any difference in P/L-ACFs. The
activation process followed by the HCl wash, remove any surface impurity and ensure
wettability, therefore, the electrochemical pre-treatment is not needed in this case.

Figure 4.7 Electrochemical characteristics of P/L-ACFs. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles
normalized to specific capacitance vs. potential. (b) Discharge profiles at various
currents. (c) Changes in specific capacitance vs. diameter at 10 mV s-1.

4.4 Conclusions and future work
The use of lignin as a tool to tune to produce porous carbon fibers has been
demonstrated. By controlling the fiber diameter, the capacitance of the final fibers can be
significantly improved. Small average fiber diameter (8.5 µm) demonstrated the highest
capacitance (~70 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1); however, to further increase the electrochemical
performance an activation process with KOH was used. P/L-ACF showed a capacitance
of 192 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1, although the fibers lost the macro- and mesoporosity as they
curl together during the KOH soaking process.
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The activation process has recently been revised to prevent the macroporosity loss
previously observed. After the stabilization at 300°C, the polymer fibers are precarbonized at 600°C for 1h to increase the stability of the fibers and freeze the internal
structure. Next, the fibers are soaked in KOH overnight under vacuum, then removed
from the solution, dried, carbonized/activated at 800°C for 1 h and further heat-treated at
1500°C. This new activation procedure is presently under investigation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RIGID, NON-PRESSED, HIGHLY POROUS CARBON AEROGEL
SUPERCAPACITOR ELECTRODES
5.1 Introduction
Efforts to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels and reduce the CO2 emissions
have increased the demand for technologies to harvest energy from renewable sources
(e.g. wind and solar) and for energy systems to power vehicles.1, 2 The challenge in this
regard is developing highly efficient, low cost and environmentally friendly electrical
energy storage devices (EES). Supercapacitors, due to their relatively high energy density
and power density, provide an alternative EES to bridge the gap between conventional
batteries and capacitors.2-4 Electrochemical capacitors are classified according to their
charge storage mechanism and configuration. Electrochemical double layer capacitors
(EDLCs) store charge based on ion adsorption on to the surface of the electrode material,
which is generally a high surface area, low resistance material, and are primarily based on
highly porous carbons.5-7 Pseudocapacitors, however, store charge based on a fast
oxidation-reduction reactions within electroactive materials, such as conducting
polymers8,

9

and metal oxides.3,

10, 11

yielding higher energy densities at the cost of

reduced cycle life and stability.12 By contrast, carbon materials exhibit high stability and
long cycle life because no electrochemical reactions occur at the electrode interface, and
as a result activated carbons are currently used in commercial supercapacitors. However,
relatively low energy density is obtained due to the dependence from surface area, carbon
structure, pore size distribution, particle size, surface functional groups, as well as, the
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type of electrolyte is the motivation for current research.7,

13

Hybrid capacitors are

asymmetric devices comprised of electrodes of each type, in which the anode is typically
a high surface area carbon (EDLC), and the cathode is typically a Faradaic material.
Carbon is a versatile material that can be synthesized in many forms.14 For
instance, activated carbons can be synthesized from coconut shells, coals, pitch, and
synthetic organic polymers through carbonization and subsequent physical and/or
chemical activation to create high surface area materials with combined macro- (>50nm),
meso- (50-2nm) and micro- (<2nm) pores. Limitations in mass transfer can occur,
especially at high current densities (fast charge-discharge rates), when wormlike pores
are developed during the synthesis process; therefore, a balance between micro- and
meso-pores volume is desired for high power systems.3,

6, 7

Carbon nanotubes also

represent promising materials since they can be grown directly on the current collector
leading to a binder-free alternative materials with very low internal resistance.15
However, one of their main limitations is relatively small surface area (<500 m2 g-1)2
compared with activated carbons (700-2200 m2 g-1).6 Therefore, various research efforts
have focused on synthesizing composite materials with conducting polymers and metal
oxides.16 Carbon onions are not intrinsically porous, but due to their high conductivity
achieved by a high degree of graphitization, they can be used in high power applications.7
Graphene, which is considered the basic building block of carbon materials, also has a
high electrical conductivity and surface area.2 Efforts to improve energy density have
produced materials with low electrode density and poor stability upon cycling.6 While
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each material offers some benefit in power, energy or stability, most carbon are limited
by the lack of scalable synthesis as needed to accommodate high energy storage systems.
Particularly attractive as electrode materials for EDLCs are carbon aerogels that
are made by controlled pyrolysis of phenolic aerogels. Phenolic aerogels are low-density
materials comprised of a three-dimensional polymeric network that forms when the
solvent is removed by an extraction process after cross-linking reactions are completed,
leading to a porous material, generally with high specific surface area, fine pore size, and,
after carbonization, good electrical conductivity.6,

17-19

The porosity, surface area, and

pore volume are highly dependent on the synthesis and processing conditions. There are
different ways to synthesize carbon gels from essentially the same list of steps, and some
particular changes will determine the name assigned to the final product (i.e. aerogel,
xerogel, hydrogel, lyogels).20
In this work, we will particularly focus in Resorcinol-Formaldehyde (RF)-derived
carbon aerogels. Briefly, carbon gel synthesis involves polycondensation reactions
between precursors with a catalyst in aqueous (hydrogels) or organic (lyogels) solvents.
A stable crosslinked film is formed by gelation, and the properties (density, rigidity,
among others) will vary depending on curing time, reagent concentration, and catalysis.
After a solvent exchange, the gels are solidified via supercritical drying with CO2
(aerogel), subcritical drying with air or N2 (xerogel), freeze drying or microwave drying.
Finally, carbonization (600-1200⁰C) is used to produce the stable carbon gels, and
optionally a physical activation with CO2 or chemical activation with KOH to increase
surface area.13, 17, 18, 20-26
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The performance of carbon aerogels continues to increase at the synthesis and
drying processes are refined (data reported for single electrode measurements). In 2006,
Li J. et al. showed that RF carbon aerogels could be used as EDLCs electrodes in 6M
KOH achieving a specific capacitance of 110 F g-1. Lee Y. J. et al. demonstrated that
varying the R/C ratio between 20-2000 changes the BET surface area between 165-635
m2 g-1 and the specific capacitance values (at 10mV s-1) in 1M H2SO4 from 13-77 F g-1.18
Inverse

emulsion

polymerization

reactions

were

shown

to

be

superior

to

polycondensation reactions, providing surface areas and capacitance values of 1670 m2
g-1 and 150 F g-1 compared 189 m2 g-1 and 68 F g-1, in 6M KOH.13 Wang X. and coworkers27 showed the use of carbon aerogel microspheres in supercapacitor electrodes
with a maximum capacitance (at 2mV s-1) of 187 F g-1. With carbon aerogels activated
using CO2, the surface area could be increased to 2876 m2 g-1 yielding a capacitance of
196 F g-1;28 however, further increasing the surface area up to 3432 m2 g-1 resulted in a
decrease in capacitance to 152 F g-1.19, 29
In these reports, electrodes are generally prepared by grinding the carbon gel
(active material) and preparing slurry with carbon black (graphite or activated carbon),
and a binder (PVDF or PTFE) at various ratios (80:10:10 or 75:15:10), coating the slurry
on a current collector (nickel foam, stainless steel, among others), thereby adding
unnecessary weight to the electrode. In this work, we overcome this challenge by
synthesizing carbon foams (aerogels) that function as self-standing electrodes to
eliminate the need for a current collector, binder or conductivity enhancers while
simultaneously increasing the rate of aerogel synthesis. Carbon veil or alumina felt were
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incorporated into the polycondensation reaction mixture to provide mechanical support
for the final aerogel. After optimization of the synthesis conditions, processing times
were reduced from four days for curing23 and three days for drying27 to two days for
curing and less than one day for drying. Furthermore, the process described in this paper
prevents the negative effects of active material shrinkage due to carbonization that causes
the material to separate from the reinforcing fabric and crack. The electrochemical
performance of carbon foam aerogel on alumina felt (CFA-AL) and carbon veil (CFACV) are reported in

single electrode configurations and within symmetric

supercapacitors.

5.2 Experimental methods
5.2.1 Materials
Carbon foam aerogels were synthesized by Southern Research Institute. All
materials for electrochemical analysis were purchased from Fisher Scientific unless
otherwise stated.

5.2.2 Carbon aerogel synthesis process
Excess aluminum acetate (C4H7AlO5) (Acros Organics) was dissolved in
deionized water and mixed overnight. Resorcinol (C6H6O2) (MP Biomedicals) and
formaldehyde (CH2O) (LabChem, Inc.) were dissolved into the aluminum acetate
solution to form a resin. The resin was poured into a mold containing a thin carbon veil
(Technical Fiber Products) or alumina felt (Zicar Ceramics), sealed, and allowed to cure
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for 2 days at 90⁰C. Once cured, the infiltrated veil or felt was placed in a gravity oven at
70⁰C until dry. Subsequently, the excess material was removed from each surface and the
sheet was placed in a furnace, evacuated with a vacuum pump and backfilled with Argon.
The samples were heated at a rate of 2.5⁰C min-1 until the carbonization temperature of
~1050⁰C was reached and held for 2 h. This procedure was followed to prepared
CFA-AL (carbon foam aerogel – alumina felt) and CFA-CV (carbon foam aerogel –
carbon veil). To optimize the process, the resorcinol-aluminum acetate aqueous solution
was degassed in vacuum at ~81.3 kPa until bubbles stop forming before adding
formaldehyde; this extra step was added for the preparation of CFA-CVT (carbon foam
aerogel – carbon veil thin).

5.2.3 Sample preparation
Carbon foam samples were cut with a razor blade in 1.2x1.2 cm squares (1.44
cm-2), weighed (Ohaus DV215CD Semi-micro balance, readability 0.01mg) and placed in
a three electrode Teflon cell with a WE testing area of 0.47cm2. VersaSTAT 4
potentiostat/galvanostat and VersaStudio v2.42.3 Electrochemistry Software (Princeton
Applied Research) were used for testing. Working electrode (WE) was Titanium foil (Ti
foil) placed under the carbon foam sample, the sides were covered with electric tape to
prevent the electrolyte from leaking, and uncovered metal was left to fit the sample
(Figure 5.2). Platinum gauze 52 mesh (Alfa Aesar) was used as counter electrode (CE),
and Ag/AgCl in 3 M NaCl solution as reference electrode (RE).
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5.2.4 Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a 0.5M Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4)
and 3M Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) solutions. 40 cyclic voltammetry cycles were
performed between -0.2 to 1.2V vs. Ag/AgCl at 100 mV s-1 to allow the electrolyte to wet
the internal structure of the carbon foams. Then, samples were treated with 0.5M
Ammonium Bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) by chronopotentiometry (CP) for 15 min total in
intervals of 5 min, unless otherwise stated; the current density was selected according to
the specific sample to maintain the potential between 1.0 and 1.25V vs. Ag/AgCl during
each treatment. Subsequently, deionized (DI) water was used to remove the remaining
NH4HCO3 and 40 cyclic voltammetry cycles from -0.2 to 1.2V vs. Ag/AgCl were used to
condition the sample in the electrolyte prior electrochemical characterization. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) experiments were performed from -0.2 to 1.0 V at various scan rates
(300, 100, 30, 10, 3 mV s-1), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 0 V over a
frequency range of 10000 to 0.1 Hz using a perturbation amplitude of 20 mV, and
charge-discharge measurements at current densities of 0.9, 1.7, 3.5, 6.9, 13.9 mA cm-2 (0.9, -1.7, -3.5, -6.9, -13.9 mA cm-2) from 0 to 1 V vs. Ag/AgCl, unless otherwise stated.

5.2.5 Surface morphology
The film surface characterization was performed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) in a Hitachi S4800 High-Resolution SEM at a beam intensity of 5 kV; the samples
were placed on 45⁰ aluminum sample holders with carbon tape. Images were captured at
magnifications of x30, x100, x400, x1.8k, x4.5k x15k, x45k, and x70k.
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5.2.6 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
Physisorption experiments were performed under Nitrogen, at 77.35K in a
Quantachrome

Autosorb

iQ

Gas

Sorption

Analyzer

utilizing

a

40-point

adsorption/desorption isotherm analysis. The differential pore volume distribution was
obtained from the desorption isotherm through Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BHJ) analysis.
Sample size: 0.3013g. Measurements were taken at the Electron Microscopy Laboratory
at Clemson University.

5.2.7 Device preparation and characterization
Working and counter electrode were prepared by cutting two square pieces (1
cm-2) and two round pieces (7.1 cm-2) of carbon foam for acid (0.5M H2SO4) and basic
(6M KOH) symmetrical supercapacitor devices, respectively. Silver 40AR and 25AR
DreamWeaver were used as separators for acid and basic devices, respectively. The
separators were soaked for 1h in the electrolyte to ensure full wettability. A MTI CR2025
button cell was assembled, and place in a coin cell apparatus (MTI Corp) to be tested (2electrode system). CV experiments were performed from 0 to 1.0 V at scan rates
mentioned before. EIS was performed at the same conditions stated previously. Cycle life
experiments were executed for 2000 cycles through charge-discharge cycles between 0
and 1V at 1mA and 1.2mA for acid and basic electrolytes, respectively. The electrodes
used in acid media device weighed 2.45 and 2.53mg and for basic media 4.26 and 4.58
mg. Energy and power density were calculated from charge-discharge cycles between 0
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to 1.0V from 0.36 to 25.21 A g-1 in 6M KOH and from 0.43 to 20.89 A g-1 in 0.5M
H2SO4.

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Carbon foam synthesis process
Carbon aerogels were synthesized by polycondensation reaction of resorcinol
with formaldehyde and aluminum acetate as catalyst followed by pyrolysis. Catalyzing
with aluminum acetate, rather than the typical sodium carbonate, results in a low-density
gel that cures faster and shrinks very little while drying in air. The dried product can then
be wet and redried without noticeable structural degradation. This is likely to produce a
more robust superstructure, with shorter meso- and nano-pores, which should result in
easier handling and better performance in energy storage applications. Additionally, the
formulation described here has shown exceptional processing performance during
carbonization after infiltration of a substrate. Typical resorcinol-formaldehyde infiltration
and carbonization processes must go through a careful evaluation to prevent tension
cracks from forming due to the variation in shrinkage rates between the substrate and the
foam during carbonization. This material though has shown compatibility with two
different materials, alumina felt and carbon veil, while remaining structurally intact.
Briefly, aluminum acetate is dissolved in DI water overnight, resorcinol is
dissolved into this solution, and formaldehyde is then gently added to the mixture. The
resin is placed in a mold with alumina felt or carbon veil and sealed to cure for two days
at 90 ⁰C. Once cured, the infiltrated veil or felt is placed to dry at 70 ⁰C in a gravity oven.
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The excess material is removed, and the sheet is placed in a furnace for carbonization at
1050 ⁰C for 2 h. CFA-AL and CFA-CV were synthesizing following this process. CFACVT was made after an aging step was added to stabilize the concentration of catalyst in
the solution and an evacuation step was added to control the formation of bubbles,
avoiding the development of non-porous skins. This additional step was able to reduce
the non-porous skins in the CFA-CVT samples compared with the surface of CFA-AL
and CFA-CV. Furthermore,

using an excess of

alumina acetate and allowing the

solution to sit until saturated, leads to a higher aluminum concentration of catalyst
compared with CFA-AL and CFA-CV synthesis method, increasing the number of sol
formation sites, which decreases the of individual sols in the gel, thus leading to smaller
pore sizes and higher surface area.30-33

5.3.2 Carbon foam properties
When synthesized within the carbon veil and alumina felt substrates, the carbon
aerogel exhibits a three-dimensional interconnected gel structure around the
reinforcement fibers, adding stability and some flexibility to the final carbon foam after
carbonization. Compared to aerogels coated on planar substrates and foils, where
delamination can be problematic, porous networks formed around fibers making up the
substrate are mechanically robust. Accordingly, these substrates can be easily integrated
into many types of electrochemical cells or device configurations (Figure 5.2a). The
thickness of the backbone materials was different; alumina felt was 0.1 cm thick while
carbon veil 0.019 cm thick, these differences lead to changes in the thickness of the final
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carbon foam electrodes. Figure 5.1 shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the various samples: CFA-AL (Figure 5.1a, 0.145 cm), CFA-CV (Figure
5.1b, 0.037cm) and CFA-CVT (Figure 5. 1c, 0.025 cm) taken at magnification of x70 on
a 45⁰ aluminum sample holder. The nanostructure of the carbon foams (at the
magnifications studied) remained the same regardless the changes in the synthesis
process or backbone material (Figure 5.1b to 1f).

Figure 5.1 Scanning electron microscopy images of CFA-AL (A and D), CFA-CV (B
and E) and CFA-CVT (C and F) at a magnification of x70 and x3.5K, respectively.

Interestingly, independent of the changes in the weight of the backbone material,
the actual density of the carbonized foams are very similar: 0.117 g cm-3 for CFA-CV and
0.128 g cm-3 for CFA-AL and CFA-CVT. Conversely, the % of porous carbon (active)
material, calculated by differencing the mass of the substrate material added during
synthesis with the mass of the final carbon foam does vary depending on the type of
backbone material added or changes in the synthesis. The composition of CFA-AL was
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36.7% porous carbon material compared to 65.2% for CFA-CV, which is effectively due
to the difference in mass of the alumina felt and carbon veil. For CFA-CVT, the % of
porous carbon material on the substrate was reduced to 47.6% as the process to remove
the excess material from the sheets before carbonization was more aggressive, which also
contribute to the reduction of non-porous carbon skins on the sheets surface after
carbonization.

Table 5.1. BET surface area, pore volume, and predominant pore size calculated from
BHJ for CFA-AL, CFA-CV and CFA-CVT.
Sample

Surface Area Pore Volume
2

-1

[m g ]

3

-1

[ cm g ]

Pore sizes
[diameter, nm]

CFA-CV & CFA-AL

664

0.283

3.91 & 67.1

CFA-CVT

660

0.266

3.90 & 34.6

BET measurements were performed under Nitrogen utilizing a 40-point
adsorption/desorption isotherm analysis to determine the specific surface area of the
carbon aerogels prepared with the two different synthesis methods (i.e. the one that leads
to CFA-AL and CFA-CV and the one for CFA-CVT). Table 5.1 shows the BET surface
area for CFA-AL, CFA-CV and CFA-CVT. Notice that the surface areas of the samples
are very close for the two synthesis methods. However, samples prepared with CFA-CV
and CFA-AL present a higher pore volume (0.283 cm3 g-1) with a wider distribution of
pores sizes mainly of 3.91 nm and 67.1 nm diameters compared with CFA-CVT which
present a lower pore volume (0.266 cm3 g-1) and narrower distribution of pores mainly of
3.90 nm and 34.6 nm consistent with the use of excess catalyst and the degassing step,
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which increased the functional surface area by minimizing the formation of macroporosity and non-porous carbon skins after carbonization.

5.3.3 Electrochemical characterization
Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the cell set up used for electrochemical
measurements on the carbon foam substrates in a 3-electrode configuration. A carbon
foam substrate was cut to 1.44 cm2 and placed on a Ti foil (Figure 5.2b). The sides of the
Ti foil were covered with electrical tape to prevent the electrolyte from leaking, leaving
enough uncovered Ti foil to fit the sample and make contact with the potentiostat as the
working electrode (WE). The WE configuration was placed in a Teflon cell as shown in
Figure 5.2c with an electrolyte contact area of 0.47cm2 at the base of the cell. The
electrolyte is in direct contact with the sample, and the reference electrode (RE)
(Ag/AgCl in 3 M KOH) is placed directly above the WE while the platinum mesh
counter electrode (CE) is along the side of the Teflon cell.

Figure 5.2. Illustrative schematic of the assembly of 3-electrode electrochemical cell for
carbon foam characterization.
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5.3.4 Electrochemical pre-treatment
Previous works with carbon fibers have indicated that after carbonization under
inert atmosphere, the carbon surface becomes “inert” due to the loss of oxygen and
related polar groups along the surface. Often, electrochemical anodic oxidation treatment
is performed to clean or oxidize the surface of the fibers, thereby increasing the surface
free energy (more polar) and wettability (affinity) toward aqueous solvents. As a result,
an increase in accessible surface area and/or ion diffusivity is achieved.22, 24, 34, 35 These
treatments at an industrial level are usually carried out with ammonium salts, commonly
ammonium bicarbonate (NH4HCO3) because acid solutions may cause corrosion and
alkaline solutions may incorporate metal ions and alter the properties of the fibers. To
reduce the potential for surface damage, ammonium salts are preferred.34
The effect of anodic oxidation pre-treatment in 0.5M NH4HCO3 solution (pH 9)
on the carbon foams was studied. Each treatment consisted of chronopotentiometry for 5
min at a set current, such that a voltage of 1.0 - 1.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl was achieved. The
required current varied from 4 mA for CFA-AL, 2 mA for CFA-CV, and 3 mA for CFACVT. After each treatment, a cyclic voltammetry profile was recorded in a fresh 0.5 M
H2SO4 and the measured current was normalized to specific capacitance (current is
divided by the active mass (g) of the electrode and the scan rate, V s-1). Prior to
electrochemical pre-treatment, samples were “conditioned” using cyclic voltammetry to
ensure all the electrolyte has completely soaked the internal nanostructure of the samples.
While CFA-CV and CFA-AL required many cycles to achieve a steady CV profile, CV
profiles of CFA-CVT did not differ significantly during the first ~25 cycles. Furthermore,
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the conditioning cycles were performed from -0.2 to 1.2V vs. Ag/AgCl to expedite the
electrolyte penetrating process, even though the actual CV experiments were performed
up to 1.0 V to avoid water decomposition that might lead to an apparent higher
capacitance.
On CFA-CV, treatments were applied until a minimal change in CV profile was
observed between treatments (Figure 5.3a). With additional surface treatments, the
average capacitance improved from 43.0 F g-1 (no treatments) to 82.3 F g-1 (at 10mV s-1)
after 4 treatments. Slight changes in performance were also observed in the Nyquist plot
presented on Figure 5.3b, which shows small changes in the Ohmic resistance (highfrequency limit of EIS) and low charge transfer resistance (low-frequency side of semicircle in Figure 5.3). The low-frequency intercepts of the Nyquist plots occur at
frequencies of 100 (no treatment), 398.1, 398.1, 316.22, and 251.19 Hz for samples with
successive treatments. Notice that the CFA-CV sample exhibits a change in the frequency
at which the electrode switches from kinetic control (high frequency) to mass transfer
control (low frequencies). This is also confirmed by the Bode plot of phase Z vs.
frequency (Figure 5.3b inset); as the frequency decreases, the electrochemical behavior
switches from resistive (0° phase angle) to capacitive (90° phase angle). The frequency at
which the behavior switches increases with treatment for the first three, and decreases
after the fourth treatment. When the electrochemical treatments are too long, the surface
can become overoxidized and trap ions, which increases the time required for the ion
diffusion during the charge-discharge process. Accordingly, future samples were treated
for a total of 15 min in NH4HCO3 prior to electrical analysis.
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Figure 5.3c shows the change in the cyclic voltammetry profile for CFA-CVT
electrodes, which exhibit an increase in capacitance from 122.9 to 150.6 F g-1 (at 10mV
s-1). While the electrochemical anodic oxidation provides a moderate increase in
performance, the increase is not as significant as in the case for CFA-CV, where the
capacitance nearly doubles. The effect of electrochemical treatment is also displayed in
the Nyquist plot (Figure 5.3d). The frequency at which the transition between kinetic
control and mass control happens, increases from 199.53Hz before treatment to 252.19
Hz after the third treatment indicating that longer times are required for the ion transport
within the electrode compared to CFA-CV. This is also confirmed by the Bode plot of
phase of Z vs. frequency (Figure 5.3d inset), which shows a higher frequency switching
point after the third treatment. Despite the longer ion transport times, the capacitance of
CFA-CVT is double that of CFA-CV, due to the reduction of bubbles that can form
during curing and cause non-porous skins during carbonization. Thus, the anodic
oxidation treatment has a larger effect on the thicker samples, since the electrolyte is able
to wet the internal structure of the CFA-CVT samples easier than CFA-AL and CFA-CV.
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Figure 5.3 Electrochemical pre-treatment of carbon foams. (a) Cyclic voltammetry
profile of CFA-CV before and after subsequent treatments in NH4HCO3 for 5 min. (b)
Nyquist plot of Z’’ vs. Z’ for sample in panel a (inset: Bode plot of the phase in
impedance with frequency). (c) Cyclic voltammetry profiles of CFA-CVT before and
after 3 subsequent treatments in NH4HCO3 for 5 min. (d) Nyquist plot of Z’’ vs. Z’ for
sample in panel c (inset: Bode plot of the phase in impedance with frequency).
Electrochemical measurements were conducted in a 3-electrode configuration in 0.5 M
H2SO4.

5.3.5 Electrochemical performance
The electrochemical properties of CFA-AL and CFA-CV are presented in Figure
5.4. Figure 5.4a shows the cyclic voltammetry profile as capacitance (F g-1) vs. potential
(V) of CFA-AL for scan rates between 100 to 10 mV s-1, yielding average capacitances
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from 31.7 to 78.3 F g-1, respectively. A scan rate dependence on the capacitance is
observed due to mass transfer limitations in the porous carbon electrodes. Due to the
small pore size, scan rates below 10 mV s-1 are required to achieve a steady profile. As
expected, a similar trend is observed in the CV profiles of CFA-CV (Figure 5.4b)
because the porous carbon aerogel is very similar in each substrate. The average
capacitance varies from 46.6 to 82.3 F g-1 for scan rates between 100 and 10 mV s-1,
respectively. However, the scan rate dependence is lower than that observed in CFA-AL
films, presumably due to the thinner substrate. Alumina felt yielded fairly thick carbon
foam sheets (0.145 cm) relative to the carbon veil (0.037 cm), which will inevitably
require longer times for ions to move through the electrode. At the lowest scan rate
investigated (3mV s-1), the electrochemical performance is very similar between CFA-AL
(97.7 F g-1) and CFA-CV (98.8 F g-1).
Results presented in the Nyquist plot in Figure 5.4c corroborate the results from
cyclic voltammetry. Both electrode types exhibited low charge transfer resistance (lowfrequency end of semi-circle) due to the high conductivity characteristic of carbon
materials. The frequencies at which the kinetic control process switches to mass transport
control (low-frequency intercept) occurred at 199.5 and 251.2 Hz for CFA-AL and CFACV, respectively, indicating that longer times were required for the ion transport within
the CFA-AL electrode, consistent with the high scan rate dependence observed in the
cyclic voltammetry profiles. Furthermore, the Bode plot presented in the inset of Figure
5.4c clearly shows that CFA-CV electrodes switched between resistive (0° phase angle)
and capacitive (90° phase angle) behavior at higher frequencies (faster processes).
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Lastly, constant current charge-discharge measurements were performed at
currents densities between 0.9 and 13.9 mA cm-2. The discharge capacities of CFA-AL
(20.1 and 12.8 mA h g-1) and CFA-CV (19.5 and 13.0 mA h g-1) are very similar and
shown in Figure 5.4d. The currents we selected such that the device discharges in 60s,
and then 15s, which effectively normalizes for the different thicknesses. Because these
samples were synthesized by the same process and had similar carbon nanostructures, it
is expected that the overall electrode charge capacities are similar for comparable
discharge times.
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Figure 5.4 Electrochemical properties of CFA-AL, and CFA-CV. Cyclic voltammetry
profiles for (a) CFA-AL and (b) CFA-CV normalized by the mass of porous carbon in
sample at scan rates between 100 and 10 mV s-1. (c) Nyquist plot of imaginary (Z’’) vs.
real (Z’) impedance, inset: Bode plot of the phase in impedance with frequency. (d)
Discharge profiles at current densities of (─) 3.5 mA cm-2 and (…) 13.9 mA cm-2.
Electrochemical measurements were conducted in a 3-electrode configuration in 0.5M
H2SO4.

CFA-CVT was synthesized with improved catalyst techniques, which increased
the functional surface area by minimizing the formation of macro-porosity and nonporous carbon skins after carbonization. Figure 5.5a shows the normalized CV profiles
of CFA-CVT for scan rates between 100 to10 mV s-1, displaying capacitances between
83.0 to 210.9 F g-1 for scan rates from 100 to 10 mV s-1, respectively. The
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electrochemical performance is nearly 2.5 fold higher than CFA-AL and CFA-CV,
indicating that the reduction in non-porous carbon formation on the surface of the
electrodes significantly improves the electrochemical properties of the carbon foams. As
seen with previous substrates, these electrodes also exhibit scan rate dependence due to
the mesoporosity. From the Nyquist plot shown in Figure 5.5b, the kinetically controlled
region (low-frequency end of semi-circle) is higher than in CFA-CV. The low-frequency
intercept occurs at 63.1 Hz, which is lower than the CFA-CV, indicating longer times are
required for ion transport within the electrode. This is likely due to the more evenly
distributed catalyst, which caused a finer solid structure with more tortuous diffusion
paths.
The discharge characteristics of CFA-CVT are presented in Figure 5.5c for
current densities between 0.9 and 13.9 mA cm-2, yielding electrode capacities between
60.6 to 28.0 mA h g-1. Compared to CFA-CV, these capacities are 3-fold higher due to
the reduction of the nonporous skins on the surface which likely increased the
accessibility of ions to the entire structure of the electrode material. The performance of
CFA-CV and CFA-CVT is compared through the average capacitance as a function of
scan rate depicted on Figure 5.5d. CFA-CVT exhibits a higher scan rate dependence
compared with CFA-CV, which is consistent with smaller pore size in the carbon
nanostructure brought about by changes in the synthesis process. Smaller pore sizes will
lead to higher diffusion limitations, but at the same time leads to higher capacitance
(258.3 F g-1 at 3 mV s-1) compared with CFA-CV (98.8 F g-1 at 3 mV s-1). Compared with
the performance of similar materials (single electrode measurements) in the literature,6, 22,
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27, 28

these electrode materials are quite promising even though the carbon foams were not

subjected to an activation process. Accordingly, we expect further improvements in
performance and carbon nanostructure can be obtained through various post-synthesis
activation processes. However, the main advantage compared with previous reports is
that our porous carbon aerogels function as self-standing electrodes, which eliminates the
need for binder and conductivity enhancer.

Figure 5.5 Electrochemical performance of CFA-CVT. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles
normalized by mass of porous carbon in sample at various scan rates. (b) Nyquist plot of
imaginary (Z’’) vs. real (Z’) impedance for CFA-CVT and CFA-CV. (c) Discharge
profiles with increased current densities (0.9, 1.7, 3.1, 6.9, 13.9 mA cm-2). (d) Scan rate
dependence of the average capacitance for CFA-CVT and CFA-CV. Electrochemical
measurements were conducted in a 3-electrode configuration in 0.5M H2SO4.
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A symmetric supercapacitor was prepared with CFA-CVT electrodes (details in
experimental section) in 0.5 M H2SO4 and 6 M KOH. Figure 5.6a shows the normalized
CV profiles for scan rates between 300 and 10 mV s-1. On a carbon mass basis, specific
capacitance values of 24.35 F g-1 and 28.56 F g-1 were obtained in 6M KOH and in 0.5M
H2SO4 (not shown), respectively, at a scan rate of 10 mV s-1. The capacitance is slightly
lower than expected from the single electrode value, which could be attributed to internal
resistance and device assembly. The Nyquist plot in Figure 5.6b shows a small charge
transfer resistance (high-frequency range), consistent with high conductivity in carbon
materials, and that the transition between kinetic control and mass control occurs at 31.6
Hz. The low-frequency range shows a 90⁰ line (purely capacitive) consistent with a
purely EDLC based mechanism. A plot of imaginary capacitance (Cim) vs. frequency is
shown in the inset of Figure 5.6b, where the peak indicates the relaxation time (τc) and
provides a measure of how fast the cell discharges with 50% efficiency. τc is defined as
the reciprocal of the frequency at the peak (τc = 1/fpeak). In this device, τc is 2.5 s, which is
faster than the conventional devices prepared at laboratory scale with activated carbon –
conducting graphite – carboxymethyl cellulose (85:10:5) which have a τc of 7.9 s.9 The
increase in the device speed is likely due to the absence of current collector and binder,
which decreases the internal resistance of the cell.
Carbon materials are known for their cycle life, which can be represented by
stability during charge-discharge cycles. Figure 5.6c shows the change in the specific
capacitance (F g-1) as the device is cycled between 0 and 1.0 V for 2000 cycles at 1.2mA;
the capacitance remains unchanged for the whole length of the experiment. Experiments
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performed with 0.5M H2SO4 exhibit similar behavior and stability to 6M KOH. By
investigating charge-discharge behavior over a range of discharge rates, a Ragone plot of
the device performance can be constructed to provide a relationship between the energy
density (Wh Kg-1) and the power density (W Kg-1), as shown in Figure 5.6d. Ragone
plots are constructed for two symmetrical devices prepared with CFA-CVT in 0.5 M
H2SO4 and 6 M KOH. The energy density (E) was obtained from Eq. 5.136-38
𝐸𝐸 =

1

2𝑚𝑚

𝐶𝐶(∆𝑉𝑉)2

Eq. 5.1

where C is the capacitance [F] which is calculated from C = I (dV/dt)-1, I is the discharge

current, and dV/dt is the slope of the discharge curve. ∆V potential window utilize in the
charge-discharge experiments [V], and m is the mass of the electrode either total mass or
mass of the active material [kg]. The power density (P) was calculated from Eq. 5.236-38
𝑃𝑃 =

𝐸𝐸

Eq.5.2

𝑡𝑡

where E is the energy density [Wh Kg-1], and t is the discharge time. Devices in 6M KOH
were cycled between 0.36 and 25.2 A g-1 while devices in 0.5M H2SO4 were cycled
between 0.43 and 20.9 A g-1. Under these test conditions, similar energy density and
power density relationships were obtained; in 0.5 M H2SO4 energy and power densities of
2.0 Wh Kg-1 and 2900 W Kg-1 were achieved, while in 6 M KOH, energy and power
density 2.0 Wh Kg-1 and 2400 W Kg-1 were determined. The slight differences are related
to the nature of the electrolyte; KOH is able to withstand slightly higher currents
compared with H2SO4. The performance of the devices falls within the range of common
carbon materials;6 however, the main distinction comes from the use of a self-standing
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electrode that represents an important advance in the use of carbon aerogels in
supercapacitors.

Figure 5.6 Electrochemical performance of CFA-CVT symmetric supercapacitor
(2-electrode system) in 6M KOH. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized by the %
of porous carbon in the sample. (b) Nyquist plot of imaginary impedance (Z’’) vs. real
impedance (Z’) (inset: Imaginary capacitance (Cim) vs. frequency). (c) Device cycle life
for 2000 cycles. (d) Ragone plot of symmetrical supercapacitors in 6M KOH and 0.5M
H2SO4 (Ragone plot at the background adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers
Ltd: Nature Materials ref. 36, copyright 2008).

5.4 Conclusions
Resorcinol-Formaldehyde carbon aerogels reinforced with alumina felt and
carbon veil were characterized for applications as self-standing EDLC electrodes. A self-
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standing electrode eliminates the need for binder, conductivity enhancer, current
collector, preparation time to make the electrodes for supercapacitor devices; hence, the
total mass of the device is reduced, and the overall capacitance is increased. The
synthesis method was improved to reduce the curing to two days and drying time to one
day, which have been the main drawbacks for carbon foam synthesis scale-up. The
different substrate materials influenced the final thickness of the self-standing electrodes
without altering the 3D carbon nanostructure produced by the polycondensation reaction
of RF. Electrochemical anodic oxidation of the samples showed to be beneficial to
increase the performance compared to untreated samples. Carbon foams synthesized with
an additional degassing step prior mixing formaldehyde in resorcinol-aluminum acetate
solution (CFA-CVT) demonstrated approximately 2.5-fold higher capacitance (258 F g-1
at 3mV s-1) than carbon foams synthesized without degassing the resorcinol-aluminum
acetate solution (CFA-AL 97.7 F g-1 and CFA-CV 98.8 F g-1 at 3mV s-1). Symmetric
supercapacitors exhibit energy densities of 2.0 Wh Kg-1 and power densities of 2900 W
Kg-1 (in 0.5 M H2SO4), which is among the highest performance of EDLC energy storage
devices.
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CHAPTER SIX
SCALABLE, TEMPLATE-FREE SYNTHESIS OF CONDUCTING POLYMER
MICROTUBES
6.1 Electrochemical synthesis and grow mechanism of polypyrrole microtubes
6.1.1 Introduction
The performance of portable power systems is currently limited by the properties
of the active electrode materials, and further advances in energy storage will require
materials that exhibit rapid and efficient charge transfer processes, long-term cycle
stability, low-cost and natural abundance. Emerging energy storage devices, such as
supercapacitors, have the potential to provide high energy density (charge storage
capacity) and high power density (fast charge-discharge rates) to bridge the gap between
traditional batteries and high-power capacitors.1-7 Currently, supercapacitor technologies
have attracted interest in four niche applications: renewable energy generation sources to
stabilize the variable incoming power; transportation with electric vehicles for
regenerative braking system and rapid acceleration;1, 2, 6, 7 load leveling to prevent power
disruptions due to short time fluctuations; and for portable electronics. The general aim of
developing new electrical energy storage technology is a positive impact on the world’s
economy and ecology.8
In supercapacitors, many types of electrode materials can be used, ranging from
high surface area, inert carbon nanomaterials to Faradaic metal oxides and conducting
polymers. Porous carbon nanomaterials rely upon electrical double layer capacitance
(EDLC), where the charge is stored physically at the electrode interfaces (non-Faradaic
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process).9 Cells comprising high surface area, inactive electrode materials are referred to
as Electrochemical Double-Layer Capacitors (EDLC) and are characterized by high
power densities, but are limited by low energy densities. Electroactive conducting
polymers (ECPs) and metals oxides10, 11 have been widely investigated as materials for
pseudocapacitors, where the bulk of the material undergoes rapid redox reactions to
provide the capacitive response (Faradaic process),1 providing a higher energy density
compared to EDLCs.

12, 13

The trade-off, however, is during charging and discharging,

pseudocapacitive materials experience a volume change (swelling-contraction process)
due to the ion exchange with the electrolyte, causing poor cycle life (few thousand
cycles) compared to carbon-based materials – which undergo ion adsorption-desorption
processes – that exhibit stability over hundreds of thousands of cycles. 1, 12
ECPs (e.g. polypyrrole, polyaniline, and polythiophene derivatives) are highly
conductive, easily processable, flexible, have a low environmental impact, and very low
cost, especially in comparison to metal oxides,12 such as ruthenium oxide (RuO2) – the
benchmark standard in pseudocapacitance.1, 14 Typically, ECPs are stable in the oxidized
(p-doped) state, and, therefore, function as a cathode material in a supercapacitor. During
oxidation-reduction reactions, counter ions with the opposite polarity transport into and
out of the polymer matrix to maintain charge neutrality, resulting in a continual change in
volume.15-17 Although, the potential applications of conducting polymers are wide, the
main challenges in the last many years have been creating well-defined shapes16, which
can help mitigate the cycling degradation caused by volumetric changes or increase
power densities by providing shorter ion diffusion lengths.2, 12
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ECPs can be synthesized by oxidative polymerization, which is easily scalable
and produces materials that require subsequent processing into electrode films, or by
electrochemical polymerization, which leads to chemically-bound films on conductive
substrates.15 The latter is limited by the size of the substrate; however, precise control of
the potential, current and state of charge of the resulting polymer is easily achievable.17
Controlling the structure of ECPs electrodes can lead to improved properties for
applications in electrochemistry, electroanalysis, electrocatalysis, energy conversion and
storage, chemical, optical and biosensors, drug delivery, protein purification, and
actuators, among others.18-20 A variety of synthesis methods have been developed to
generate ECP micro-/nanostructructures, such as nanowires, nanotubes, nanonetworks,
nanospheres microcontainers19, 21-25 and hollow spheres.26 The most commonly utilized
methods are categorized as either hard-template or soft-template approaches, and other
more complex techniques, such as nanoimprinting lithography, have also been studied.18,
27

In hard-template methods, a pre-formed template with a precisely defined
structure is used to guide the growth, morphology and size of the material, which limits
the size, morphology, and large-scale production of tailored ECP structures.28 Common
templates used are anodic aluminum oxide membranes, track etched polycarbonate
membranes, porous silica, mesoporous zeolites, carbon nanotubes, and highly oriented
hydrophilic graphite.15, 16, 28, 29 This method is effective for synthesizing arrays of aligned
polymer micro-/nanotubes and wires with controllable length, thickness, and diameter;18
the first two of which are controlled by the polymerization time and the latter are
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controlled by the size of the pores or channels in the membrane. In chemical
polymerization, the membrane is immersed in the solution with the monomer, dopant
and/or oxidant allowing the polymerization within the pores.29 For electrochemical
polymerization, a metallic interface is required, which increases the complexity and cost
of the process.15, 16, 29 to obtain the micro-/nanostructures, post-synthesis treatments are
required to remove the template, which can damage the structures.
On the other hand, soft-template synthesis, also referred to as template-free or
self-assembly,29 is simple and cheap and does not required a template or potentially harsh
post-synthesis treatment.26 Nanostructure is achieved by self-assembly during
polymerization, and is driven by selective control of non-covalent interactions, such as
hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals forces, π-π stacking and electrostatic interactions.18, 29
Templates used include surfactant micelles, colloidal particles, structure-directing
molecules,28 oligomers, bubbles,19,

21-23,

30-34

interfacial polymerization, dilute

polymerization, reverse emulsion polymerization, among others.18, 35-37 During oxidative
polymerization, micelles are formed by dopant and/or monomer-dopant acting as a softtemplate to guide the formation of micro-/nanotubes, -wires or -spheres,18 whereas in
electrochemical polymerization the surface potential, reaction rate (applied current), and
concentration of surfactants, dopants, all influence the morphology of the final structures.
The advantage over the oxidative process is improved control of the shapes; however, the
quantity of product is limited by the size of the working electrode.29 The main challenge
is the control of the morphology, orientation, and diameter of the 1D structures.18
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Various research efforts are underway to improve the controllability of softtemplate methods for synthesizing ECP nanostructures. Shi and co-workers19,

21-23

demonstrated the synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy) microcontainers using bubbles as
templates in the presence of various surfactants (β-naphthalenesulfonic acid, (+) & (-)
camphorsulfonic acid, sodium dodecyllbenzenesulfonate and polystyrene sulfonic acid).
Hydrogen gas formed by reducing protons at the counter electrode led to the formation of
gas bubbles on the working electrode, which were stabilized by the anionic surfactant
molecules and the growing polypyrrole structures. Compared to planar films, the
structured electrodes exhibited improved redox activity and ion transport;15, 16 however,
this method utilizes high potentials that lead to overoxidation of the polypyrrole. The
upper voltage limit where polypyrrole overoxidizes depends on the pH of the electrolyte
solution; higher pH solutions lower the potential at which overoxidation occurs.38-42 For
this reason Bajpai and co-workers30,

31

synthesized polypyrrole micro-containers at

relatively low potential, 0.8V, which shows low overoxidation rates for pH < 0.1. The
general consensus from these reports was that microstructure formation required the use
of surfactants to stabilize the bubbles in the solution.
Large scale production of well-aligned arrays of conducting polymers with
controllable morphologies and sizes is still a challenge. In this article, a simple approach
is demonstrated to prepare large quantities of ECP microtubes utilizing low potentials
without the need for a surfactant or substrate based template. Due to its capacity for high
power and energy density in supercapacitors, polypyrrole is studied as the electrode
material for microtube-based devices. However, since the mechanism for electrochemical
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synthesis is similar for various monomers, it is expected that this approach can be applied
to other ECPs with relative ease. A discussion of how to control the polymer assembly
and microtubes synthesis by changing the substrate geometry is presented, along with the
electrochemical properties of the created structures.

6.1.2 Experimental methods

Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Fischer Scientific and
used as received unless otherwise noted. Pyrrole monomer was purified by distillation.

Substrate preparation
Stainless steel meshes were prepared by cutting 1.2x1.4 cm squares with a 1.3x0.4
cm neck to serve as connection (Figure 6.1), sonicated for 10 min in ethanol, dried,
weighed (Ohaus DV215CD Semi-micro balance, readability 0.01mg) and treated 15 min
(each side) in UV-ozone (Novascan PSD-UV). Parafilm was used to cover the substrates
edges and make a 1 cm2 deposition area.

Microtubes synthesis
Pyrrole monomer (0.09 M solution) was electropolymerized at room temperature
in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution (previously degassed with N2 for 10 min) by
chronopotentiometry using currents of 10-16 mA) and charge densities of 1-30 C cm-2.
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Electropolymerization was performed in a three-electrode cell with a VersaSTAT 4
potentiostat/galvanostat

and

VersaStudio

v2.20.4631

Electrochemistry

Software

(Princeton Applied Research). The working electrode was either a stainless steel mesh
(McMaster-Carr, Super-Corrosion Resistance Type 316 Stainless Steel Wire Cloth, 40 x
40, 60 x 60, 100 x 100, 200 x 200, 250 x 250, 325 x 325, 400 x 400, Table C.1) or
stainless steel foil; platinum gauze 52 mesh (Alfa Aesar) was used as the counter
electrode, and a Ag/AgCl in 3 M NaCl solution as reference electrode. The platinum
mesh was cleaned between each synthesis by rinsing with deionized water and acetone,
and the remaining residue removed under the flame of propane torch. In some cases, a 3.3
wt.% Poly(4-Styrene Sulfonic) acid (PSSA) in 0.5M H2SO4 solution was also used as a
dopant (Figure C.2). All samples were dried overnight in a vacuum oven (101.5kPa) at
room temperature and weighed afterward to determine film mass. In the two-container
experiments, the counter electrode (Pt mesh) was setup in a container separated from the
working electrode (Stainless steel M200) and reference electrode (Ag/AgCl in 3 M
NaCl). The cells each contained 0.09 M Py in 0.5 M H2SO4 and were connected by a salt
bridge comprising a filter paper (Fisherbrand Qualitative P8-creped) soaked in the same
solution. Chronoamperometry at 10 mA for 30 C cm-2 was used to polymerize pyrrole.

Bubble method
M200 mesh substrates were cycled from -0.3 to -0.8V for 1 cycle at 0.1 V s-1 in
neat 0.5M H2SO4 that was previously degassed, leading to the formation of bubbles on
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the substrate surface. Electrolyte with pyrrole (0.18 M) was then added to the cell.
Chronoamperometry at 10 or 16 mA for 30 C or 60 C was performed.

Large-scale microtubes production
Mesh substrates (M200 and M400) were prepared with dimensions of 4 cm x 1
cm with 1.8 cm x 0.4 cm neck substrates and cleaned as described previously. One side
was covered with parafilm, and the substrates were gently rolled into a 1 cm radius of
curvature cylinder, leaving the uncovered stainless steel facing the counter electrode at a
uniform distance. The experiments were performed with chronoamperometry at 30 mA
for 60 C.

Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a 0.5M H2SO4 solution
(previously degassed with pure dried nitrogen gas for 10min) using cyclic voltammetry
from 0 to 0.8 V at various scan rates (300, 100, 30, 10, 3 mV s-1), electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 0.7 V over a frequency range of 10k to 0.1 Hz using a
perturbation amplitude of 10 mV, and charge-discharge measurements at current
densities of 15, 7.5, 3.75 mA cm-2 (-15,-7.5,-3.75 mA cm-2) from 0 to 0.75 V unless
otherwise stated.
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Surface morphology
The film surface characterization was performed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) in a Hitachi SU-6600 Analytical VP FE-SEM at a beam intensity of 5
kV; the samples were placed on 45º aluminum sample holders with carbon tape. Images
were captured at magnifications of 35x, 90x, 200x, and 300x. Quartz PCI software was
used to make all the measurements; this software is calibrated to the microscope.
Averages were taken for the diameters and heights presented (between 5-10 specimens
depending on the sample).

Supercapacitor testing
A symmetric supercapacitor was assembled in MTI Corp coin cell apparatus
using polypyrrole microtubes electrodes deposited on M200 at 10 mA cm-2 for 30C cm-2,
and a Whatman glass microfiber type A filter soaked in 1 M H2SO4 as the
separator/electrolyte. Each electrode was charged at 0.4 V prior to analysis.
Electrochemical characterization was similar to the single electrode measurements unless
otherwise stated. Cyclic voltammetry was performed at scan rates of 100, 50, 20, 10 and
5 mVs-1 and charge-discharge measurements were performed at currents of 30, 15, 7.5,
3.75, 1.87 mA cm-2 (-30, -15, -7.5, -3.75, -1.87 mA cm-2), from 0 to 0.75 V.
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6.1.3 Results and discussion
A general schematic of the setup and process for electropolymerizing polypyrrole
microtubes on stainless steel mesh is shown in Figure 6.1. Chronopotentiometry was
used to control the polymerization because setting the applied current maintains a
constant polymerization rate.16 Stainless steel (SS) mesh substrates were immersed in a
solution containing 0.09 M pyrrole and 0.5 M H2SO4 along with a reference (Ag/AgCl 3
M NaCl) and counter electrode, and polymer electrodes were grown to a specified
charge. Initially, a thin polymer coating forms on the SS mesh wires until a charge of 3 C
cm-2 is achieved, after which gas bubbles begin to nucleate on the surface on the mesh
substrate. Between a deposition charge of 3 and 5 C cm-2, the film continues to grow as
the surface become saturated with gas bubbles. Beyond, a charge of 8 C cm-2 only
microtubes grow perpendicular to the working electrode surface guided by the presence
of the gas bubbles. The growth of the microtubes was examined on M200 and M400
substrates to visualize the initial growth process and provide insight into the bubbleguided microtube growth mechanism.

Figure 6.1 Electropolymerization process for synthesizing polypyrrole microtubes on
stainless steel mesh.
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Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images are shown in Figure 6.2 for
microtubes grown on M200 substrates at 16 mA cm-2 to a final charge of 1, 3, 5, 8, 15 C
cm-2. When the polymer coating is forming on the working electrode, protons from the
electrolyte are reduced to form hydrogen gas on the Pt counter electrode, which
continuously bubble out of solution. At the same time, the hydrogen gas concentration in
solution increases and eventually gas bubbles begin to nucleate on the mesh surface,
specifically at the joints between two distinct wires. Polymer clusters then begin to form
around these bubbles on the surface of the SS mesh wires (Figure 6.2a). Above a
deposition charge of 3 C cm-2, hydrogen gas bubbles visibly appear (with the naked eye)
on the working electrodes and the clusters that had previously formed begin taking the
form of a flower (Figure 6.2b). As the tubes continue to grow out of the flower-like
structures, the bubbles remain at the tip of the tube through the course of the
polymerization process. As shown if Figure 6.2c-e, the microtubes continue to grow in
diameter and length from 5 to 15 C cm-2 until the polymerization is stopped. The tube
height and diameter a presented as a function of deposition charge in Figure 6.3, along
with the film thickness on the mesh wires. As shown, the tube height and diameter grow
nearly linearly with deposition charge. At 15 C cm-2 the microtubes are already well
formed; therefore, with increased deposition charge – from 15C cm-2 up to 30C cm-2 – the
microtubes continue to grow with little change in their diameter to the final dimensions
shown in Tables 6.1 and C.2. Below, we show that for some substrates, microtubes grow
with uniform diameter after about 15 C cm-2.
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Figure 6.2 Polypyrrole microtubes growth mechanism on M200. SEM image are shown
for electrodes grown with total charges of (a) 1 C cm-2, (b) 3 C cm-2, (c) 5 C cm-2, (d) 8 C
cm-2, (e) 15 C cm-2 at 16 mA cm-2.

Figure 6.3 Physical dimensions of the polypyrrole microtubes grown on M400 are shown
as a function of polymerization charge (1-15 C cm-2), in addition to the thickness of the
polymer film on the mesh wires.

To further explain the microtube growth mechanism, a set of experiments were
carried out in a two-compartment system where the counter electrode was in a separate
container from the reference and the working electrode, and both containers were joined
by a salt bridge. All other conditions were kept similar to previous experiments for
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growing PPy microtubes. When the counter is separated from the working electrode,
microtubes did not grow; which supports the hypothesis that the generation of hydrogen
at the counter electrode (from the reduction of protons in solution) leads to the formation
of gas bubbles on the counter electrode and also the nucleation of gas bubbles on the
working electrode. Furthermore, we showed that when counter electrodes other than Pt
were utilized, microtubes could not be achieved.
After demonstrating that the nucleation of gas bubbles on the working electrode
were fundamental for the formation of microtubes, a series of experiments adapted from
the so-called bubble method19, 21-23, 30, 31 were performed. As opposed to previous work,
our approach did not utilize surfactant molecules, which were previously thought to be
required to produce microstructures. These experiments utilized a voltammetric cycle at
negative potentials (-0.3 V to -0.8) prior to the addition of the monomer to create H2
bubbles on the working electrode. Electropolymerization was then performed after
monomer addition to generate structures with the shape of balls or bowls, which support
previous observations reported in the literature.19, 21-23, 30, 31 However, this method could
not be utilized to create reproducible microtubes. (Figure C.3).
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Figure 6.4 Polypyrrole microtubes structures grown on various stainless steel meshes at
10 mA cm-2 for 30 C cm-2. SEM images are shown for polypyrrole microtubes grown on
(a) M400, (b) M40, (c) M60, (d) M100, (e) M200, (f) M250, (g) M325, (h) M400, and (i)
foil for 7.23 C cm-2.

The analysis of the bubbled-guided growth mechanism presented above was
carried out on M200 substrates, where fairly uniform growth (with respect to the tube
diameter) was observed after the microtube was formed. The dimensions of the stainless
steel mesh, however, were shown to have a significant influence on the growth of the
polymer structures. While microtubes could be achieved on any mesh, the mesh wire
diameter and spacing seemed to affect the growth of the tubes. The microstructure of
polymer tubes obtained on various stainless steel substrates are shown in Figure 6.4. A
generalized presentation of the microtube density and long range order is shown in
Figure 6.4a shows for microtubes grown on M400 using 10mA cm-2 for a total charge of
30C cm-2, which is typical for each mesh. As shown, many tubes are vertically positioned
while others appear to collapse on themselves, likely due to the stress upon drying the
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aqueous solvent. In Figure 6.4b to 6.4i, SEM images are displayed for selected
microtubes on various stainless steel meshes and SS foil, which are grown as previously
described. Generally, two kinds of microstructures were found: either a cone-like, which
are narrow at the base or cylinder-like microtubes exhibiting a fairly uniform diameter
throughout. Stainless steel foil was used as a control to compare the microstructure of
polypyrrole electrodes grown on typically used planar substrates and various SS
meshes.19 Several disadvantages have been described for using foil substrates. Most
importantly, when relatively thick films are grown, volume changes that occur upon ion
insertion and removal during oxidation and reduction processes cause the film to
delaminate from the electrode resulting in poor adhesion and poor electrochemical
performance. From our experiments, we found poor adhesion on SS foils for films grown
with charges greater than 7.23 C cm-2.

Table 6.1 Properties of polypyrrole microtubes on various stainless steel mesh substrates
deposited at 10 mA cm-2 for 30 C cm-2.
Substrate
[mesh]

Film
[μm]

Height
[μm]

Diameter
Top [μm]

Diameter
Middle [μm]

Diameter
Bottom [μm]

Ratio
[DT to DM]

M40

12.1

700

200

200

140

2.2

M60

12.0

720

180

220

120

2.7

M100

9.1

720

410

330

160

5.6

M200

15.8

940

210

220

190

1.2

M250

12.6

340

240

210

130

3.0

M325

14.5

620

270

260

180

2.2

M400

17.1

1300

180

160

120

1.9
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Tabulated data of various microtube properties are presented in Table 6.1 for
polypyrrole microtubes grown on SS mesh substrates. Each parameter was calculated
from measurements made on SEM images, which were taken on substrates positioned at
45º relative to the incident beam. Multiple measurements were recorded for each
parameter, and average values are presented. The film thickness was determined by
subtracting the diameter of bare stainless steel wire from substrates with polypyrrole
films. On average insignificant variation was observed in film thickness since the surface
areas of each substrate were similar. Diameters were recorded at varying positions along
the microtubes and are designated as bottom (near the substrate), middle and top to
quantify the shape of the microtube structures. The ratio of diameter at the top to the
middle (DT : DM) was calculated to reduce the shape to a single number, where a ratio of
1 (as is the case for polypyrrole tubes grown on M200 and M400) indicate cylindrical
tubes, whereas a ratio larger than 1 (PPy tubes on M40, M60, M100, M250, M325),
indicates conical structures. Tubes with a more pronounced conical shape are represented
by larger ratios. On average, microtubes grown with a charge of 30 C cm-2 with a
cylindrical shape exhibited a height around 1100 µm, while the conical tubes were
significantly smaller, with a height dependent upon how conical the tubes were.
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Figure 6.5 Electrochemical properties (specific capacitance vs. potential) of polypyrrole
microtubes (10 mA cm-2, 30 C cm-2) on stainless steel meshes (M60, M100, M200,
M400) recorded at scan rates of (a) 100 mV s-1 and (b) 10 mV s-1. (c) Potential required
during deposition to maintain the constant current of 10 mA cm-2. (d) Nyquist plot of
imaginary vs. real impedance from EIS in the frequency range of 10k Hz to 0.1 Hz.

The electrochemical properties of polypyrrole microtubes (10 mA cm-2, 30 C
cm-2) are presented in Figure 6.5 for electrodes grown on M60, M100, M200, M400 SS
meshes. Figures 6.5a and 6.5b show the capacitance vs. potential plots at a relatively fast
scan rate (100 mV s-1) and a slow scan rate (10 mV s-1), respectively, over a potential
range between 0 to 0.8 V. Due to the synthesis of relatively thick films (11.98, 9.09,
15.82, 17.06 µm, respectively), a scan rate dependence is observed in the capacitance of
each electrode, which is exemplified by the higher specific capacitance observed for low
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scan rates (10 mV s-1, Figure 6.5b) compared to the higher scan rate (100 mV s-1, Figure
6.5a). More on this aspect will be discussed later. Surprisingly, we found that PPy
microtubes grown on coarser mesh substrates (larger wire diameters and larger wire
spacing) exhibited a poor capacitance compared to electrodes grown on the finer mesh
substrates (M200, M400). It is important to note that specific surface area of each
substrate is similar (Table C.1); however, the electrochemical performance of the
microtube electrodes strongly correlates with deposition potential profile (Figure 6.5c).
That is, when PPy films are grown on M60, M100 SS substrates a higher voltage (above
0.85V) is required during the polymerization to achieve the target current density, which
leads to overoxidation and interchain cross-linking, which reduces the electrochemical
activity.38-41 Lower applied current densities, which maintained the polymerization
potential below 0.8 V, did not produce microtube structures.
Overoxidation of ECPs produces films with lower conductivity and higher
electrode resistances, which is evident by the Nyquist plot presented in Figure 6.5d.
Regardless of the substrate type, a similar Ohmic series resistance was observed (highfrequency limit of EIS); however, PPy films grown at potentials above 1 V exhibited
significantly higher charge transfer resistance (low-frequency side of semi-circle in
Figure 6.5d), which is consistent with an over-oxidized polymer electrode. In addition to
showing higher charge transfer resistances, PPy electrodes exhibit kinetic control over a
much larger time scales; the low-frequency intercepts on the Nyquist plots correspond to
frequencies of 1.3, 3.2, 39.8, and 31.6 Hz for PPy electrodes on M60, M100, M200, and
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M400 SS substrates, respectively. Based on these results, the finer meshes substrates
(M200 and M400) were used for subsequent measurements and device fabrication.

Figure 6.6 Electrochemical properties of polypyrrole microtubes with increasing charge
deposited by chronopotentiometry at 16 mA cm-2. (a) Electrode mass vs. deposition
charge. (b) Peak current vs. scan rate for electrodes with increasing deposition charge.
Specific capacitances vs. voltage at a scan rate of (c) 100 mV s-1 and (d) 10 mV s-1. (e)
Nyquist Plot of imaginary vs. real impedance from EIS measurements for a frequency
range of 10k Hz to 0.1 Hz at 0.7 V with an amplitude of 10 mV. (f) Bode plot of the
phase in impedance with frequency.
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The electrochemical properties of the PPy microtubes grown with increasing
deposition charge (structures presented in Figure 6.2) are shown in Figure 6.6. The
electrode mass exhibits a linear correlation with deposition charge indicating a constant
coulombic efficiency during electrode synthesis, according to Faraday’s law. As shown
in Figure 6.6b, thin electrodes grown with charge densities of less than 5 C cm-2 showed
a linear relationship between peak current and scan rate due to the absence of iondiffusion limitations. Thick microtube electrodes grown with charge densities greater
than 8C cm-2 displayed a sublinear dependence of peak current with scan rate, due to the
increased resistance to ion transport in thick films (tall microtubes). Structures grown
with charge densities of 15 C cm-2 displayed a peak current plateau at scan rates above 50
mV s-1, illustrating the rate-limitations of thick electrodes. As shown in the insert, each
electrode mass displays a linear current-scan rate dependence at low scan rates.
Ion-transport limitations are further clarified in Figures 6.6c and 6.6d, which
show the specific capacitance (current/scan rate) vs. potential plots at 100mVs-1 and
10mVs-1, respectively. At fast scan rates, specific capacitance of the films decreases as Q
increases, while these profiles are constant at low scan rates. Data from electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy are shown in Figures 6.6e and 6.6f. As the electrode mass
increases, the charge transfer resistance increases and the frequency at which the
electrodes switch from kinetic control (high frequency) to mass transfer control (low
frequency) decreases due to longer time scales required for ion transport within the
electrode. The Bode plot of Phase Z vs. frequency corroborates the time-scale
dependence of the electrochemical processes. As the frequency decreases, the
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electrochemical behavior switches from resistive (0° phase angle) to capacitive (90°
phase angle). From Figure 6.6f, it is clear that the frequency at which the behavior
switches decreases with electrodes of increasing mass due to the longer time scales
required for ion-diffusion during the charge-discharge processes

Figure 6.7 Supercapacitor polypyrrole microtubes device, electrodes deposited on M200
at 10 mA cm-2 for 30 C cm-2. (a) Cyclic voltammetry (current vs. voltage) at various scan
rates (100, 50, 20, 10, 5 mV s-1), (b) Specific capacitance vs. voltage from profiles shown
in a, (c) Nyquist plot of imaginary vs. real impedance from EIS measurements, (d) Cell
discharge profiles with increased current densities (30, 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.87, 0.94, 0.47 mA
cm-2), (e,f) SEM images of PPy microtubes grow on large-area M200 SS substrates for
60C at 30 mA.

A symmetrical supercapacitor device was built with two polypyrrole microtubes
electrodes deposited on M200 at 10 mA cm-2 for 30 C cm-2, and their performance is
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shown in Figure 6.7. Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show the cyclic voltammetry and specific
capacitance plots for scan rates between 5-100 mVs-1, displaying a high specific
capacitance (on a per mass of active material basis) of 50 F g-1, which is expected for a
symmetric cell of electrodes a single electrode capacitance of ~200 F g-1. The Nyquist
plot (Figure 6.7c) shows that these cells exhibit a low Ohmic series resistance and charge
transfer resistance in the given setup. The low-frequency end of the kinetic control was
found at 5 Hz and switch from Warburg impedance to nearly ideal capacitance occurred
at 0.6 Hz. Figure 6.7d shows the specific charge vs. cell voltage measured from 0 to 0.75
V for different currents (30, 15, 7.5, 3.75, 1.87 mA cm-2). For a 60s discharge at 7.5 mA
cm-2, the specific charge is 7.6 mAh g-1 up to a maximum of 12 mAh g-1 at 0.47mA cm-2.
The performance of the supercapacitor cell (Figure 6.7b) is comparable with cells
comprising thin PPy electrodes with low scan rate dependence.43
After demonstrating that PPy microstructures grown on M200 and M400 SS
substrates displayed superior electrochemical performance and more consistent microtube
structures compared to those grown on coarse meshes and foils, microtube synthesis was
investigated on larger scale substrates to demonstrate the scalability of our process. Using
similar current densities and solution conditions as previously examined, PPy microtubes
were grown on c.a. 4 cm x 1 cm substrates assembled in a 3-electrode cell. The
electrochemical performance of the electrodes were similar to behavior presented in
Figure 6.4; however, the microtubes surface density of ∼560 cm-2 obtained on these
substrates was notably larger than that achieved on the smaller substrates (1 cm x 1 cm),
∼350 cm-2. In the larger substrate system, the distance between the working and counter
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electrodes was carefully controlled, which contributed to a higher nucleation density of
gas bubbles, and, therefore, microtubes, on the substrate surface.

6.1.4 Conclusions
A template-free synthesis method has been demonstrated, capable of providing
control of polypyrrole microtube size and structure by utilizing stainless steel mesh size
and electrochemical polymerization conditions (e.g. current density). Polymer microtube
synthesis is governed by the nucleation of hydrogen gas bubbles – generated by the
reduction of protons on a platinum counter electrode – which guide the formation of
polymer structures in a narrow current density range. The mesh size is shown to influence
in the structure and electrochemical performance of the microtubes by confining the gas
bubble to a specific size. Cylindrical tubes are found on substrates with fine mesh
structures (M200-M400) while conical structures, with narrow bases near the mesh, are
obtained on larger meshes (<M200). The electrochemical performance of polypyrrole
microtubes in a single electrode configuration (~200 F g-1), in addition, the performance
of their symmetrical supercapacitor cells (~50 F g-1), were comparable to analogous
polypyrrole thin film electrodes. The synthesis of polypyrrole microtubes can be scaled to
larger systems by increasing the mesh and electrochemical bath size without any loss in
electrochemical performance.
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6.2 Influence of temperature and polymerization conditions on the synthesis of
conducting polymer microtubes
6.2.1 Introduction
The development and optimization of energy storage technologies has become a
challenge to further extend the use of renewable energy sources, portable electronics and
electric vehicles.44-46 Supercapacitors are an attractive option for energy storage due to
their potential for high power and high energy densities. To compete with or complement
batteries in large scale applications, advances in material performance are needed with
respect to energy density and stability.47
Supercapacitors are classified as either electrochemical double layer capacitors
(EDLCs) or pseudocapacitors based on their energy storage mechanism.48,

49

EDLCs

store charge based on the physical separation of charges at the interface of the electrode
and the electrolyte, in what’s referred to as the electric double layer.50 Due to their
relatively low cost, established processing technology, chemical stability, and high power
capability, activated carbons are currently the only suitable electrode material for
commercial EDLCs.51 However, the energy density, which is related to the charge
storage capacity, is limited by the accessible surface area of the carbon, which depends
on the pore size distribution, porosity and the electrolyte.52, 53 Pseudocapacitors, on the
other hand, store charge based on fast and reversible redox reactions (Faradaic processes)
occurring within the electrodes, which are comprised of electroactive materials, such as
electrically conducting polymers (ECPs) and metal oxides. In general, pseudocapacitive
materials will have a higher charge storage capacity and energy density compared to
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chemically inert carbon. Metal oxides

11, 54, 55

(e.g. RuO2, MnO2) typically exhibit high

charge capacity through sequential redox reactions but are often limited by high cost,
material scarcity, and low voltage operation in aqueous electrolytes. Conversely, ECPs56
(e.g. polyaniline, poly(3,4 - ethylenedioxythiophene, polypyrrole, among others) are
attractive due to their low cost, simple and low-energy synthesis methods, high charge
capacity and electrical conductivity.57 The primary challenge associated with
electroactive materials is degradation caused by charge transfer reactions and ion
insertion/removal during the charge-discharge processes, which causes material
expansion and contraction. As a result, electrodes become mechanically and chemically
damaged and exhibit decreasing electrochemical activity after hundreds to thousands of
cycles.16 To overcome these limitations, electrodes are fabricated with controlled microand nano-structures to reduce mechanical stresses associated with material expansion and
contraction; and at the same time, the power density is increased by reducing iontransport distances.4, 58
Various approaches have been explored to synthesize well-ordered micro- and
nanostructured electrodes, which can be classified as hard or soft template methods.56
Hard template synthesis methods use scaffolds with well-defined structures, such as
anodized alumina oxide, mesoporous silica, and polymer latex colloids. Electrode
materials are grown within the template, which is later removed by selective etching or
calcination; careful handling is required to avoid compromising the structure of the
micro-/nanoscale features, which are inherently limited by the predefined template.59 Soft
templates, on the other hand, use surfactants or chemical additives as templates and take
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advantage of non-covalent interactions. The growth of the active material is guided by the
formation of micelles in solution, which requires strict control of the solution conditions
to achieve uniform nanostructures. The main challenges of soft-template methods are:
control of the morphology, orientation of features, and synthesis process scalability.18
Several research groups have reported the synthesis of ECP microstructures using
surfactants as soft templates. Xu and co-workers60,
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used p-toluenesulfonic acid in

aqueous solutions to synthesize polypyrrole micro/nanohorns on fluorine doped tin oxide
glass. Hollow structures were obtained due to the formation of micelles comprised of
surfactant and monomer where the shape of the horn was driven by solution pH and
polymerization potential. Other approaches to create hollow structures exploit the
formation and stabilization of gas bubbles in solution. Applying electrode potentials
>1.23V vs. SCE generates bubbles via water decomposition, which are stabilized by the
surfactant (e.g. β-naphthalenesulfonic acid, (+) & (-) camphorsulfonic acid, sodium
dodecyl benzenesulfonate and polystyrene sulfonic acid)19,

21-23

and adsorb on the

working electrode surface. Alternatively, H2 bubbles have been formed and stabilized
with surfactants at electrode potentials below -1.0 to -1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl to polymerize
pyrrole microstructures.30, 31 In each case, the use of high electrode potentials resulted in
overoxidation of polypyrrole and decreased electrochemical activity.
In previous work,62 we developed a simple and scalable process for synthesizing
polypyrrole (PPy) microtubes on stainless steel meshes without the need for surfactant or
hard templates (Figure 6.9a). We reported the synthesis mechanism and the effect of
mesh properties and current density (deposition potential) on the electrochemical
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performance of the films. During the electrochemical polymerization of polypyrrole
(Figure 6.8a), hydrogen gas is formed on the platinum mesh counter electrode (Figure
6.8b) and results in gas bubble nucleation on the stainless steel mesh, where pyrrole (Py)
is oxidized to produce polypyrrole.60,

63

Microtubes are obtained as gas bubbles are

incorporated into the growing polymer film (Figure 6.9b). In general, we found that the
i) microtube density and uniformity increased when polymer microtubes were grown on
finer meshes (i.e. smaller wires and wire spacing) and ii) microtube diameter correlated
with mesh size. Additionally, for the deposition conditions investigated, optimal
electrochemical properties were achieved when electrodes were synthesized at electrode
potentials below 0.85 V vs. Ag/AgCl (around 25 ºC, 0.1 M PPy, 0.5 M H2SO4, 10 mA).
Outside a given range of conditions (e.g. low concentrations,64 low current density,
coarse meshes), microtubes could not be obtained without exceeding 0.85 V, which led to
the overoxidation of the polymer and decreased electrochemical activity. Furthermore,
structures were not obtained at current densities below 10-16 mA cm-2 and higher
currents led to poor electrochemical properties due to the overoxidation and interchain
crosslinking of the polymer.65

Figure 6.8 Electrochemical polymerization of polypyrrole.
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Here, we report the influence of solution temperature, which affects hydrogen
solubility and polymerization rate, cell setup and polymerization conditions on the
physical structure and electrochemical properties of polymer microtubes. We show that
the density of tubes can be increased as the spacing between the working and counter
electrodes is decreased and that the tube properties correlated with deposition
temperature.

6.2.2 Experimental methods

Materials
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Fischer Scientific and
used as received unless otherwise noted. Pyrrole monomer was purified by distillation.

Substrate Preparation
Stainless steel mesh substrates (McMaster-Carr, Super-Corrosion Resistance Type
316 Stainless Steel Wire Cloth, 200x200) were prepared by cutting 1.2x1.4 cm rectangles
with a 1.3x0.4 cm neck to serve as the connection (Figure 6.9a). Substrates were cleaned
by sonicating for 10 min in ethanol, dried, weighed (Ohaus DV215CD Semi-micro
balance, readability 0.01mg) and treated 15 min (each side) in UV-ozone (Novascan
PSD-UV). Parafilm was used to cover the substrates edges and one of the sides to create
a 1 cm2 deposition area.
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Microtubes Synthesis
Pyrrole monomer (0.09 M solution) was electropolymerized at various
temperatures (4, 14, 24, 34, 60°C) and various distances from the counter electrode (0.5,
1.0, 1.5, 2 cm) in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution (previously degassed with N2 for 10 min) by
chronopotentiometry at 4 mA and charge densities of 12 and 30 C cm-2.
Electropolymerization was performed in a 3-electrode cell with a VersaSTAT 4
potentiostat/galvanostat and the VersaStudio v2.40.4 Electrochemistry Software
(Princeton Applied Research). The stainless steel mesh substrates were used as the
working electrode (WE); platinum gauze 52 mesh (Alfa Aesar) was used as the counter
electrode (CE), and a Ag/AgCl in 3 M NaCl solution was used as the reference electrode
(RE). The platinum mesh was cleaned between each synthesis by rinsing with deionized
water and acetone, and the remaining residue removed by burning with a propane torch.
The 3-electrode cell was placed in a cooling bath to control the temperatures at 4 and 14
°C. Experiments at different distances were kept at 24 °C, and experiments at different
temperatures were kept at 1 cm distance from CE. The parafilm was removed before the
electrochemical analysis, and all samples were dried overnight in a vacuum oven
(101.5kPa) at 80⁰C and weighed after characterization to determine the film mass.

Electrochemical analysis
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a 0.5 M H2SO4 solution
(previously degassed with pure dried nitrogen gas for 10 min) using cyclic voltammetry
from 0 to 0.8 V at various scan rates (300, 100, 30, 10, 3 mV s-1), electrochemical
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impedance spectroscopy (EIS) at 0.7 V over a frequency range of 10k to 0.1 Hz using a
perturbation amplitude of 10 mV, and charge-discharge measurements at current
densities of 14, 7, 3.5mA cm-2 (-14,-7,-3.5 mA cm-2) from 0 to 0.8 V unless otherwise
stated.

Surface Morphology
The film surface characterization was performed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) in a Hitachi SU-6600 Analytical VP FE-SEM at a beam intensity of 5 kV; the
samples were placed on 45º aluminum sample holders with carbon tape. Images were
captured at magnifications of 15x, 20x, 25x, 60x, 90x, and 120x. Quartz PCI software
was used to make all the measurements which is calibrated for the microscope. Averages
were taken for the diameters and heights presented.

6.2.3 Results and discussion
Figure 6.9 shows a general schematic of the electrochemical set up, synthesis
process and electrochemical performance of polypyrrole microtubes.62 Previously,
polypyrrole microtubes were synthesized in a 3-electrode cell (Figure 6.9a) solution
using chronopotentiometry at a current density of 10 mA cm-2; however, the rate had to
be reduced to 4 mA cm-2 for polymerization in low-temperature solutions (4°C) to keep
the deposition potential below 0.85 V and prevent overoxidation.66 As polymerization of
conducting polymers is also temperature dependent,65, 67 it was necessary to adjust the
synthesis conditions such that microtubes could be obtained over the range of
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temperatures. Furthermore, we found that in general, a higher density of microtubes was
achieved by covering the back of the electrode (side facing away from the counter
electrode) with parafilm in addition to covering the mesh edges, which was necessary to
avoid high potential and deposition rates near the edges. Also, because finer mesh
substrates showed more uniform microtubes and improved electrochemical activity
compared with coarser mesh substrates (Figure 6.9c), M200 substrates (1 cm2) were used
for all microtubes grown in this work.

Figure 6.9 Microtube synthesis overview. (a) Electrochemical cell set up and
electropolymerization. (b) Polypyrrole microtubes on M200 (4x1cm size substrate). (c)
Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to capacitance vs. potential for microtubes
synthesize on M200 at 10mA cm-2, 24°C for 30C cm-2.

The solubility of gasses in liquids is highly dependent on the temperature. In
general, the hydrogen solubility in water increases as temperature decreases (calculated
based on relationships determined elsewhere68), as can be seen on Figure 6.10a.
Microtubes were synthesized on M200 substrates over a range of temperatures, between
4 °C and 60 °C, for total deposition charges of 12 C cm-2 to 30 C cm-2. At temperatures
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above 34°C, pyrrole oxidized very quickly in solution resulting in no film formation,
which is consistent with previous observations that high temperatures (>30⁰C) applied
during electrochemical synthesis led to polymer dissolution and very thin films with poor
adhesion.69, 70 As a result, solution temperatures were kept below 24 °C for all synthesis
experiments. Figure 6.10a, shows a plot of the polymerization potential required to
achieve a constant current of 4 mA cm-2 as function of temperature. As the temperature
decreases, the polymerization potential increases and follows the same trend as the
hydrogen solubility in water. The chronopotentiometry profiles of electrodes synthesized
within this temperature range are shown in Figure 6.10b, for electrodes grown to a total
charge of 12C cm-2. These plots show two important trends; both the peak potential
required during nucleation increases and the steady state current increase as the solution
temperature is decreased. Because the same reaction rate is forced in each condition (4
mA cm-2), a higher potential, driving force, is required due to the lower specific reaction
rate constant. The peak in potential, which occurs at the onset of polymerization, is
attributed to monomer nucleation, and this step is also notably higher at low reaction
temperatures.71, 72 At low temperatures, the rates of the coupling and proton elimination
steps for the polymerization of pyrrole decrease, leading to an increase in the potential
needed to achieve the set current density (reaction rate).65
The polymerization temperature not only affects the synthesis potential but also
affects the number of microtubes developed on the mesh substrate (Figure 6.10c blue
line). Due to the relative large microtubes, the density of tubes on each substrate could be
visually determined by observing under a microscope. The number of microtubes
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increases with temperature, even though the concentration of hydrogen in solution
decreases. Once the concentration of hydrogen in solution reaches the supersaturation
value, that varies with temperature,73 the bubbles will nucleate and grow, leading to the
observed increase in the number of microtubes. At low temperature (4°C), the solubility
of hydrogen in solution is higher, thus, the saturation point will also be high whereas, at
high temperature (24°C), hydrogen will more readily nucleate out of solution in the form
of gas bubbles on the working electrode, leading to a higher amount of microtubes, as
shown in the insets of Figures 6.11a to 6.11c.

Figure 6.10 Influence of the polymerization temperature in the synthesis of polypyrrole
microtubes. (a) Hydrogen solubility in water (blue) and pyrrole polymerization potential
as a function of temperature (red). (b) Chronopotentiometry profiles of pyrrole (0.09M in
0.5M H2SO4) at various temperatures deposited for 12C cm-2 at 4 mA cm-2. (c) Number
of microtubes produced as a function of deposition temperature (blue) and pyrrole
polymerization potential (red).

The microstructure and physical properties (i.e. film thickness, microtube length,
and diameter) of the polymer electrodes synthesized at various temperatures were
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determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Images were recorded at 45⁰ from
the incident beam and are shown in Figures 6.11a to 6.11c. A clear difference in the film
morphology can be observed as a function of temperature. Films synthesized at lower
temperatures (4 and 14°C) exhibit a rougher surface compared with films at 24°C
(Figures 6.11a, 6.11b, and 6.11c, respectively). The film morphology is highly
dependent on the electropolymerization conditions; generally, surface roughness
increases as the synthesis potential increases due to lateral and branched growth of the
polymer.67,

74, 75

The thickness of the film formed around the mesh also changes as a

function of temperature, from ~15 µm (24°C) down to 8-9 µm (4 °C) (Figures 6.11d).
Interesting, at lower temperatures (4 and 14⁰C), the polymer appeared to polymerize to a
greater extent on the woven wires (horizontal) compared to the straight wires (vertical),
creating an uneven morphology that was challenging to obtain an accurate measure of
film thickness.
The length and diameter of the synthesized microtubes (Figures 6.11e and 6.11f)
also varied as a function of deposition temperature. An intermediate temperature of 14 °C
seemed to be the most efficient for growing microtubes, primarily due to the least amount
of polymer formed on mesh from the observations above. Additionally, the longest and
most uniform tubes were obtained at this temperature compared to those obtained at 4 °C
and 24 °C. At lower temperatures (4 °C), shorter tubes with narrow diameters are
achieved, which is likely due to smaller gas bubbles nucleating on the electrode surface.
Because the hydrogen solubility is higher in this region, it is less likely that gas bubbles
will nucleate on the mesh, leading to fewer and smaller microtubes. At greater
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temperatures, monomer diffusivity is higher, and as a result, a higher amount of polymer
is formed on the mesh and shorter microtubes are observed.

Figure 6.11 Scanning electron microscopy of polypyrrole microtubes synthesized at
4mA cm-2 and various temperatures for 30C cm-2 at 120x (inset 25x) for (a) 4°C, (b)
14°C, and (c) 24°C. (d) Mesh film thickness. (e) Microtubes length and (f) diameter.

Despite the differences in polymerization potential (Figure 6.10) and morphology
(Figure 6.11) observed for microtubes synthesized at different temperature; the average
capacitance (F g-1) as a function of the scan rate (mV s-1) (Figure 6.12a) varies only
modestly for electrodes synthesised at 4 mA cm-2 for 30 C cm-2. The average capacitance
is determined from cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized over a range of scan rates
from 3 to 300 mV s-1, as shown in Figure 6.12b for electrodes synthesized at 24 ºC. Two
competing factors affect the electrochemical performance; first, ECPs polymerized at
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lower temperature exhibit higher electrical conductivity67 and second, electrodes
polymerized at lower potential have lower inter-polymer crosslinking, which typically
leads to higher intrinsic capacitance.76 As expected, electrodes synthesized at 24 ºC
(lowest deposition potential) exhibited the highest intrinsic capacitance, as determined by
the capacitance at low scan rates (< 30 mV s-1), where electrical and ion transport do not
limit redox activity. Electrodes prepared at low temperatures, however, display the
highest capacitance at fast scan rates (> 30 mV s-1) due to their higher electrical
conductivity. Nonetheless, the electrochemical performance of each electrode does not
vary significantly with temperature, indicating that temperature can be used to tailor the
physical properties of the microtubes without negatively affecting electrochemical
performance, as long as the synthesis potential is kept below 0.85 V.
It is important to notice that the polymerization potential decreases as the
temperature increases (Figure 6.10c red line). In our previous work,62 we found that
polymerizations between 0.7 and 0.8V favor optimal electrochemical activity and the
formation of more uniform structures. Figure 6.12b shows the cyclic voltammetry profile
as of specific capacitance (F g-1), which is current (A) divided scan rate (V s-1) and
electrode mass (g) vs. potential for electrodes synthesized at 4 mA cm-2 and 24 ⁰C for 12
C cm-2. Similar to what is shown in Figure 6.12a, there is scan rate dependence as the
film is cycled at faster scan rates, which is expected for relatively thick films due to ion
diffusion limitations from the bulk of the electrolyte to the film, leading to a decrease in
the electrochemical activity of the electrodes; nevertheless, the overall capacitance (~200
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F g-1) corresponds to the expected value for polypyrrole films at the experimental
conditions.57

Figure 6.12 Electrochemical performance of polypyrrole microtubes at different
temperatures (a) Average capacitance as a function of scan rate for films synthesized at
4mA cm-2 for 30C cm-2. (b) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to capacitance vs.
potential for microtubes synthesized at 4 mA cm-2, 24⁰C for 12C cm-2.

The spacing between the working electrode and the counter electrode in the
electrochemical cell is expected to affect microtube growth because the concentration of
hydrogen decreases with distance away from the CE, where it is generated. For
microtubes to form, hydrogen must nucleate from the WE. In this experiment, microtubes
were synthesized under standard conditions for substrate position ranging from 0.5 and 2
cm away from the CE for a total charge of 30 C cm-2. The morphology of the films and
physical features of the microtubes were studied by SEM on 45⁰ sample holders (Figure
6.13). Figures 6.13a to 6.13c show the film morphology, as well as a general view of the
microtubes extending from the mesh surfaces. No significant differences were observed
in the surface morphology because the deposition potential did not vary significantly as
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the distance between the WE and CE was increased. The film thickness varies slightly
between ~15 ~ 20 µm (Figure 6.13d) with no particular correlation with distance;
however, mass of polymer deposited slightly increases with WE to CE spacing (0.5 cm:
6.06mg, 1.0cm: 6.64mg, 1.5cm: 7.02mg, 2cm: 7.03mg). At tighter spacing, the average
length (Figure 6.13e) of the microtubes is smaller and microtubes are more uniform
(Figure 6.13f), which is likely due to the bubbles formed closer to the CE are more
homogeneously distributed on the surface of the electrode when nucleation occurs.

Figure 6.13 Scanning electron microscopy of polypyrrole microtubes synthesized at
4mA cm-2 and various distances from CE for 30C cm-2 at 120x (inset 25x) for (a) 0.5cm,
(b) 1.0cm, and (c) 1.5cm. (d) Mesh film thickness. (e) Microtubes length and (f)
diameter.
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As the spacing between the WE and CE is increased, the number of microtubes decreases
(Figure 6.14a red line). When the distance between the WE and CE is 2 cm, very few
microtubes form on the substrates (~7 microtubes cm-2), whereas the number of
microtubes formed increases significantly as the WE electrode is moved to within 0.5 cm
of the CE (up to ~65 microtubes cm-2). The increase in microtube density occurs because
the concentration of hydrogen decreases with distance away from the CE where it is
generated. When the WE is situated close to the CE, the solution becomes supersaturated
quickly after the initial polymerization is applied allowing for hydrogen to uniformly
nucleate on the surface of the mesh substrate to create a high density of microstructures.
However, it is important to note that the polymerization potential, in this case, remains
fairly constant (Figure 6.14a blue), thereby causing minimal variability in the
electrochemical performance of the samples. Figure 6.14b, shows the cyclic
voltammetry profiles as specific capacitance (F g-1) vs. potential recorded at a scan rate of
10 mV s-1 for various CE to WE distances. The electrochemical behavior of the samples
is nearly identical, confirming our observations in Figure 6.14a and Figures 6.13a to
6.13c. The changes in the spacing between the WE and CE affect the number and
physical structure of the microtubes; however, the electrochemical performance of the
films is not affected by these differences.
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Figure 6.14 Influence of the spacing between the WE and CE in the electrochemical
properties of polypyrrole microtubes. (a) Number of microtubes as function of distance
synthesized at 4mA cm-2, 24°C for 30C cm-2 and changes in average polymerization
potential. (b) Cyclic voltammetry profiles normalized to capacitance vs. potential at 10
mV s-1 for various distances.

6.2.4 Conclusions
The influence of the polymerization temperature and electrochemical cell setup on
the synthesis of conducting polymer microtubes in aqueous solutions has been
demonstrated. The number of microtubes synthesized increases as the temperature
increases from 4 ⁰C to 24 ⁰C while higher temperatures result in overoxidation of the
monomer in solution and dissolution of the resulting polymer. However, no significant
differences in the electrochemical activity are observed as function of temperature. In
general, higher temperature leads to lower polymerization potentials which produce a
smoother film, higher intrinsic capacitance (low scan rate performance) and lower
conductivity. The number of microtubes on the mesh substrates also increases as the
distance between the counter and the working electrode is reduced down to 0.5 cm, yet
no significant difference in the electrochemical performance of the electrodes is
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observed. The study of these variables is important to understand how to control the
growth of polypyrrole microtubes based on template-free methods guided by gas
nucleation in solution.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall goal of this Ph.D. dissertation was to develop straightforward, lowcost approaches for the design of micro- and nano-structured electrodes with enhanced
electrochemical performance. Various pathways were followed to fulfill this objective
and were organized into two main focus areas. The first one (Chapters 2 and 3)
concentrated on the manipulation of the electrode composition through the incorporation
of lignin, as a redox polymer, into the active electrode material, for enhanced energy
density. The second approach (Chapter 4 to 6) focused on the modification of the
electrode structure through changes in the synthesis process of the electrode materials, to
improve the electrochemical performance. Overall, we learned to take advantage of redox
moieties to manipulate the electrochemical performance of electrode materials, the
importance and influence of the polymerization conditions for the synthesis of
microstructures, and the structure-performance relationships for the fabrication of high
surface area supercapacitor electrodes.
The following sections present the main contributions of each project and
recommendations for future work. We highlight possible research pathways and
optimization routes, which the author hopes will be useful for new students in Dr.
Roberts’s research group.
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7.1 High charge-capacity polymer electrodes comprising alkali lignin from the Kraft
process
Alkali lignin/polypyrrole composite electrodes exhibit 30% higher capacitance
than similar electrodes prepared with sulfonated lignin, and 56% higher than electrodes
comprised only by polypyrrole. This work represented the first time that alkali lignin is
used in composite electrodes with conducting polymers in aqueous solutions.
Furthermore, it was found that the differences in the electrochemical behavior of the two
types of lignin are related to modifications in the lignin chemistry suffered during the
pulping process. Additionally, it was found that as the aromatic phenolic content of lignin
polymers increases the electrochemical activity also increases. Moreover, a difference in
the morphology of electrodes synthesized with sulfonated lignin in acetic acid and
sulfuric acid was found. The electrodes fabricated with acetic acid show an open globular
structure, which led to faster charge-discharge processes. Indicating electrodes prepared
with sulfonated lignin in acetic acid can discharge faster than the ones prepared with
alkali lignin. Therefore, depending on the application (high power or high energy
storage), one material or the other can be used in a supercapacitor device.
Interestingly, we found that the optimal concentration of lignin in conducting
polymer electrodes is size dependent. For small electrodes (0.02 cm2), the optimal ratio
PPy:Lignin was higher than for larger area electrodes (0.5 cm2) (Appendix A). This
behavior was discovered when stainless steel meshes were used to prepare the composite
electrodes. Hence, one possible research pathway could be to investigate the cause of the
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size dependence and if this represents any differences in the electrochemical performance
and cycle life of the electrodes.
Another potential research route, which was briefly investigated, is the chemical
synthesis of polypyrrole/lignin composite electrodes (Appendix A). Polypyrrole/lignin
composites were synthesized by chemical polymerization as described in Appendix D.
The polymer was deposited onto various substrates (Indium tin oxide, carbon paper,
stainless steel, aluminum foil) through a slurry, showing promising results for scalability
purposes, since chemical synthesis allows higher production volumes. In this case,
lignin:pyrrole ratios and slurry preparation conditions need to be optimized, as well as,
improvements in the adhesion between the slurry and the substrate. Also, different
conducting polymers such as polyaniline and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) could be
investigated in composite electrodes with lignin.
One of the main challenges in the preparation of polypyrrole/lignin devices is the
lack of options for the negative electrode. Currently, the only option is the use of carbon
materials, which possess lower energy storage capacity compared to conducting
polymers. Then, a higher amount of carbon is needed on the anode to avoid limitations in
the cathode, which increases the overall mass of the device, limiting the specific
capacitance. Therefore, it will be useful to investigate possible anode materials based on
organic molecules (our research group has done some work in this area) or
functionalization of carbon materials with molecules that exhibit redox behavior at
negative potentials to enhance the energy density.
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7.2 Lignin-coated Carbon Nanomaterials for Low-Cost Electrical Energy Storage
Another challenge related to electrodes prepared with polypyrrole/lignin
composites is the cycle life. Electrodes synthesized with conducting polymers are known
to have a shorter cycle life, mainly caused by the swelling and shrinking process during
charge-discharge, overoxidation, and nucleophilic attack by the electrolyte. These effects
are accentuated when combined with lignin due to charge transfer interactions between
lignin and polypyrrole. Chapter 3 was focused on the development of a low-cost
electrode where the conducting polymer was replaced by porous carbon to study the
electrochemical activity of lignin and improve the cycle life. As shown in chapter 2, there
are differences in the electrochemical performance of alkali lignin compared with
sulfonated lignin. To study these differences, it was found that an intermediate pore size
(>40 nm) material is required to adsorb lignin within the internal structure. Moreover, it
was demonstrated that the processing conditions such as sonication time, electrolyte,
mass, and type of carbon material have a significant influence on the electrochemical
performance of the electrodes. Additionally, carbon was able to effectively improve the
cycle life of the electrodes. However, current carbon materials exhibit low energy
densities, which raise the need for new developments in carbons, conducting polymers,
and composites.
To further improve biopolymer/carbon electrodes, one area that could be studied
is how well adsorb is lignin within the porous structure of the carbon material. For
instance, how long one device can be store and still maintain the electrochemical activity.
This measurement can be done for single electrodes or for 2-electrode systems. A simple
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way to measure this, could be soaking the electrode in the electrolyte for several days and
determine if lignin diffuses out or remains within the carbon structure, measuring the
changes in the electrochemical response. Another way is to prepare a supercapacitor
device and test it every certain period of time. Moreover, the use of renewable materials
in energy storage represents a huge advantage for the development of sustainable
technologies. Therefore, future research could be oriented to the use of alternative carbon
materials (e.g. graphene, CNTs, carbon aerogels, among others) with intermediate pore
size (mesoporosity), which could lead to improved electrochemical activity of
biopolymer/carbon electrodes.

7.3 Nanostructured polyacrylonitrile/lignin carbon fiber electrodes for highperformance supercapacitors
To the time of dissertation submission, the main findings regarding the use of
porous carbon fibers based on PAN/lignin blends were related to the diameter of the
fibers. Smaller fiber diameters (8.5 μm) led to higher capacitance compared to thicker
fibers (115μm) as the surface area increases with the diameter reduction. Therefore,
fibers as thin as 8.5 μm show capacitances of 70 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1. Moreover, a chemical
activation process with KOH in these fibers led to capacitances of 192 F g-1 at 10 mV s-1.
Finding the ideal conditions for this activation process has been one of the major
challenges we encountered with this project. We believe the various heat treatments
(stabilization, pre-carbonization, activation and heat treatment) are causing a decrease in
the conductivity of the fibers decreasing their electrochemical performance. Therefore,
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we are currently working on improvements to this activation process to avoid the loss of
the fiber nanostructure and conductivity.
Future pathways in this work are to change the lignin concentration in the
PAN/lignin blend. Until now, 35 wt.% lignin has been used. The limit for the synthesis of
stable PAN/lignin fibers is 45 wt.% lignin and the minimum to obtain porous fibers is
~10 wt.% lignin.1-3 High concentrations of lignin lead to larger macro-/mesopores than
low concentrations. Therefore, concentrations between 15-45 wt.% lignin could be used
to compare the electrochemical performance and determine the optimal concentration of
lignin in the blend. Moreover, porous carbon fibers produced from PAN/Maleic acrylated
epoxidized soybean oil (MAESO) and fabricated by Dr. Ogale’s graduate student Jing Jin
were tested. These fibers showed promising results if similar optimization process as the
one with PAN/Lignin fibers is followed. Also, porous carbon fiber mats could be
fabricated to create flexible free-standing electrodes or substrates.

7.4 Rigid, non-pressed, highly porous carbon aerogel supercapacitor electrodes
Resorcinol – formaldehyde carbon aerogels reinforced with a backbone material,
added during the synthesis process, allowed the fabrication of free-standing electrodes.
This eliminated the need for a binder and current collector during supercapacitor
assembly. Electrodes exhibited better electrochemical properties when carbon veil was
used as backbone material, combined with some slight modifications in the synthesis
process. Moreover, the selected backbone materials are lightweight reducing the total
weight of the final device. Importantly, the synthesis process of carbon aerogels was
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optimized to two days for curing and one day for drying which is faster compared with
previous reports.
As future work, the activation of carbon materials to enhance surface area could
also be used. The carbon aerogel electrodes exhibit a surface area of ~660 m2 g-1. Since
carbon aerogels have a more delicate structure than carbon fibers, a physical activation
with CO2, steam or O2 could be more convenient. Chemical activation is more aggressive
than physical activation which could damage the 3D structure of the aerogel. By using
this procedure, the capacitance of the electrodes could be further increased. Also,
resorcinol - formaldehyde could be replaced with more environmentally friendly biomass
derived materials (e.g. lignin, cellulose), as suggested in recent reviews.4

7.5 Scalable, template-free synthesis of conducting polymer microtubes
Polypyrrole microtubes were synthesized with a free-template method which
allows the synthesis of microstructures in various size substrates. This versatility
eliminates the size limitations that conventional methods, such as hard templates and soft
templates have. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first publication to show
polypyrrole microtubes can be synthesized based on the hydrogen gas produced during
the electropolymerization of polypyrrole. Different mesh sizes were used to understand
the role of the substrate in the synthesis of the microstructure. The mesh size can be used
to tune the electrochemical performance of the microtubes. It was found that smaller size
meshes (200x200 and 400x400) produce more uniform structures that exhibit higher
electrochemical performance. Moreover, the size of the substrate does not limit the
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growth of the microtubes. The presence of hydrogen gas in solution plays a fundamental
role in the synthesis, as the microtubes grow from the H2 bubbles that nucleate on the
mesh surface. The distance between the counter and working electrode demonstrated to
be important, as the working electrode is far from the counter electrode the number of
microtubes in solution decreases due to the reduction in the hydrogen concentration.
One point to emphasize is the importance of the platinum mesh counter electrode.
The cleaning procedure suggested in Appendix C is fundamental to the successful
synthesis of the microtubes, if the counter electrode is not clean, the microtubes will not
grow. When the microtubes were synthesized from a mixture of conducting polymer with
a polymer dopant (Appendix C), the size and features of the microtubes vary compared
with the ones synthesized in the conventional electrolyte. Therefore, a possible pathway
could be the use of poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid), p-toluenesufonic acid and sodium
dodecyl sulfate which are different types of anionic dopants, to synthesize polypyrrole
microtubes. The influence of the dopant in the electrochemical and physical
characteristics of the microtubes can be studied. Furthermore, polyaniline and poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) could be tested to determine if microtubes can be formed.
To change the order of magnitude of the microstructures to possible submicron
size, the formation of submicron size bubbles would be needed. A possible option is to
scan at negative potentials. A surfactant could be added to the mixture to stabilize the
bubbles and later, the conducting polymer monomer could be carefully added. This is
similar to what was done in Appendix C to test the “bubble method’; however, for this
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case lower currents (< 8 mA), and very small charges (<1C) should be used to avoid the
formation of micron-size structures.

7.6 Additional research projects
Other research projects were briefly investigated since they were related to the
areas we were studying. One involved the use of an ionic polymer dopant to increase the
ion transport within conducting polymer electrodes. The other one consisted in the use of
sacrificial groups to control the porosity of conducing polymer films.
On the first project, we used Poly(4-stryrene sulfonic acid) (PSSA) as an ionic
polymer dopant for electrochemically polymerized pyrrole electrodes. The objective was
to entrap this polymer within conducting polymer chains to invert the doping mechanism
and increase ion transport. In polypyrrole (PPy) films, conventionally, the charge
compensation occurs by anions and protons from the electrolyte. Anions are bigger in
size than protons (H+) thus, for thick films the charge-discharge process becomes slower
as the ion diffusion limitations are higher. We were particularly interested in thick films
because they have more practical applications in commercial devices. When PSSA is
added to the film, PSS- will compensate the positive charge developed on PPy (upon
charge), while protons from the electrolyte will keep the charge neutrality of the
remaining PSS- groups. Hence, inverting the doping mechanism and increasing the power
density in the devices.
We found that this process holds true for thin films (< 5 μm) while thicker films
(> 13 μm) do not exhibit any improvement in the electrochemical activity by the addition
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of PSSA. We studied changes in PSSA concentration, film thickness, and temperature.
The experiments were performed with polypyrrole and polyaniline, both demonstrating
similar results. Therefore, our conclusion was that this approach is not suitable for films
thicker than ~5 μm.
In the other project, we worked with N-BOC-pyrrole. The objective was to use
sacrificial groups (i.e. BOC) as a way to control porosity and density in the polymer film;
studying the effect of the change in porosity in the electrochemical activity of electrodes.
The removal of the BOC group can be done by thermal heating, acid or basic treatments.
We worked with thermal heating of N-BOC-polypyrrole films synthesized by
electrochemical polymerization. After thermal heating, the polymer (PPy) lost most of
the electrochemical activity, which made difficult to test any differences. Therefore, we
recommend that future research should be oriented to the study of chemically
polymerized N-Boc pyrrole because is easier to handle and higher amounts of polymer
can be obtained. A literature review of different deprotection methods use to remove NBoc groups, experimental conditions, chemical synthesis, and suggestions for future
experiments are presented in Appendix E.
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Appendix A
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR HIGH-CHARGE CAPACITY POLYMER
ELECTRODES COMPRISING ALKALI LIGNIN FROM THE KRAFT PROCESS

A.1 Effect of H2SO4 concentration on electrochemical performance
The influence of H2SO4 concentration on the electrochemical performance of the
composite films is shown in Figure A.1. The films were prepared using a 10mL solution
of 15.3M AA, 0.124g of AL, and 69μL of pyrrole monomer. After polymerization, the
film was rinsed and tested in sulfuric acid (H2SO4) with concentrations: 1M, 0.5M, 0.1M,
0.01M, 0.001M, and 0.0001M. The film was left in the electrolyte solution for 5 min
before testing. Cyclic voltammetry shows that high concentrations of H2SO4 lead to
sharper redox peaks and decreased peak separation, as expected for a proton-dependent
process (Figure A.1a and A.1b).

Figure A.1 (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles for PPy/AL (prepared in 13.5 M AA) for
different concentrations of H2SO4 testing solution. (b) Voltage difference between
cathodic and anodic peaks on (a) vs. pH. Measurements were carried out in a 3-electrode
cell on Pt working electrodes with Ag/AgCl as reference electrode and Pt mesh as
counter electrode.
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A.2 Electrochemical

characteristics

of

electrodes

prepared

in

5M

AA

polymerization solution
AL/PPy exhibited peculiar behavior when electropolymerized from a 5M AA
solution, each electrode type (pure PPy, SLS/PPy, and AL/PPy) was prepared in 5 M AA
solutions and tested in 0.5 M H2SO4. Figure A.2 shows that SLS/PPy exhibited the
highest capacitance when prepared under these conditions, while AL, which has the
highest capacitance at 15.3M AA, showed low capacitance and no redox peak. The
standard PPy electrode had lower performance compared to films prepared in H2SO4, but
was not very different from electrodes prepared in 15.3 M AA. These observations are
attributed to the poor solubility of AL in AA at this molarity. SLS and Py showed similar
solubility compared to the 15.3 M AA; however, very little AL dissolved under these
conditions. The low electrochemical performance is likely due to some solid AL particles
finding their way into the film. Currently, the phase behavior of the AL in AA is being
investigated to understand this anomaly.

Figure A.2 Cyclic voltammetry profiles of PPy, PPy/SLS, and PPy/AL polymerized from
5 M AA solution. Measurements were carried out in a 3-electrode cell on Pt working
electrodes with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode and Pt as counter electrode.
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A.3 Nyquist plots for single electrode and device
Nyquist plots from Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy are shown below in
Figure A.3 for single electrode measurements in 0.5 M H2SO4 (a) and devices with PPylignin cathodes and activated carbon (AC) anodes.

Figure A.3 (a) Nyquist plot of PPy-lignin composite electrodes in 0.5M H2SO4 obtained
from 3-electrode measurements with Ag/AgCl reference and Pt counter electrodes. (b)
Nyquist plot of 2-electrode cells with PPy-Lignin cathodes and AC anodes.
Measurements were made using an applied potential of 0.7 V over a frequency range of
10k to 0.1 Hz using perturbation amplitude of 10mV.

A.4 Mass composition of PPy/Lignin films
Electrodes were assumed to be formed with PPy, H2SO4 (from polymerization or
subsequent testing), acetic acid and either SLS or AL. The resulting film formula
composition is of the form:
[(PPy)x=1 (C2H3O2-)y (SO4-2)w] [Lignin]z
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Previous studies1 have reported approximate “molecular formulas” for AL and
SLS. These formulas were used as the lignin monomeric units for the calculations. The
molecular formulas were modified to give the approximated sulfur content found in the
specific lignin reactants (AL, SLS, and pH fractions 9.5 and 10.5) determined by ICPAES (Table 2.1). The molecular formulas utilized in the calculations are presented on
Table A.1.

Table A.1 Assumed monomeric units for the different constituents in PPy/Lignin films
Reactant

Formulaa

Pyrrole

C4H3N

Acetic Acid

C2H3O2

Sulfuric Acid

H2SO4

Sulfonated Lignin C10H12O6S0.36

a

Alkali Lignin

C10H12O3S0.19

pH 9.5 fraction

C10H12O3S0.15

pH 10.5 fraction

C10H12O3S0.13

Hydrogen was ignored in the calculations

The elemental composition (i.e. weight % of nitrogen, carbon, and oxygen) of the
films was determined by EDX, and these values were used to calculate the composition
of each species. Electrodes prepared from AA were assumed to have the same doping
level (y= 0.61 for x =1), which was found for pure PPY synthesized in AA. Similarly,
electrodes prepared from H2SO4 were assumed to have the same H2SO4 doping level
(w=0.09 for x=1), as determined in the reference electrodes. Therefore, the parameters
allowed to change during the fitting for the compositions are: (1) the lignin fraction, z
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(for SLS or AL), and (2) sulfate content, w (HSO4-/SO4-2), except in the case of PPy/SLS
in H2SO4, where w is fixed by the H2SO4 dopant level. Using the film formula given
above and initial values for the fitting parameters, w and z, the weight % of each element
was calculated. A weighted error between the “calculated weight %” and the “EDX
weight %” was determined, and w and z were calculated by minimizing the error. A
range of compositions is reported to reflex how much the composition can change and
still achieve within 5% of the minimum error. Details of the calculations are shown
below.
The elemental compositions were calculated by dividing the contribution of each
element by the total AMU (Atomic Mass Unit) of the composite (Eq. A.1-A.2).
(Example for PPy/SLS in AA)
𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

= 𝑥𝑥
= 4𝑥𝑥 + 2𝑦𝑦 + 10𝑧𝑧
= 2𝑦𝑦 + 6𝑧𝑧 + 4𝑤𝑤
= 0.36𝑧𝑧 + 1𝑤𝑤

𝐴𝐴. 1

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 = 𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 ) + 𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂 ) + 𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆 )

𝐴𝐴. 2

To compare with the EDX results, the wt. % of each element can be calculated

using Eq. A.3.
𝑁𝑁 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤. % =

𝑁𝑁𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁 )
…
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇

𝐴𝐴. 3

Equations A.1-A.3 show the calculations for weight % of C, O, N, S in the

electrodes based on the elemental composition of each species, and initial guesses for w
and z. A spreadsheet was set to change the values of z and w (x is set to 1, y is
determined by reference PPy electrodes) to minimize the error between the elemental
analysis values (weight %) from EDX and the calculated values from Eq. A.1-A.3. The
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range of compositions in Table 2.1 reflects a variation of parameter analysis in which the
error did not significantly change (< 5%). To minimize the influence of the most
abundant elements (C, O) within the film, a weighted error was used (Eq. A.4-A.5):
% 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 =

|𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|
𝑥𝑥 100
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

% 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = �

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ℎ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐴𝐴. 4
𝐴𝐴. 5

The contributions (wt. %) of each component in the composite film ([(PPy)x

(C2H3O2-)y (SO4-2)w] [Lignin]z) were given by Eq. A.6 and A.7, where MM is the
molecular weight of each monomeric unit.
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑥𝑥) + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶2𝐻𝐻3𝑂𝑂2 (𝑦𝑦) + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 (𝑧𝑧) + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐻𝐻2𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆4 (𝑤𝑤)
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤. % 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑥𝑥)
𝑥𝑥 100 …
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝐴𝐴. 6

𝐴𝐴. 7

A.5 Cycle life of PPy/Lignin electrodes and PPy/Lignin device
The cycle life of PPy/AL single Pt electrode films and PPy/AL-AC device are
shown in Figure A.3. The single electrode was prepared on a Pt electrode at 20 μA for
3333s (ratio 1:1 wt.% PPy: AL). The PPy/AL for the device was prepared on stainless
steel foil as explained in the experimental section (1.34 g L-1 AL). It was found that the
ideal concentration of AL varies with the size of the electrode: higher area electrodes (0.5
cm2) required lower concentrations of AL (1.34 g L-1) in solution to obtain optimal
hydroquinone/quinone redox behavior, whereas smaller area electrodes (0.02 cm2)
required a higher concentration of lignin (6.7 g L-1 AL) to obtain optimal HQ/Q redox
behavior. Figure A.4a shows the cyclic voltammetry profiles of the device (PPy/AL-AC)
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before and after 1700 charge /discharge cycles; HQ/Q groups get irreversibly oxidized,
which causes a loss of the characteristic redox peak from AL. After 25 charge/discharge
cycles the device starts losing its specific capacitance (Figure A.4b), although, the
charge drop is slower when compared with the single electrode (Pt) (Figure A.4c)
indicating that, even though the stability of mixed electrodes is low in solution, it is
improved in a 2-electrode cell.

Figure A.4 Cycle life experiments for PPy/AL single electrodes and for asymmetric
supercapacitors with PPy/AL and AC device.( a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles of PPy/AL
- AC cell before and after 1700 charge/discharge cycles. (b) Discharge profiles for the
cell in (a) at 0.46 mA for various cycles. (c) Cycle stability of PPy/AL single electrode
and PPy/AL-AC device at 0.46mA.

A.6 Chemical synthesis of polypyrrole/lignin composite electrodes
Chemical synthesis of PPy/AL and PPy/SLS was carried out as described in
Appendix D. After synthesizing the polymer composites, a slurry was prepared with NMethyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) as solvent and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) as a binder
and conducting graphite to enhance the conductivity in a ratio of 80 wt.% active material,
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10 wt.% binder, and 10 wt.% conducting graphite. The slurry was ultrasonicated (Figure
A.5a) and deposited into a film using a doctor blade (Figure A.5b) on carbon/PET, ITO,
stainless steel foil and aluminum foil. Once the film was dried, an asymmetric coin cell
device with carbon electrode was prepared with 1M H2SO4 as electrolyte; the CV profiles
for PPY/SLS – Carbon device are shown on Figure A.5c.

Figure A.5 (a) PPy/AL or PPy/SLS, conducting graphite, PVDF in NMP. (b) Doctor
blade film preparation. (c) Cyclic voltammetry profiles for PPy/SLS – Carbon
asymmetric device.
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Appendix B
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR LIGNIN-COATED CARBON
NANOMATERIALS FOR LOW-COST ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE
B.1 Carbon materials
Vendor specifications for the various carbon materials used in the preparation of
carbon-lignin films are shown in Table B.1. The specific surface area (m2 g-1) for C2 was
calculated by estimating the average volume and surface area using the average particle
size; approximating the average mass of each particle with the average volume and
density value from the literature, finally calculating the specific surface area.

Table B.1 Carbon materials specifications
Catalog #

Particle
Size [μm]

Spec.
Surface
Area [m2 g-1]

SigmaAldrich

484164

2-12

2.14 b

C500

SigmaAldrich

702102

4-6c

>500

Carbon, nanopowder

C100

SigmaAldrich

633100

<0.1

>100

Carbon, mesoporous

MSP

SigmaAldrich

699624

< 0.5

50-100

High Surface Active
Carbon for
Supercapacitor Electrode

AC

MTI
Corp

EQ-AB520

5

2000

MesoCarbon MicroBeads

MCM
B

MTI
Corp

MTI EQLiBMCMB

8-33

2.02

a

Carbon material

Short
namea

Supplier

Carbon, glassy

C2

Carbon, mesoporous

Short name used in the paper. b Calculated value. c From SEMs.
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B.2 BET measurements
BET measurements were taken for MSP, C100 and C500. According to the
specifications from the supplier, C100 should have a surface area higher than 100 m2 g-1,
however, when BET measurements were taken for this sample; it was found that the
surface area is 11.4 m2 g-1 with a pore volume of 0.025 cm3 g-1 and pore size 18.4 Å (in
radius). Explaining why the electrochemical activity does not fall within C500 and MSP
performances. Experiments were performed twice, and same results were obtained.
Figure B.1 shows the differential pore volume distribution vs. pore radius for MSP, C500
and C100. MSP exhibits a surface area of 86.3 m2 g-1 and a total pore volume of 0.19 cm3
g-1 with the majority of the pores concentrated around 14.9 Å and 344.9 Å (in radius).
C500 possess a surface area of 471.6 m2 g-1 and a pore volume of 0.23 cm3 g-1 with the
majority of the pores concentrated around 20 Å and 179.3 Å (in radius).

Figure B.1 Differential pore volume distribution for MSP, C500 and C100.
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B.3 Film morphology:
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for MSP/SLS, C500/SLS, AC/SLS,
C100/SLS films prepared from dispersions in 0.5M H2SO4 are shown on Figures B.2a,
B.2b, B.2c, and B.2d, respectively.

Figure B.2 Scanning electron microscopy images at x10k of (a) MSP/SLS, (b)
C500/SLS, (c) AC/SLS, (d) C100/SLS in SA.

B.4 Weight % of sulfonated lignin (SLS) and alkali lignin (AL) in MSP films:
The approximate amount of lignin trapped within the MSP structure was
calculated by selecting sections of the DTG curves and assigning them to either lignin or
carbon contributions. Peaks below 100°C were considered moisture. Peaks within 100
and ~520°C were considered lignin contribution while peaks within ~520 to 800°C were
considered carbon contribution. A peak fitting software (PeakFit) was used to
deconvolute the different peaks that gave rise to the DTG curves, assigning each of these
peaks to either lignin or carbon. The area under the curve of each peak was calculated to
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give the mass contribution of each of the species in the mixture. The final results are
shown in Table B.2.

Table B.2 Mass composition of SLS and AL in the different samples
Sample
Standard
MSP-CGSLS in SA
MSP-CGSLS in AA
MSP-CG-AL
in AA

Peak fitting
Mass (mg)
wt.%
0.55
16.7
0.53

12.5

0.32

7.68

0.46

14.9
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Appendix C
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR SCALABLE, TEMPLATE-FREE
SYNTHESIS OF CONDUCTING POLYMER MICROTUBES

C.1 Mesh specifications
Table C.1 shows the stainless steel substrates specifications: opening size, wire
diameter, specific surface area and open area. Specific surface area is the ratio of actual
surface area to planar (substrate) surface area. Open area is calculated considering a
planar substrate and is the ratio of the planar area with no wires to the planar substrate
area.
Table C.1 Stainless steel mesh substrates specifications
Mesh

Opening Size
[mm]

Wire
Diameter
[mm]

Sp. Surface
Area

Open Area [%]

M40
M60
M100
M200
M250
M325
M400

0.38
0.23
0.15
0.074
0.061
0.043
0.038

0.25
0.19
0.11
0.053
0.041
0.036
0.025

2.5
2.9
2.8
2.6
2.5
2.9
2.5

36
29
36
34
36
31
36

C.2 Influence of the polymerization current
Figure C.1 shows the electrochemical characteristics and comparison between the
microtubes deposited at different current densities. Figure C.1a shows the time evolution
in potential during electrode synthesis profile. Each electrode is deposited for the same
total charge on a 1 cm2 substrate (Q [mC] = j [mA cm-2] * t [s]). Figure C.1b shows the
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cyclic voltammetry profiles indicating no significate difference between the capacitance
vs. potential plots, although the deposition at 10mA does present slight higher
capacitance. Figure C.1c EIS of the different films are presented, the series resistance of
the films increases as the current density increase. The low-frequency ends of the kinetic
control part of the Nyquist plot are 39.81, 79.43, 31.62, 25,12 Hz for 10, 12, 14, 16 mA
respectively.

Figure C.1 Electrochemical properties of polypyrrole microtubes deposited by
chronopotentiometry on M200 for 30 C cm-2 at different current densities (10, 12, 14, 16
mA cm-2). (a) Deposition profiles, (b) Change in specific capacitances at 10 mV s-1, (c)
Nyquist Plot.

The Table C.2 shows the properties of polypyrrole microtubes deposited with
increasing current; the thickness of the film increases with the decrease in current. In
general, the properties of the microtubes are very similar one to the other as the current
increases. Other experiments showed that by increasing the concentration of the
monomer from 0.09M to 0.2M, thicker meshes can be obtained.
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Table C.2 Properties of polypyrrole microtubes deposited with increasing current*
Sample

Film
Thickness
[μm]

Height
[μm]

Top
diameter
[μm]

Middle
diameter
[μm]

Bottom
diameter
[μm]

Ratio
[DT to DM]

M200 12mA
M200 14mA
M200 16mA

14
12
11

800
840
910

280
240
260

290
230
260

230
180
220

1.6
1.7
1.4

* Deposition conditions 30C cm-2

Microtubes were also observed when deposited with a ramp chronoamperometry,
increase of the current every set time (0.025mA every 13s). Smaller microtubes and
smoother surface were obtained in presence of poly(4-styrene sulfonic) acid, as dopant.
The polymer disrupts the natural molecular packing of the polypyrrole leading to a
smoother surface (Figure C.2).

Figure C.2 Polypyrrole microtubes deposited with galvanodynamic deposition from 10
to 12 mA cm-2 for 13.3 C cm-2 with different dopants. (a) 0.5M H2SO4, (b) 3.3 wt. %
PSSA.
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C.3 Bubble method
The Figure C.3 shows the SEM image of one of the samples deposited using the
so-called bubble method from the literature.1-6 It is observed that ball-like structures are
obtained. However, this is not the same kind of structures achieved with the method
presented in this work.

Figure C.3 Bubble method, M200 with 1 cyclic voltammetry cycle from -0.3V to -0.8V
at 0.1 V s-1 followed by chronopotentiometry at 16mA for 60C.

C.4 Detailed procedure for the synthesis of polypyrrole microtubes
C.4.1 Good practices
 For the microtubes growth, it is fundamental to be clean and precise when
preparing the solutions.
 Make sure all the containers to be used are properly cleaned!. Use recently distilled
pyrrole monomer, avoid to use yellow/brownish monomer.
 Prepare your own solutions, avoid using solutions that somebody else prepared.
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 Add the monomer right before running the experiments; avoid the use of solutions
Py+electrolyte from the day before. Sulfuric acid solutions are fine for long
periods of time.

C.4.2 Substrate preparation
 Cut M200 1.2x1.4 cm and a neck of 0.4x1.3cm

 Sonicate for 10 min in ethanol, dry the sample with the N2 gun.
 Weigh the sample.
 Treat the sample in UV Ozone for 15 min each side. (30 min total)
 Cut parafilm (wax paper) with the following specifications (use a sharp blade to
make an accurate cut, avoid cutting the edges more than they should)
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 Cover the mesh with the parafilm in the following way

 To make sure the parafilm is well attached to the substrate, rub the surface by
placing a piece of paper (can be the same parafilm protecting paper) over the
parafilm and rub with the back of the tweezer, pay special care to the internal
edges. Note: It has to be paper not kimwipe, otherwise it will stick to the parafilm.

C.4.3 Experiment set up
 The platinum mesh used as counter electrode (CE), make sure to clean it first with
DI water; then acetone, allow the acetone to evaporate; finally, carefully burn the
mesh with the torch. This step is essential. Pt catalyzes the production of H2.
Therefore, the surface of this mesh has to be clean in other to be able to use the
entire surface available.
 Take the vial with the 10 ml of electrolyte and degassed with N2 for 10 min. Add
the monomer and mixed it for 1 min with the vortex mixer.
 Take the working electrode (WE) (M200/M400) with one alligator clip. Use the
black cap to hang the electrode. Place the CE in the 10 mL beaker. Hang the
reference electrode. Connect all the electrodes to their corresponding wire. Note:
one way to check if there is a good connection between the alligator clip and the
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mesh is using the multimeter, one end on the mesh the other one on the alligator
wire, resistance should not be higher than ~2Ω.

 Add ~6 extractions of the Py+Electrolyte solution utilizing a disposable Pasteur
pipette (~6-7 mL). Make sure the substrate is complete cover as shown in the
picture. Note: the alligator clip should not be soaked with the electrolyte, it will
corrode.

 Check all connections.
 Run chronopotentiometry at 10mA for 30C (will take about 50min) make sure the
temperature remains constant during the whole experiment.
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 Once done, disconnect everything starting with the WE, RE should be the last one
in being disconnected.
 Wash all the electrodes and beaker with DI water.

 Reconnect everything together, this time, add 6 extractions of electrolyte (0.5M
H2SO4) only (~6-7 mL), to run the characterization experiments which will be:
cyclic voltammetry from 0-0.8V at 300, 100, 30, 10, 3 mV s-1; EIS at 0.7 V; and
CD set to discharge for 60s.
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Appendix D
CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF POLYPYRROLE AND POLY(3,4ETHYLENEDIOXYTHIOPHENE)

D.1 Polypyrrole
Chemical synthesis of polypyrrole (PPy) was performed following the synthesis
procedure explained by S. Machida and S. Miyata,1 which is the method we have
commonly used to prepare PPy. The yield is between 30 - 50%. To produce more the
quantities can be scaled up by maintaining the ratios.
-

-

Materials

2 neck 100 mL Round
Flask
“x” stir bar
Rubber cap
Round flask wooden ring
Syringe
Hotplate
Ice bath
Thermometer
No. 4 Whatman paper
filter
Ceramic Funnel

-

Reactants

Pyrrole monomer
Iron Chloride (III) (FeCl3)
Methanol (CH3OH)
DI water

-

Conditions

4⁰C
Schlenk line (N2)
Total reaction time
48 hr

Figure D.1 Chemical polymerization of PPy basic set-up
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D.1.1 Procedure
A. The ratios of each of the components in the polymerization are 1:2.33 Py to FeCl3
in a 2.5M solution of FeCl3 in CH3OH.
B. Vacuum out a 100 mL 1 neck flask by connecting to the Schleck line using a
syringe and a rubber cap. Add nitrogen to the flask. Make sure to add the “X” stir
bar before sealing the flask. This step is just to make sure the flask is dry.
C. Add the CH3OH (using a syringe) and bubble with N2 to remove the excess of O2
(15min), use a long syringe to reach the liquid while leaving a small syringe on
the rubber cap as a vent. Set-up the ice bath and place the thermometer inside to
control the temperature. Wait for CH3OH to get to 4⁰C.
D. Make a funnel with the weighing paper to add the FeCl3 to the flask. Wait until all
of it is dissolved in CH3OH. Stir at 700rpm.
E.

Add the Py monomer, dropwise using a syringe.

F.

Let the reaction run for 6h.

G. Rotovap most of the CH3OH from the solution.
H. Add DI-water and filter the product using a Whatman No. 4 paper filter.
I.

Collect the polymer from the paper filter, place it in a beaker and wash it again
with CH3OH and filter.

J.

Repeat procedures H and I as many times as necessary, until the solution is clear.
Usually, it takes around 2 times with DI water and 1 last time with CH3OH.

K. Dry for 24h under vacuum at 80⁰C.
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D.1.2 Alternative procedure
Some of the problems that might be encountered with the previous procedure are:
(1) PPy does not precipitate out of solution or (2) the yield of the reaction is low.
Therefore, an alternative procedure we have followed is keeping the same ratios and
reactions but modifying the polymerization conditions as follows:
A. The ratios of each of the components in the polymerization are 1:2.33 Py to FeCl3
in a 2.5M solution of FeCl3 in CH3OH.
B. Vacuum out a 200 mL 1 neck flask, put two syringes one as vent and the other
one for the Schleck line connection. Add nitrogen to the flask. Make sure to add
the “X” stir bar before sealing the flask.
C. Add the CH3OH and bubble with N2 to remove the excess of O2. Leave the
syringe on the rubber cap to allow the air to get out. Set-up the ice bath and place
the thermometer inside to control the temperature. Wait for CH3OH to get to
~4⁰C.
D. Make a funnel with the weighing paper to add the FeCl3 to the flask. Wait until all
of it is dissolved in CH3OH.
E.

Add the Py monomer, dropwise using a syringe.

F.

Let the reaction run for 8h in the ice bath, keeping it at ~4⁰C.

G. Take the round flask out of the ice bath and let the reaction run for 40h at room
temperature.
H. Rotovap most of the CH3OH from the solution.
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I.

Once most of the CH3OH is gone, add about 100 mL of ice water. This will help
to precipitate polypyrrole; especially, when a dopant such as p-Toluenesulfonic
acid is added because it improves the solubility of polypyrrole making the
extraction more difficult.

J.

If after 1h it does not seem like the polymer is precipitating, stir at 60rpm for 1
day.

K. Filter the product using the Whatman No. 4 paper filter.
L.

Collect the polymer from the paper filter, place it in a beaker and wash it again
with CH3OH and filter.

M. Repeat procedures H and I as many times as necessary, until the filtrated solution
is clear. Usually, it takes around 2 times with DI water and 1 last time with
CH3OH.
N. Dry for 24h under vacuum at 80⁰C.

D.1.3 Polypyrrole synthesized with different dopants
Various dopants have been used to synthesize polypyrrole Table D.1 shows a
summary of the reactants ratios (by wt.%). Notice that sulfonated lignin and alkali lignin
were also used as dopants with solutions prepared in acetic acid.
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Table D.1 Summary of ratios used for the synthesis of polypyrrole
Polymer

Pyrrole

PPy

1

Oxidant
(FeCl3)
2.33

Dopant

Solvent

Time

-

1.1 M of Py in

4.5h

CH3OH
PPy:PSSA

1

2.33

10 mL (1.2 times

1.5 M of Py in

the amount of

CH3OH (25mL)

4.5h

pyrrole)
PPy:PTSA

1

2.33

0.3

2 M of Py in CH3OH

48h

PPy in

1

2.33

-

1.1M of Py in a

5h

Acetic acid

15.3M Acetic acid
solution in water

PPy: SLS

1

2.33

0.5

1.1M of Py in a

5h

15.3M Acetic acid
solution in water
PPy:AL

1

2.33

0.5

1.1M of Py in a
15.3M Acetic acid
solution in water
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5h

D.2 Poly(3,4 Ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)
PEDOT chemical polymerization procedure is based on the work of P.G. Pickup.2,
3

The yield is between 80 - 90%. To produce more the quantities can be scaled up by

maintaining the ratios.
-

Materials
100 mL Round
Flask
“x” stir bar
Rubber cap
Round flask wooden
ring
Syringe
Hotplate
No. 4 Whatman
paper filter
Ceramic Funnel

-

Reactants
3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene
NaPSS (Sodium Poly(4Styrene sulfonate))
Fe(NO3)3 (Iron II nitrate)
DI water

-

Conditions
Room
temperature

Figure D.2 Chemical polymerization of PEDOT basic set-up
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D.2.1 Procedure
A. Pour 15 mL of 0.1M NaPSS in the Round flask, stir this solution until all the
NaPSS is dissolved (suggested 1200 rpm).
B. Add 0.8 mL of EDOT to the solution in A. Ultrasonicate the mixture for 10 min
and stir for 30 min (suggested 1200 rpm). The solution should be white. Cover the
round flask with a rubber cap.
C. Meanwhile, weigh 15.3g of Fe(NO3)3. Slowly allow to dissolve in 5-7 mL of
water (takes about 30 min to dissolve the whole amount). When everything is
dissolved, take a syringe and add dropwise the Fe(NO3)3 to the AB solution while
is stirring (suggested 1200 rpm).
D. Let the reaction go for about 6h.
E.

Filtrate the product with DI water using a No.4 Whatman paper filter.

F.

Collect all the powder and dissolve it in DI water to perform the second filtration,
this time with CH3OH.

G. Collect the PEDOT in a vial; get rid of the excess of solvent utilizing the rotovap
for 1 or 2h. Then, place it in the vacuum oven overnight at not more than 80ºC.
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D.2.2 Alternative procedure
This method uses a combination of aqueous and organic solvent to dissolve
EDOT.2

Materials
100 mL Round Flask
“x” stir bar
Rubber cap
Round flask wooden ring
Syringe
Hotplate
No. 4 Whatman paper filter
Ceramic Funnel

-

-

Reactants
3,4-Ethylenedioxythiophene
Acetonitrile (ACN)
NaPSS (Sodium Poly(4Styrene sulfonate))
Fe(NO3)3 (Iron II nitrate)
DI water

-

Conditions
Room
temperature

A. Prepare a 0.15M EDOT / ACN solution, stir until EDOT is dissolved in the
solution.
B. Prepare a 0.15M NaPSS / DI water solution, stir for 20 min until NaPSS is
dissolve.
C. Mix solutions A and B in the round flask. Cover the flask with the rubber cap and
stir.
D. Dissolve a 10:1 ratio of Fe(NO3)3 to EDOT in 5 to 7 mL of water. This might take
several minutes. When everything is dissolved, take a syringe and add dropwise
the Fe(NO3)3 to the AB solution while is stirring (suggested 1200 rpm).
E.

Allow the reaction to run for 2 days.

F.

Filtrate the product with DI water using a No.4 Whatman paper filter.
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G. Collect all the powder and dissolve it in DI water to perform the second filtration,
this time, use CH3OH to wash the powder.
H. Collect the PEDOT in a vial; get rid of the excess of solvent utilizing the rotovap
for 1 or 2h. Then, place it in the vacuum oven overnight at not more than 80ºC.
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Appendix E
N-BOC PYRROLE

E.1 Literature review
The BOC group can be removed from Pyrrole by thermal removal, mild acidic or
basic treatment. In the literature, there have been several approaches taken for the
removal of this group:
1. By thermal heating at 185⁰C for 30 min under N2 and dried under vacuum for 1h @
150⁰C.1
According to the TGA made (Figure E.1) of the chemically synthesize samples of NBOC-PPy + PTSA.M + FeCl3 and PPy + PTSA.M + FeCl3, (air, 10⁰C/min, from 0 to
100⁰C) synthesized according to the procedure on following sections, the BOC group
completely gets removed between ~150-180⁰C; it seems that most of it goes away
after 150ºC. Therefore, this temperature as the maximum temperature to remove the
group.
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Figure E.1 TGA of chemically synthesize polypyrrole and N-BOC pyrrole.

2. Aqueous phosphoric acid (85%wt.) added to an organic solvent (THF, acetonitrile,
toluene, methylene chloride), stirred a room temperature for 4 to 8h. A ratio of 1mL
of solvent per 1g of material and 15 equivalents of 85%wt. of phosphoric acid
solution. A 50% wt. solution of NaOH was added to keep pH between 7-8. More
details in ref. 2
3. 1mmol of material in 10 mL of water at 100ºC for times between 5-12 min under
argon,3 and under nitrogen between 10 min to 13h reactions.4 Previous to this work,
there was another one showing the use of water at 150ºC under subcritical
conditions.5 All these references show different aromatic and aliphatic molecules
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protected by the N-BOC group, they do not show exactly pyrrole, but they show
similar type molecules.
4. Deprotection in basic media with sodium methoxide in a mixture of methanol and
THF.6

E.2 Experiments
So far, we have done experiments with chemical and electrochemical
polymerization of N-BOC-pyrrole and compared with same process for just pyrrole, we
have only tried to remove the group by thermal treatment: Electrochemical synthesis of
N-BOC-Pyrrole: Stainless steel mesh 200x200 with 20 mL propylene carbonate (PC) and
0.1M LiClO4; 20 mL Acetonitrile (MeCN) and 0.1M LiClO4 both with a concentration of
N-BOC-PY monomer of 0.1M. Depositions with chronoamperometry at 2.01 V for 1.6C
(about 1000s). The CV profiles showed a very poor performance. These samples were
heated up to 120⁰C overnight. The film tested after heating show poorer CV profiles than
before heating.
Improvements: N-BOC-Pyrrole MW= 167.21g/mol, Pyrrole MW= 67.09 g/mol.
N-BOC-PY weighs about 2.5 times than Pyrrole. Try with a concentration of 0.25M NBOC-PY monomer to perform the polymerizations. Since the high voltage needed to
polymerize it might be due to the low concentration of monomer in the solutions which
takes more voltage applied to polymerize on the substrates.
Run all the experiments in PC which seems to work better than acetonitrile,
according to previous results. Clean the film with Ethyl acetate to remove the PC, dried
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and heat films up to 150⁰C for 30 min, and test. If not change is seen, heat for 1 more
hour and test. The test can be performed in PC+0.1M LiClO4.

E.2.1 Chemical synthesis of N-BOC-Pyrrole:
Reactant

MW [g mol-1] Ratio

Moles

Weight [g]

mL
1.034

Pyrrole

67.09

1

0.0149

1

Iron Chloride III (FeCl3)

162.21

2.3

0.0343

5.564

Para-Toluenefulfonic acid
monohydrate (P-TSA.M)

190.22

0.3

0.00447

0.8506

Methanol (MeOH)

74.52

N-BOC Pyrrole

167.21

1

0.0149

2.491

Iron Chloride III (FeCl3)

162.21

2.3

0.0343

5.564

Para-Toluenefulfonic acid
monohydrate (P-TSA.M)

190.22

0.3

0.00447

0.8506

Methanol (MeOH)

2.491

74.52

Materials needed: 1 neck round flask, stir bar, and ice bath.


Keep polymers in ice bath over 8h and then remove the ice bath and let the reaction
go for 40h.



Once the reaction is done, rotovap most of the MeOH.



Add 100 mL of ice water, stir (60rpm) overnight to take the polymer out of solution.



Once is out of solution, filter 2 times with water; 1 time with MeOH and 1 more time
with Acetone.



Dry in vacuum oven at room temperature.
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After synthesis, electrodes were prepared with a solution of 5:1 sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) to polypyrrole or N-BOC-polypyrrole in water. Sonicated for 10 min the
mixture SDS + DI Water, then added polymer, sonicated for 30 min. Deposited 1-2 mL
on polyamide filter. Tested one sample without heating and one after heating 120⁰C
overnight. With this procedure, a reduction in the performance of N-BOC-polypyrrole
and polypyrrole after heating was observed.
Improvements: Prepare a mixture of 80% polypyrrole or N-BOC-polypyrrole,
10% conducting graphite (CG) and 10% PVDF in NMP. Allow PVDF to dissolve in
NMP at 80⁰C for 1h stirring. Finely grain PPy or N-BOC-PY with CG and added to the
solution, sonicate all the mixture for 20 min (5 min on – 30s off setup). The NMP will be
a hard solvent to remove. The films could also be made with DI water instead of NMP
and CMC instead of PVDF. Dissolve the CMC in water for 2h without heating but
stirring.
Take one of the 1mL syringe and deposit 0.5mL using a paper filter No. 4 on the
base, a GF/F filter over it, placing the white cell o-ring over it. Slowly deposit the
mixture over it. Make 5 samples one to be tested at the same moment in the white cell,
two other to be heated at 150⁰C for 30 min-1h, test one and save the other one for weight
and the rest for weight calculations, dry in the vacuum oven. (be careful, the objective is
to dry the samples but not remove the BOC group from them, therefore, heat for longer
time 72h at around 60-70⁰C under vacuum).
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E.2.2 Experiments suggested
Besides the experiments suggested above to improve the thermal treatment of the
sample for the removal of the N-BOC group, we will like to try the acid/base methods. It
is suggested to do this experiments first with the chemically synthesize polypyrrole and
N-BOC-Polypyrrole and then try with the electrochemically synthesize films on M200
for thin films 1-2C.
Base on ref.3-5 boil 10 mL of DI water, add 1mmol of material and stir for 10min,
filter this material and prepare the slurry above described to tested over the GF/F, test and
compare with the performance of the material that has not been treated. (FT-IR might be
needed to determine whether the BOC group was removed or not and compared with
standard spectra of polypyrrole). If no differences are observed, run the same experiment
for 1h.
Base on ref.2 prepare a solution of 85%wt. phosphoric acid in water, mix with
THF in the proportions described in the reference, add the solution of 50%wt. NaOH and
let the reaction go for 4h, stirring at room temperature. Wash and dry the polymer and
prepared the slurry as described above. Test and compare with the original material. (FTIR might be needed to determine whether the BOC group was removed or not and
compared with standard spectra of polypyrrole).

E.3 Future work
To control de porosity and density of the polymer film by removal of other types
of polymer, could be a polymer that can be removed by thermal treatment, or by UV
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radiation, added during the conducting polymer polymerization and then after the film is
made remove it, leaving a porous structure. Literature review on this matter needs to be
done to find the suitable polymers. The composite film will be done by chemical or
electrochemical synthesis. The polymer can also be added to CNT to make bunky paper.
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